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ABSTRACT

All presidential administrations experience vacancies in agency leadership. Separation of

powers models typically assume that executives are constrained by the need for legislative ap-

proval when placing these agents in unelected o�ce. Yet, in practice, these vital policymaking

positions are often �lled with temporary o�cials – or left empty entirely – without Senate con-

�rmation. These unexpected outcomes raise the important question of why presidents choose

to leave certain positions vacant while seeking the Senate’s advice and consent for others. Even

though much has been written on the president’s strategies for choosing appointees in light of

their potential for Senate con�rmation, the president’s use of vacancies is almost completely ab-

sent from the literature on presidential appointments. This absence is striking since presidents

have perpetuated vacancies in their appointments, without submitting nominations, for decades.

In this dissertation, I argue that vacancies in appointments that require Senate con�rmation

are calculated choices presidents make, within their larger nomination strategies, to advance their

policy priorities. To do so, I develop and test a novel theory of appointments that corrects our

conception of vacancies to di�erentiate between empty positions and interim appointees, while

also incorporating the Senate’s leverage to veto a nomination and the president’s power to choose

not to submit one in the �rst place. Two key �ndings predict that, �rst, when presidents prioritize

policy contraction, persistently empty positions without nominees will occur even in uni�ed

government; and second, when presidents prioritize policy expansion, they are more likely to

use interim appointees to �ll positions with a high capacity to control policy outcomes. I assess

these implications using an original dataset on vacancies and appointments, across all �fteen
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executive departments from 1977 through 2015; and �nd considerable support for my theory.

The results here suggest that, indeed, presidents strategically use vacancies to expand their

executive power and achieve their policy priorities. This dissertation makes three notable con-

tributions to our understanding of presidential power by investigating how position character-

istics and policy priorities in�uence the president’s use of vacancies and appointments. First,

it shows that to better understand institutions in separation-of-powers regimes, we must con-

sider how deliberate sidestepping of formal powers impacts inter-branch bargaining and agenda

setting strategies. Second, it presents a theory of appointments that provides a new and better

understanding of presidential strategic behavior and the president’s advantage in the nomina-

tion process. Moreover, it introduces the novel idea that these decisions are driven by the value

of the positions themselves in terms of achieving policy priorities. Lastly, I have assembled the

most comprehensive dataset to date on appointments to and vacancies in presidential appoint-

ments that require Senate con�rmation. These data are new in political science research and

will be helpful in exploring a new line of research on the politics of vacancies in presidential ap-

pointments. Executive politics scholars claim that the Senate’s refusal to con�rm appointments

damages the president’s ability to exercise his authority and execute the law. However, this disser-

tation discovers the conditions under which presidents, when they use empty posts and interim

appointments, capitalize on their �rst-mover advantage to subvert the Senate’s power to refuse

con�rmation.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

“ Top posts at the Defense and Justice departments went vacant for months. Inspector general
jobs in several agencies are still empty. The National Labor Relations Board came close to
dysfunction because of empty chairs [. . . ] Empty chairs make rotten policy.

The Washington Post Editorial Board ”
Presidents have the power to unilaterally set the direction of policy outcomes. Yet, to see this

direction come to fruition, presidents must rely on the appointees who design and then imple-

ment said policies. Consider, for instance, President Obama’s second term foreign policy priori-

ties, which centered on developing new strategies to prevent the growth of terrorist groups and

violent extremism. To do this, Obama relied on his Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democ-

racy, and Human Rights at the Department of State, Sarah Sewall, to craft and implement a new

U.S. counterterrorism policy that emphasized governance and human rights: the Countering Vi-

olent Extremism (CVE) policy.1 The Obama administration’s 2015 CVE foreign2 policy sought
1The Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights has the largest budget in the De-

partment of State ($5 billion) and coordinates U.S. foreign policy on combating terrorism, tra�cking in persons,
illicit drug activity, humanitarian e�orts, human rights and labor issues, and the documentation of war crimes and
atrocities.

2The Obama administration also developed a domestic CVE policy designed as a joint taskforce between the De-
partment of Homeland Security and the Department of Justice to implement programs aimed at preventing domestic
violent extremism.
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to “address the root causes of extremism through community engagement,”3 was adopted by the

United Nations in 2016,4 and has been widely accepted as the new counterterrorism paradigm

for preventing the growth of terrorist groups. Alternatively, when President Trump o�cially

outlined his priorities for counterterrorism policy in October 2018,5 he all but eliminated previ-

ous humanitarian e�orts for preventing violent extremism. We would have expected the Under

Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights to be tasked with designing an

alternative human rights policy option. This position, however, was empty.

In fact, after nearly 18 months in o�ce, over 20 percent of presidential appointments whose

authority requires Senate con�rmation (known as PAS positions) were empty.6 Half of the lead-

ership positions at the State Department were vacant, with no nominee, for the entirety of the

Trump administration’s �rst year. Positions like the Under Secretary for Arms Control and In-

ternational Security A�airs and Assistant Secretary for Population, Refugees and Migration were

empty. More than half of the PAS positions at the Department of Treasury were vacant, includ-

ing the Assistant Secretaries for Economic Policy and for Financial Markets. Similarly, 11 of the

15 PAS positions at the Department of Education were vacant and fewer than half of them had

nominees. Nearly a third of the PAS positions at the Department of Labor were also empty. Given

these “empty chairs,” The Washington Post excerpt above would likely surprise no one today –

except that it was published on March 14, 1994.

All presidential administrations experience vacancies in agency leadership. If presidents con-

trol the path of policy most e�ectively through their power to appoint personnel, as our typical

understanding suggests, then we would expect few, if any, of these positions to remain vacant.
3https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-o�ce/2015/02/18/fact-sheet-white-house-summit-

countering-violent-extremism. Accessed 15 January 2019.
4In July 2016, the United Nations adopted that Preventing Violent Extremism (PVE) policy which was largely

crafted from the Obama administration’s CVP foreign policy. (https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/en/plan-
action-prevent-violent-extremism).

5https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/NSCT.pdf
6Original analysis of departmental websites and organizational charts to identify the status of all PAS positions

in the Trump administration as of June 2, 2018.
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This, however, is not the case. Over the past �ve administrations, executive agency PAS positions

were vacant, on average, 25 percent of the time (O’Connell, 2009). Presidents perpetuate vacan-

cies, regularly forgo nominations, and often use lengthy interim appointments without Senate

con�rmation.

Nevertheless, scholars regularly gauge vacancies in PAS positions as sporadic events that war-

rant, at most, a footnote. They mistakenly cast vacancies as mechanical byproducts of presiden-

tial transitions, or miscalculations in identifying a nominee, or senatorial delays in con�rmation.

Consequently, the standard perspective fundamentally misinterprets the absence of a con�rmed

appointee as an arbitrary ga�e in the appointment process, when actually – as this dissertation

makes clear – vacancies are a distinct feature of presidential appointment strategy. Most recently,

Trump has kept positions vacant for months and refused to pursue nominations in many agen-

cies where he has proposed slowdowns and dramatic cuts on regulation, workforce, and budget

(e.g., Education and State). Yet, he has been quicker to nominate in priority areas like commerce

and defense, and left entire agencies to be run by interim appointees when he has sought consid-

erable expansions in implementation and enforcement activities (e.g., Immigration and Customs

Enforcement).7 Yet, existing theories of appointment strategy do not allow vacancies to be any-

thing other than aberrations and expect presidents to unfailingly pursue formal nominations,

when presidents obviously have alternative approaches to sta�ng these critical positions.

These unexpected outcomes raise the important question of why presidents choose to leave

certain positions vacant while seeking the Senate’s advice and consent for others. This puzzle is

important for two reasons. First, one of the president’s most in�uential powers is to appoint the

1,200 cabinet secretaries, agency directors, general counsels, and other personnel whose day-to-

day actions determine the actions of the government. These PAS positions are routinely respon-
7Acting Assistant Secretaries for Immigration and Customs Enforcement at the Department of Homeland Security

(often referred to as the Director of ICE) were: Daniel Ragsdale (January 20-30, 2017), Thomas Homan (January 30,
2017-June 30, 2018), Ronald D. Vitiello (June 30, 2018-April 12, 2019), and Matthew Albence (April 13, 2019 until
present, as of May 10, 2019).
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sible for major policy decisions that impact the lives of many, if not all, Americans. Consequently,

whether these positions are �lled or not, and why, matters for our understanding of presidential

power and how that power shapes policy. Second, vacancies in agency leadership impact agency

performance and interfere with the accountability, e�ciency, and responsiveness of government

to its citizens. Particularly in agencies like the Department of Veterans A�airs, vacancies can stall

critical decisions and delay the provision of essential services, both of which could have severe

consequences.8 Despite these important implications, we know very little about why presidents

choose to maintain vacancies and not to nominate when the bene�ts of nominating seem obvious.

Even though much has been written on the president’s strategies for choosing appointees in light

of their potential for Senate con�rmation, the president’s use of vacancies is almost completely

absent from the literature on separation of powers and presidential appointments.9

This absence is striking given that presidents can and do maintain vacancies in their appoint-

ments. First, however, we need to be more precise in our discussion of “vacancies.” That is, as

I discuss below, we need to correct how we de�ne vacancies in PAS positions. With existing

research focused on nominees and con�rmed appointees, our current conception of vacancies

identi�es the absence of Senate con�rmed appointees. Yet, PAS positions without con�rmed

appointees could be empty or �lled with interim appointees, temporary o�cials exercising the

authority of the position without Senate con�rmation. In fact, in June 2018, interim appointees

�lled nearly a third of vacant PAS positions.10 This is not a new phenomenon either: between

1996 and 2016, nearly 40 percent of vacant positions reported to the Government Accountabil-

ity O�ce went without subsequent nominations; and 60 percent of those vacant positions were

temporarily �lled by interim appointees.
8For example, in 2014, with nearly 40 percent of PAS positions vacant, the Department of Veterans A�airs “was in

crisis" with a “management vacuum" that could not address the excessive wait times for medical services that a�ected
nearly 121,000 veterans, caused at least 40 deaths, and ultimately, led Secretary Eric Shinseki to resign (Kesling and
Nelson, 2014; Buell, 2016).

9See Hollibaugh (2015) and Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017) for two notable exceptions.
10See Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2 for a more detailed picture of vacancies in the Trump Administration as of June 2,

2018.
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In this dissertation, I explore the politics of this unconventional presidential appointment

strategy. Clearly, a president’s choice to not nominate or the Senate’s choice to not con�rm does

not exclusively create “empty chairs;” instead, the reversion point includes empty positions and

interim appointees. And yet, the president’s systematic use of each type of vacancy remains

largely unexamined. By overlooking this distinction, existing theories do not account for the

walk-away value of interims and empty positions,11 and doing so ultimately reshapes how we

represent the strategic considerations of the president and the Senate when they are faced with

an appointment opportunity. Perhaps because we have not yet examined opportunities to con-

solidate political power by avoiding the formal, institutionalized ones, we lack an explanation of

presidents’ strategic use of vacancies. Thus, in recognizing that we have long confounded empty

positions and interim appointees – when we have not been ignoring them altogether – this dis-

sertation o�ers new perspectives and corrections to our understanding of presidential power.

The chapters that follow address three related questions: how do presidents use vacancies,

why do presidents seek the Senate’s advice and consent for certain positions and not others, and

when do presidents choose to leave certain positions empty while �lling others with interim or

permanent appointees? Two central observations shape this inquiry. First, vacancies o�er the

president a remarkable opportunity to circumvent the Senate. Presidents unilaterally choose to

leave positions empty or to �ll them with interim appointees. The Senate enters the appoint-

ment calculus only after a president, again unilaterally, chooses to submit a nominee. Ultimately,

this grants presidents considerable power to not appoint and not nominate. Second, the presi-

dent’s decision to keep a position empty requires an appointment strategy that centers on the

characteristics of the position itself, rather than the characteristics of a potential appointee. This

strategy, then, o�ers the president an additional degree of �exibility to consider whether an open
11Ultimately, existing theories do not frame the Senate’s choice to not con�rm (walk away from the nominee) with

the position �lled by an interim appointee in comparison. That is, by not di�erentiating between an empty position
and an interim appointee, they do not accurately represent the status quo for the Senate’s con�rmation strategy. The
theoretical framework presented in Chapter 4 formalizes this reversion point within the nomination-con�rmation
bargaining subgame.
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position requires an appointee before devoting resources to identify the short list of potentially

Senate-con�rmable appointees.

This dissertation makes three notable contributions to our understanding of presidential power

by investigating how position characteristics and policy priorities in�uence the president’s use of

vacancies and appointments. First, this dissertation challenges the dominant paradigm in sepa-

ration of powers models of presidential appointments. This paradigm proceeds from the assump-

tion that executives are constrained by the need for legislative approval when placing principal

o�cers in unelected o�ce.12 This assumption itself presumes that presidents will always make

appointments, through the nominations process, to head agencies. Presidents, in fact, do not.

The perspective that the set of appointment choices include only formal powers like nomina-

tions or recess appointments does not leave room to consider the informal power of unilateral

presidential inaction. Hence, this dissertation highlights that, for our theories of institutions and

separation of powers to be complete, they need to consider how deliberate sidestepping of formal

powers impacts inter-branch bargaining and agenda setting strategies.

Second, this dissertation begins with a new theory of appointments that o�ers its own set

of contributions. Speci�cally, this framework provides a new and better understanding of presi-

dential strategic behavior and the president’s advantage in the nomination process. By explicitly

di�erentiating between empty positions and those �lled by interim appointees, my theory identi-

�es the more accurate, and therefore complete, choice set available to presidents for maintaining

political control of the bureaucracy. Moreover, it introduces the novel idea that these decisions

are driven by the value of the positions themselves in terms of achieving policy priorities. Lastly,

as discussed at length in Chapter 5, I have assembled the most comprehensive dataset on ap-

pointments to and vacancies in PAS positions. This data is new in political science research,

and I harness it to empirically test the implications of my theoretical model. From a series of

non-parametric and parametric analyses, I �nd evidence to support my theory that presidents
12An assumption driven entirely by the Appointments Clause of Article II in the United States Constitution.
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strategically use interim appointees to advance their expansion policy priorities and leave posi-

tions empty when they prioritize contraction.

This chapter proceeds as follows. First, given that vacancies are not well-known features of

presidential appointment strategy, I provide an introduction to vacancies. Next, I introduce the

central argument of the dissertation. Finally, I outline the plan of the dissertation, explaining the

role that each chapter plays and the relationship between those chapters.
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1.1 An Introduction to Vacancies: Empty Positions and Interim
Appointees

The fact that positions do not have Senate con�rmed appointees – that they are vacant – does

not necessarily mean that these agencies are headless or that those chairs are empty. Presidents

can leave positions empty but they can also unilaterally �ll these positions with people they

want, outside of the formal nomination-con�rmation process. The Obama administration’s use

of vacancies – that is, positions without a Senate con�rmed appointee – o�ers a case in point:

consider, for instance, the resignation of Harold Koh. In January 2013, Koh stepped down as the

Senate-con�rmed Legal Adviser at the State Department under President Obama. His departure

created what would be a three-year vacancy in the critical position responsible for developing and

defending the international legal basis for the use of force. For more than 16 months, Obama did

not submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation, even though the Democrats controlled the Senate.

Instead, he relied on an interim appointee, Acting Legal Adviser Mary McLeod. Consequently, the

person responsible for major policy decisions regarding the legal use of force, including military

interventions in Syria, was not a con�rmed appointee for more than half of Obama’s second

term. Interim appointees, like Mary McLeod, are options that presidents can and do use in the

absence of a Senate con�rmed appointee, but they have been entirely omitted from the literature

on presidential appointments and unilateral action.

This omission is surprising, as empty positions and interim appointees have been in the pres-

ident’s toolbox for decades. Figure 1.1 presents a snapshot of the original data at the heart of this

project, and highlights that interim appointees �lled nearly half of vacancies across administra-

tions from 1977-2015. Here, the grey line in Figure 1.1 shows the percentage of PAS positions

without a Senate con�rmed appointee, the conventional de�nition of vacancies, across this time

period and the orange line indicates those �lled by an interim appointee. As shown, interim ap-

pointees �lled 10 percent of PAS positions on average. Yet this varies, by year, by administration,

8



Figure 1.1: Percentage of PAS Positions: Empty, Interim, Vacant (1977-2015)
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and, as the empirical analysis in Chapter 5 will show, even by department. Moreover, when we

look speci�cally at the percentage of PAS positions left empty - the teal line – we can see that the

relationship between the two di�erent types of vacancies is not constant. Thus, only when we

correct our conceptualization of vacancies to identify these two very di�erent realities, can we

then rethink how they factor into the strategic considerations of presidents and the Senate when

they are faced with an appointment opportunity. Figure 1.1 provides a �rst look at the necessity

of di�erentiating between interim appointees and empty positions, as well as the opportunity for

presidents to use vacancies strategically. No current study considers interim appointees as strate-

gic appointments by presidents who seek to expand their political control of the bureaucracy and

achieve speci�c policy goals. This dissertation does exactly that.

While this distinction between vacancies that are empty positions and �lled with interim ap-

pointees creates a more accurate set of appointment outcomes, it does not o�er a clear picture

of what produces those outcomes. To that end, let us consider the full appointment process13

13The full appointment process described here establishes the foundation for the formal model developed in Chap-
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(presented in Figure 1.2) that starts with someone leaving a position. The departure could result

from retirement, transition to a new administration, reassignment, resignation, or death; either

way, the position now has no one serving in it. And, consistent with previous literature and com-

mon parlance, I label this position as “vacant.” Next, when faced with this vacant position, the

president makes a calculated decision based on the political context he faces within his adminis-

tration and within the inter-branch bargaining circumstances of Senate con�rmation. He has to

decide what to do about the vacancy. Suppose such appointment opportunities o�er a president

the occasion to pursue diverging policy goals, depending on his policy priorities for that agency

and the role that position could play in achieving those priorities. Starting from this assumption,

we can imagine that the president makes a sequence of decisions: �rst whether to immediately

�ll the position and then whether to pursue a permanent appointment by submitting a nominee

for Senate con�rmation.

As the �rst two branches in Figure 1.2 indicate, the president has two initial options: to �ll the

position immediately with an interim appointee or to not �ll and leave empty. If the president

chooses to �ll the position immediately, the position will have an interim appointee when the

president makes the second decision of whether to nominate someone for Senate con�rmation

or not. Consequently, if the president decides to not nominate, he circumvents the Senate and

has a �lled position, albeit with an interim appointee, without Senate con�rmation. We could

imagine circumstances when the president would like to see the position �lled but does not want

to engage in the often politically costly endeavor of selecting a nominee and submitting to the

Senate for formal con�rmation – perhaps when the Senate and the president are diametrically

opposed in their policy agendas.

However, we might also imagine circumstances when the president would �rst want the po-

sition �lled temporarily but then choose to nominate someone to be a permanent appointee.

Given the constitutional constraint of advice and consent for permanent appointees, if a nomi-

ter 4.
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Figure 1.2: Full Appointment Process and Outcomes

nee is submitted, the Senate responds with a con�rmation decision. In making that decision, the

Senate must weigh not only the political costs and bene�ts of con�rming the president’s nom-

inee, but also the cost of the status quo – here a position �lled by an interim appointee – and

any gains from returning14 that nomination. If the Senate con�rms the nomination, the interim

appointee is then replaced by the permanent one. However, if the Senate rejects or returns the

nomination, or if the president withdraws the nomination, then the position continues to be �lled

by the interim appointee.

Alternatively, as the right side of Figure 1.2 indicates, if the president chooses to not �ll the
14Here, ‘returning’ a nomination occurs when the Senate does not con�rm a nominee due to an o�cial �oor

vote rejection, failure from adjournment sine die or recess in accordance with Senate Rule XXXI, or not reported
from committee. While only nine cabinet-level nominees have ever been returned (the 1989 rejection of Bush’s
nominee for Secretary of Defense, John Tower, was the most recent), nomination records from Congress.gov show
that approximately 10 percent of PAS nominees have been returned since 1987.
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position immediately, it will be empty when the president makes the second decision of whether

to nominate or not. If the president decides to not nominate, again he sidesteps the Senate and

unilaterally maintains an empty position. We could imagine circumstances when the president

would like to see the position empty – perhaps to render the agency ine�ective. However, if the

president does nominate someone to �ll the empty position, the Senate must then respond with

a con�rmation decision based on the status quo of an empty position. If the Senate con�rms

the nominee, the position is then �lled by a permanent appointee; but, if not, or if the president

withdraws the nomination, the position will remain empty. In other words, as a �rst-mover, the

president sets the reversion point (i.e., an empty position or interim appointee) for the Senate’s

choice to con�rm a nominee, if one is submitted.

In all, presidents from Carter through Obama have taken advantage of unilaterally leaving

vacant positions empty and �lling them with interim appointees. However, as Figure 1.1 high-

lighted and the empirical analysis in Chapter 5 will con�rm, this varies by year, by administration,

and by department.

1.2 The Central Argument

In this section, I preview my theory of vacancies and appointments, which Chapter 4 devel-

ops in detail. Speci�cally, I argue that presidents strategically use vacancies in their appointments

that require Senate con�rmation to expand their executive power and achieve their policy pri-

orities. Considerable work has been done to understand the politics surrounding nominated and

con�rmed appointees, but much less has been done to evaluate the politics of their absence. To

date, scholars have largely neglected how much in�uence vacancies, particularly those in leader-

ship positions, can exert on political and policy objectives.15 While this dissertation continues the
15As discussed in Chapter 2, only a handful of scholars explicitly address vacancies: O’Connell (2009); Hollibaugh

(2015); Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017). None of these explicitly di�erentiate between vacancies that are �lled
with interim appointees or left empty.
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existing emphasis that policy agendas drive presidential appointment strategies, I deviate from

the current literature and o�er a wider perspective that the position, not just the con�rmed ap-

pointee who may or may not �ll it, matters. I show that presidents can choose to not nominate

and rely on an interim appointee, or to not appoint at all, in order to achieve their larger policy

objectives.

I o�er a new, generalized model of appointments – building on the observed phenomena that

have gone largely unexplained: vital policymaking positions are often �lled with temporary of-

�cials without Senate con�rmation or left empty entirely. Ultimately, I argue that the capacity of

positions themselves to control policy outputs and advance policy priorities, their Position Value,

leads rational presidents to strategically forgo appointments and nominations. My theory con-

siders a more complete choice set for appointment strategies that includes empty positions and

interim appointees and generates a more accurate reversion point for con�rmation bargaining

when it does occur. Furthermore, the lack of attention to these features of the appointment pro-

cess limits existing empirical expectations about the politics of vacancies and interim appointees.

As a �rst step towards �lling that gap, this theory tenders new, testable insights into presidential

strategy and separation of powers.

First, this model predicts that a vacant position will stay empty only when the position has a

high level of capacity to control policy outputs and the president prioritizes policy contraction,

no matter the priorities of the Senate. This implies that, if the president prefers to shrink the

policy reach of an agency, persistently empty high-capacity positions will occur even in uni�ed

government. Second, the president’s choice to submit a nominee hinges on the cost of bargaining,

conditioned by the Senate’s value for oversight and time to con�rmation. Although this result is

not surprising, it lends credence to the more unexpected ones. Lastly, presidents appoint interims

no matter the position capacity but do not �ll vacancies immediately with interim appointees

when prioritizing contraction. This implies that as presidential policy agendas slant towards

expansion, the number of interim appointees in vacant positions will increase. Scholars have
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consistently indicated that the Senate’s refusal to con�rm appointments damages the president’s

ability to exercise his authority and execute the law (e.g., Binder and Maltzman, 2002; Bond et al.,

2009). However, I have identi�ed conditions under which presidents, when they use empty posts

and temporary appointments, capitalize on their �rst-mover advantage to subvert the Senate’s

power to refuse con�rmation.

1.3 Plan of the Dissertation

This dissertation proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, I begin with a review of how existing

research has engaged with the politics of appointments. To establish how this dissertation con-

tributes to our current understanding of appointments and executive power, I review four main

veins of research: separation of powers and political control of the bureaucracy, appointments

within the formal nomination and con�rmation process, vacancies in appointments, and the ad-

ministrative presidency and unilateral action. Then, I outline the institutional structure governing

vacancies in various types of PAS positions. Here, it becomes clear that interim appointments are

a potentially powerful strategy for presidents to employ. Overall, Chapter 2 lays the groundwork

for the theory that I develop in Chapter 4 and concludes with a brief portrait of vacancies in PAS

positions across six administrations, from Presidents Carter to Obama.

Next, in Chapter 3, I introduce the key concept driving my theory and empirical analysis:

Position Value. As mentioned earlier, to examine a strategy set that includes leaving positions

empty, we need to move beyond our traditional focus on the appointee and consider how posi-

tions, �lled or empty, can distinctly increase utility. That is, we need to consider their Position

Value, a concept that classi�es positions by their capacity to control policy output and the policy

priorities for their parent agency. Ultimately, Position Value functions as the central element of

the model, creating the incentives that drive the Senate’s choice to con�rm a nominee and the

president’s strategic choice to submit one, given the Senate’s con�rmation strategy.
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In Chapter 4, I develop a novel theory of vacancies and appointments that incorporates the

Senate’s leverage to veto a nomination and the president’s power to choose not to submit one in

the �rst place. As discussed above, my central argument is that presidents strategically use va-

cancies in their appointments that require Senate con�rmation to achieve their policy priorities.

Advancing from the existing appointments paradigm and building on a set of clear and reason-

able assumptions, I analyze a new model of vacancies in presidential appointments – taking into

account both types of vacancies – as strategic choices driven by the capacity of those positions

to achieve policy priorities. This theoretical framework identi�es the conditions that lead presi-

dents to leave certain positions empty while �lling others with interim or permanent appointees.

Yet, the core purpose of this model is to formalize a logic to explain the unexpected observed

outcomes of interim and empty positions and to discipline my empirical analysis. Accordingly, I

use the model’s empirical predictions to generate several testable hypotheses, which I explore in

the subsequent three chapters using the original dataset described in Chapter 5.

Speci�cally, I begin Chapter 5 by introducing this original dataset of empty positions, interim

appointees, permanent appointees, and nominations from 1977 through 2015. The data includes

the status of PAS positions in �fteen Executive departments, their levels of capacity to control

policy outcomes, and the corresponding congressional and presidential policy priorities for each

department. This data is the most comprehensive in political science to date and covers a total

of 10,331 position-year observations. In the second half of Chapter 5, I present the �rst two of

four analyses that evaluate the hypotheses o�ered by the theory presented in Chapter 4. First, I

explore several non-parametric cross-tabulations of distributions to establish the empirical con-

sequences of a keystone of my research: the distinction between vacancies left as empty positions

and those �lled with interim appointees. The results show that under the conventional de�ni-

tion, vacancies appear to be similarly distributed across the categories of the president’s Position

Value which would suggest an absence of strategic behavior. Yet, when we di�erentiate between

empty positions and interim appointees, the distributions change as predicted and o�er initial
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evidence to support my theory. Critically, these �ndings begin to address the general underlying

question of this dissertation: how do presidents use vacancies? The answer: presidents use them

strategically.

The central parametric analysis in Chapter 5 takes up the two questions at the heart of this

dissertation: why do presidents seek the Senate’s advice and consent for certain positions and

not others, and when do presidents choose to leave certain positions empty while �lling others

with interim or permanent appointees? I evaluate my hypotheses, formally derived in Chapter

4, simultaneously by modelling the likelihood of each position status as a function of Position

Value. This analysis allows for formal statistical inference and provides strong support for the

conjecture that presidents �ll vacant positions with interim appointees when they prioritize pol-

icy expansion and some support for the conjecture that presidents leave vacant positions empty

when they prioritize policy contraction. Yet this analysis does not o�er a complete examina-

tion of the president’s strategic use of vacancies, nor does it provide de�nitive evidence of each

theoretical condition motivating that strategy.

In Chapter 6, I continue to leverage my original data in an extension of the multi-choice

models presented in Chapter 5. Speci�cally, as detailed in Chapter 2, several institutional regimes

govern who can serve as an interim appointee and for how long. The Federal Vacancies Reform

Act (FVRA) of 1998, which currently governs interim appointments to Executive department

PAS positions, stipulates the length of the prospective terms. Critically, the amount of time that

interim appointees can serve increases considerably after the passage of the FVRA, which could

explain the mixed �ndings presented in Chapter 5. I test this conjecture, and my hypotheses

in this context, by extending the central likelihood analysis to account for the impact of the

FVRA on the conditions under which presidents engage in speci�c appointment strategies. I

�nd striking results that continue to provide support for my theory, suggesting that presidents

leverage vacancies to set the direction of policy outcomes.

Chapter 7 tackles the question of when presidents choose to leave certain positions empty
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while �lling others with interim or permanent appointees from an alternative perspective: the

accumulation of vacancies and appointments. Speci�cally, I examine the incidence of empty

positions, interim appointees, and permanent appointees across departments using aggregate

counts of each position status. Consequently, I begin Chapter 7 with an introduction to these data.

Next, I evaluate the three central hypotheses individually by modelling the counts of each position

status among high capacity positions as a function of policy priorities. Here, I �nd evidence that

is, again, consistent with my theory. Presidents leave more high capacity positions empty when

they prioritize policy contraction, but �ll more high capacity positions with interim appointees

when they prioritize policy expansion. Finally, I assess whether we see a strategic accumulation

of permanent appointees after we account for the incongruity of presidential policy priorities

due to the length of the formal nomination-con�rmation process; and �nd evidence that this is,

in fact, the case.

In Chapter 8, I summarize the theory and �ndings from the previous chapters. I discuss the

speci�c contributions this dissertation makes to scholarship on separation of powers and exec-

utive politics and re�ect on further implications of the strategic use of vacancies. Additionally,

I point to two broader policy implications of this research, each of which speci�cally highlight

the new perspectives about empty positions and interim appointees that my approach brings and

the corrections to elements of the appointment process we thought we already understood. First,

the patterns of vacancies we �nd in the periods before and after the Federal Vacancies Reform

Act speak to the ability of legislation to reform the nomination process and o�ers implications

for any future reforms. Second, this dissertation provides a foundation for discussing the e�ect

of empty positions and interim appointees on bureaucratic performance, a new way of under-

standing them, and a springboard for future research. Finally, I conclude by identifying several

additional inquiries that would build on and extend the analysis presented here.

The chapters that follow explore how and when presidents use vacancies to achieve their

policy goals, an unconventional appointment strategy that looks quite di�erent from the formal
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nomination-con�rmation process we generally expect presidents to use. Fundamentally, in this

dissertation, I explore the possibility that policy priorities to expand or contract the reach of an

agency lead rational presidents to strategically forgo formal appointments and nominations. As

such, this inquiry contributes to existing scholarship by incorporating empty positions separate

from interim appointees as well as the value of positions themselves into our understanding of

the institutional conditions that shape the exercise of presidential appointment power.
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CHAPTER II

Background on Presidential Appointments and Vacancies

In the broadest sense, scholars have been concerned with questions of how political actors use

the individuals to whom they delegate policymaking power to advance their own political and

policy goals. Research on nominations, con�rmations, and the administrative presidency demon-

strate that appointees’ preferences matter for policy and political control of the agencies they are

appointed to direct (e.g., Kaufman, 1981; McCarty and Razaghian, 1999; Lewis, 2008; Hollibaugh

et al., 2014). Ultimately, this work reveals that members of Congress and presidents care about

the appointments process because they also believe appointees shape policy and dictate agency

performance, which matters both for their actual choice of agent and our understanding of the

strategies leading to that choice. Moreover, understanding the importance of appointees for pol-

icy and agency performance, scholars have modeled the nomination and con�rmation process.

As they examine the balance of executive and congressional control of the bureaucracy, these the-

ories of appointments maintain that presidents’ choices over agency leadership are constrained

by the extent to which Senate preferences deviate from those of the president. These separation of

powers models assume that presidents will always make appointments, through the nominations

process, to head agencies. Presidents, as we have seen, do not.

The inter-branch politics of presidential appointments, particularly those that require Senate
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con�rmation (PAS positions1), sit at the heart of this dissertation. Speci�cally, I want to under-

stand why, when the bene�ts of submitting a nominee for Senate con�rmation seem obvious,

presidents choose to not nominate or otherwise �ll certain positions but seek con�rmation for

others. In the following chapters, I introduce a new approach to thinking about presidential ap-

pointment and Senate con�rmation strategies, but we �rst need to establish how existing research

has engaged with the politics of appointments. As this chapter presents, the established focus on

nominees and con�rmed appointees2 reveals why the distinction between vacant positions that

are left empty and those �lled by interim appointees has yet to be made.

The importance of recognizing this distinction largely derives from the institutional structure

governing vacancies, which allows for the appointment of interim o�cials. As the second section

in this chapter will explain in detail, there are �ve di�erent procedural regimes that have governed

vacancies in the executive branch since the 19th century: the Vacancies Act and its reforms o�er

three regimes that cover interim appointments to executive agencies, various originating statutes

for speci�c agencies that govern succession and identify “acting” o�cials provides a fourth regime

and, by default, the �fth covers independent agencies and does not allow for interim appointees.

These regimes create variation in the mechanism that matters most for my inquiry: whether a

president can appoint an interim o�cial to a vacant post and for how long the appointee can

serve in that position. Under certain conditions, an interim can serve for almost two years or

even inde�nitely.

This chapter has three goals. First, I discuss the current perspectives of presidential appoint-

ments. To establish how this dissertation contributes to our current understanding of appoint-

ments and executive power, I review four main veins of research: separation of powers and po-

litical control of the bureaucracy, appointments within the formal nomination and con�rmation

process, vacancies in appointments, and the administrative presidency and unilateral action. Sec-
1Recall, presidential appointments requiring Senate con�rmation are known as PAS positions.
2E.g., Lewis (2008); O’Connell (2009); Dull et al. (2012); Hollibaugh (2015); Chiou and Rothenberg (2014); Ostrander

(2016); Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017).
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ond, I outline the institutional structure governing vacancies in various types of PAS positions.

Here, it becomes clear that interim appointments are a potentially powerful strategy for presi-

dents to employ. Lastly, this chapter concludes with a brief portrait of vacancies in PAS positions

across six administrations, from Presidents Carter to Obama.

2.1 Current Perspectives of Presidential Appointments

Most of the current work on presidential appointments – including research on separation of

powers, political control of the bureaucracy, and the administrative presidency – examines the

power dynamics surrounding the initial selection and subsequent control of appointees to the bu-

reaucracy. Traditionally, studies in separation of powers o�er the most holistic examinations by

considering how Congress, the president, the courts, and the bureaucracy balance their Constitu-

tional powers and bargain toward their di�erent policy objectives (Moe, 1985; McCubbins et al.,

1987; Ferejohn and Shipan, 1990; McCarty and Poole, 1995; Epstein and O’Halloran, 1999; Moraski

and Shipan, 1999; Cameron, 2000; Gailmard and Patty, 2007). When considering appointee selec-

tion, separation of powers models typically assume presidents are constrained by the need for

Senate approval when placing agents in unelected o�ce. These studies seek to identify the con-

ditions under which the in�uence from one institution might dominate the other (McCarty and

Poole, 1995; Moraski and Shipan, 1999; Chang, 2001; Carpenter, 2001; Chiou and Rothenberg,

2014; Hollibaugh and Rothenberg, 2017). In doing so, they often focus on how presidents, in

strategic anticipation of Senate preferences for con�rmation, and senators, in their potentially

delayed response, seek to shape the ideological composition of the bureaucracy (e.g., Snyder and

Weingast, 2000; Lewis, 2011).

Alternatively, when considering con�rmed appointees, scholars turn to examinations of how

congressional oversight in�uences the bureaucracy, how politicization of these appointments

a�ects presidential control, and how political appointees impact agency performance and pol-
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icy outcomes. These studies investigate whether the level of discretion delegated to appointees

through agency design and enacted laws molds their policy decisions and how responsive they are

to congressional in�uence (e.g., Weingast and Moran, 1983; Bawn, 1995; Epstein and O’Halloran,

1999; Huber and Shipan, 2002; Volden, 2002; Miller, 2005; Lowande, 2018b). Moreover, this line of

research examines how political appointees a�ect agency performance and whether they trans-

late vague laws into policies that align with the preferences of the president or those of their

congressional principals (Aberbach, 2001; McGrath, 2013). In what follows, this section reviews

the existing research that my theory and empirical analyses draw from and contribute to, includ-

ing studies on separation of powers and political control of the bureaucracy, the administrative

presidency, the theoretical and empirical studies of the nomination and con�rmation processes,

and presidential unilateral action.

2.1.1 Separations of Powers and Political Control of the Bureaucracy

The separation of powers literature �nds its roots in principal-agent theory. From Weingast

(1984) to Miller (2005), principal-agent scholars highlight that when one or more principals dele-

gate decision-making to agents, the choice of agent, or appointee, matters. The president cannot

possibly “faithfully execute” every law on his own; he must delegate. Moreover, members of

Congress cannot realistically accumulate the breadth of expertise required to write every aspect

of policy; they must also delegate. While delegation increases the e�ciency of policy-making

and implementation through division of labor and comparative advantage, it leaves principals

vulnerable to a potential loss of control over delegated issues. That is, they will likely encounter

drift between their preferred outcome and the one pursued by agents through delegation.

If principals could appoint agents with perfectly aligned interests and be completely informed

about every action they might take, there would be no problem. In these terms, the president and

Congress will generally want appointees with similar, if not identical, preferences.3 Building on
3Formal models of bureaucracy refer to this as the “ally” principle: a principal is made best o� by appointing as
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this and recognizing the political reality that appointees are increasingly more involved in setting

policy agendas and implementing policy decisions, scholars have addressed questions of how this

similarity in preferences matters for policy and political control of the agencies that appointees

direct (e.g., Kaufman, 1981; McCarty and Razaghian, 1999; Lewis, 2008; Hollibaugh, Horton, and

Lewis, 2014). Ultimately, this research demonstrates the importance of appointees, as agents for

the president and Congress, for policy and agency performance.

Recognizing the importance of appointees, many have modeled how these appointments are

made through the formal nomination and con�rmation process. Speci�cally, they examine how

Congress and the president balance their separate powers and bargain for appointees with policy

preferences most similar to their own (e.g., Kaufman, 1981; Nixon, 2001; Lewis, 2008; Chiou and

Rothenberg, 2014; Hollibaugh, Horton, and Lewis, 2014). Importantly, theories of presidential

anticipation in nominee selection maintain that presidents’ choices over agency leadership are

constrained by the extent to which Senate preferences – those of key individual Senators or of

Senatorial institutions like committees – deviate from those of the president (Calvert et al., 1989;

Hammond and Hill, 1993; Snyder and Weingast, 2000; Bailey and Chang, 2001; Chang, 2001).

Generally, these studies use ideology as indicators of anticipated policy preferences. Most often,

they seek to predict the ideological composition of a set of appointees and identify the conditions

under which presidents nominate individuals with certain ideological leanings. And empirical

analyses of these theories, made possible by new measures of ideology for bureaucratic agents,

o�er evidence that presidents strategically condition their nominee selection in anticipation of

Senate actions as well as the ideology of the agency itself (e.g., Nixon, 2004; Clinton et al., 2012;

Bonica et al., 2015). For instance, Nixon (2004) demonstrates that the dynamics of separation

of powers lead presidents to select nominees whose ideologies sit between their own ideology

and the ideologies of key members in both the House and the Senate, many of who function as

his or her agent the individual whose preferences over outcomes are most similar to those of the principal (Bendor
and Meirowitz, 2004).
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veto-override pivots for legislation that might constrain agency policy-making. And Clinton et al.

(2012) similarly �nd that the ideological position of the Senate median, vis-à-vis the ideological

leanings of the nominee and the agency, also in�uence the president’s selection.

Studies have also questioned whether appointees pursue their own policy goals or those of

any one of their multiple principals – Congress, the president, the courts, or the broader public

(e.g., Wood and Waterman, 1994; Carpenter, 2001; Whitford, 2005). That is, they question how

e�ectively principal institutions can maintain political control over their agents. Critically, our

conventional wisdom gathers that appointees are rarely perfect representatives of their princi-

pals and may be motivated to act in their own interest at their principals’ expense. Consequently,

scholars have made a substantial e�ort to understand the instruments of delegation and oversight

that principals might use to minimize such drift and ensure that bureaucratic agents pursue the

right policy goals (Aberbach, 2001; McCubbins et al., 1987, 1989; Epstein and O’halloran, 1994;

Bawn, 1995; Gailmard, 2002; Huber and Shipan, 2002; Bendor and Meirowitz, 2004; Nixon, 2004).

In other words, the drift enabled by delegation requires mechanisms for principals to retain po-

litical control of the bureaucracy.

The rich literature on political control of the bureaucracy follows the natural division in any

principal’s available options for managing an agent: ex ante versus ex post control. Scholars have

examined con�icts over ex ante control including structural choice in the design of the agency

(e.g., McCubbins et al., 1987, 1989; Moe, 1989), how these choices balance with goals like expertise

(Bawn, 1995), and the procedures that govern bureaucratic decisions (McCubbins et al., 1989).

Others have concentrated on questions of ex post control like what mechanisms of oversight

principals use to monitor agencies (e.g., McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984; Lupia and McCubbins,

1994b), when legislatures delegate varying degrees of discretion to agencies (e.g., Epstein and

O’Halloran, 2000; Huber and Shipan, 2002), whether principals actually in�uence the bureaucracy

(e.g., Shipan, 2004), and the impact of agents’ policy preferences on the extent of imposed control

(Gailmard and Patty, 2007; Clinton et al., 2012). The contests for control over appointments of
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bureaucratic agents arguably includes aspects of both ex ante and ex post control.

Ultimately, this dissertation builds on two themes common across the separation of powers

and political control literatures. First, following the separation of powers paradigm, the theo-

retical framework I propose in Chapter 4 is set in an inter-branch bargaining context. I assert

that my consideration of presidential appointment strategies needs to be one that recognizes the

potentially countervailing in�uence of Senate preferences for the president’s choice to submit

a nominee. And, second, presidents and the Senate ultimately aim to retain political control of

the bureaucracy in order to advance their policy agendas. Existing research concentrates on the

prospect that individual nominees and con�rmed appointees will deliver policy objectives.That is,

nomination and con�rmation strategies are conditioned by the policy preferences of these princi-

pal actors. Drawing from this idea that presidents and the Senate use the appointment process to

control the policy outputs and outcomes that result from agency decisions, my theory integrates

the capacity for positions control agency decisions and deliver those preferred policy outputs.

2.1.2 Appointments: Nomination and Con�rmation

Research on presidential appointments represents an in�uential subset of the separation of

powers literature described above, and has three major streams: nominee selection, con�rmation

politics, and appointee-agency relations. Although the theory I propose in this dissertation does

not focus exclusively on the qualities and characteristics of the individuals that presidents appoint

when they do choose to �ll these positions, the vast majority of existing research does. Critically,

much of this research centers on either the selection of the president’s nominee and Senate’s role

post-nomination, with very little attention paid to the president’s decision to submit a nomination

in the �rst place.

First, scholars who examine presidential in�uence through nominations have largely focused

on the battles over judicial appointees, especially at the Supreme Court level (e.g., Segal, 1987;

Cameron and Segal, 1998; Nixon, 2001; Binder and Maltzman, 2002; Shipan and Shannon, 2003;
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Shipan et al., 2014; Cottrell et al., 2019) and Cabinet-level agency appointees (e.g., Nathan, 1983;

Moe, 1985; McCarty and Razaghian, 1999; Aberbach and Rockman, 2000; Lewis, 2008; Chiou and

Rothenberg, 2014). These theories typically model the appointment process with presidents as

agenda-setters in their nominee selection and the Senate as a veto player over con�rmation.

They often emphasize the role that individual characteristics like ideological preferences, and

the congruence between them, of the president, Senators, and nominees play in the choice of ap-

pointee in equilibrium (e.g., Epstein and O’Halloran, 1999; Snyder and Weingast, 2000; McCarty,

2004; Bertelli and Feldmann, 2006; Hollibaugh and Rothenberg, 2017). Scholars also consider how

other traits like competence, experience, and loyalty (e.g., Heclo, 1977; Edwards III, 2001; Jo and

Rothenberg, 2012; Krause and O’Connell, 2016) in�uence presidential nominee selection. Funda-

mentally, these studies implicitly assume that presidents will always nominate someone for open

positions by concentrating on the choice of nominee, without accounting for the choice to skip

nomination and leave posts vacant; a shortcoming this project ultimately seeks to resolve.

Second, when scholars shift from the individual characteristics of would-be appointees, they

do so to examine the institutional in�uence of con�rmation politics - particularly those gener-

ating senatorial delay and obstruction – on the president’s nominee selection (Bond et al., 2009;

McCarty and Razaghian, 1999; Aberbach and Rockman, 2000; Binder and Maltzman, 2002; Chiou

and Rothenberg, 2014; Ostrander, 2016). For instance, McCarty and Razaghian (1999) assume that

the president, when choosing a nominee, weighs how his policy preferences align with those of

the appointee against the likelihood of Senate delay. They �nd the probability of rejection and

the length of Senate delay increases with party polarization and divided government. Despite the

president’s �rst-mover advantage, the Senate’s veto power ultimately means that the refusal to

con�rm appointments damages the president’s ability to exercise his authority and execute the

law. Chiou and Rothenberg (2014) return to McCarty and Razaghian (1999) and build on their

theory by explicitly incorporating the appointee’s ideology, strategic behavior between the ex-

ecutive and pivotal members of the Senate, and the agency position’s importance relative to the
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larger executive branch hierarchy. However, they �nd that the e�ect of ideology and divided

government on the duration of delay are conditioned by the o�ce’s policy importance and the

Senate’s tolerance for delay costs relative to the nominee’s in�uence.

Uniquely, Chiou and Rothenberg (2014) motivate their empirical analysis by modeling the

appointment process as a game of delay assuming an inevitable con�rmation, which pivots from

the traditional perspective theorists have taken. Previous models had not considered the poten-

tial equilibrium in which the president endures a longer con�rmation process – that is, a longer

vacancy in that position – to secure an appointee more closely aligned with his preferences.

Chiou and Rothenburg provide for this; and while vacancies are more theoretically integrated

than before, they are still not captured as a deliberate outcome of the appointment process. Piv-

oting from the trade o� between preference alignment and con�rmation delay, Ostrander (2016)

demonstrates that the Senate engages in strategic delay based on position characteristics, agency

ideology, and expected di�erences in how con�rmed appointees will engage in policy implemen-

tation. He suggests that senators seek to delay certain nominees – based on their position and

agency – in order to maintain their preferred policy status quo, particularly when the policy

output is more favorable during the stalemate.

In addition to considering the dynamics of appointee selection and con�rmation, executive

politics scholars emphasize the implications of altering the set of those appointees for political

control and bureaucratic performance (e.g., Aberbach and Rockman, 2000; Lewis, 2008). In par-

ticular, Lewis (2008) examines the politicization of appointments and the nomination process as

major instruments for presidential in�uence. He presents a theory to explain when presidents

look to change the size of agencies, especially those agencies with countervailing policy views,

in order to regain or maintain control of administrative policy. Since adding appointed posi-

tions typically decreases performance, Lewis �nds that presidents are more likely to do so when

an agency’s views di�er from their own and when the agency’s performance is not particularly

sensitive to the additional positions.
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At its core, my dissertation advances our general understanding of presidential appointments

built by this rich literature. Critically, however, I deviate from existing work by focusing on more

than the subgame of installing an individual appointee, from either the president’s perspective

of nominee selection or the Senate’s perspective of con�rmation. Instead, in a similar vein as

Ostrander (2016), I concentrate on the role that the position’s characteristics play in the appoint-

ment process, with a broader approach that the president need not select a nominee to achieve

the goals of his appointment strategy. Speci�cally, I theoretically integrate vacancies as a part

of the appointment strategy set and consider how policy outputs generated in the absence of a

con�rmed appointee determine nomination and con�rmation decisions.

2.1.3 Appointments: Vacancies

All presidential administrations have vacancies. At inauguration, a president faces over 4000

vacancies throughout the executive branch, 12174 of which are presidential appointments requir-

ing Senate con�rmation (PAS positions). Initial vacancies are expected as a natural byproduct

of an appointment process that demands extensive vetting before nomination and debate before

con�rmation. Yet, time is of the essence: presidents have just 1461 days to accomplish their policy

and political goals and an administrative presidency’s success or failure often hinges on the pres-

ident’s control of agencies and their personnel (Nathan, 1983). Given the time constraints and

impact of the top positions in the federal bureaucracy - ultimately shaping the substance of the

administration’s politics and policy - one might expect vacancies throughout a president’s term

to be sporadic at worst. This, however, is not the case. In fact, over the past �ve administrations,

executive agency positions did not have a Senate-con�rmed appointee, on average, 25 percent of

the time (O’Connell, 2009).

Given that appointees matter, their absence – especially if extensive – is likely as conse-
4The United States Policy and Supporting Positions (the “Plum Book”), a quadrennial publication, lists all presi-

dential appointments for each new administration. Here, the number of PAS positions is drawn from the 2012 Plum
Book.
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quential. Yet, the inter-branch politics of vacancies remains understudied and untested. Instead,

extant research cites vacancies as unfortunate consequences of turnover in a large administra-

tive bureaucracy (e.g., Chang, Lewis, and McCarty, 2001), con�rmation delays (e.g., Binder and

Maltzman, 2002; Ostrander, 2016; Madonna and Ostrander, 2017) that are prolonged by nominee

ideologies (e.g., Chiou and Rothenberg, 2014; Bonica, Chen, and Johnson, 2015), in periods with

divided government (e.g., McCarty and Razaghian, 1999), or presidential delays in nomination

due to the vetting process (O’Connell, 2009; Hollibaugh, 2015). While scholars have made impor-

tant progress in illuminating key aspects of the appointment process, most overlook the decision

to forgo nominations entirely.

As mentioned previously, a considerable line of research examines the likelihood and deter-

minants of Senate con�rmation delay and its contribution to protracted vacancies (e.g., Aberbach

and Rockman, 2000; Binder and Maltzman, 2002; Chiou and Rothenberg, 2014; Madonna and Os-

trander, 2017; McCarty and Razaghian, 1999; Nixon, 2001; O’Connell, 2015; Shipan and Shannon,

2003) but just a handful of scholars explicitly consider how the president’s inclination to delay

nomination contributes to the accumulation of vacancies (Nixon, 2001; O’Connell, 2009; Hol-

libaugh, 2015; Hollibaugh and Rothenberg, 2017). This includes a notable exception, Hollibaugh

(2015), who theoretically integrates sustained vacancies as a deliberate strategy within a presi-

dent’s larger nomination strategy space. However, as explained below, more work still needs to

be done as Hollibaugh’s theoretical model considers only the timing of nominations and does not

set them within a larger bargaining game over Senate con�rmation. Alternatively, Nixon (2001)

o�ers a rare empirical analysis of vacancies on the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),

an independent commission not covered by the Vacancies Act, but his study is limited to just one

agency. He �nds that ideology and non-partisan restrictions of appointees increases con�rma-

tion delays thereby increasing the duration of the vacancy. Importantly, each of these studies

de�nes vacancies as positions that are either empty or �lled by an interim appointee, without

di�erentiating between the two.
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O’Connell (2009) o�ers the �rst comprehensive descriptive look at the patterns of vacancies

across departments and administrations. In doing so, O’Connell makes a considerable contribu-

tion to our understanding of presidential appointments by drawing much needed attention to

several key features of vacancies. She demonstrates that delays in con�rmation and nomination

contribute to more open posts in executive agencies, and �nds that PAS positions – across policy

area, level of appointment, and partisanship – were vacant 15 to 25 percent of the time, aver-

aging 219 days to an entire year (O’Connell, 2009). While O’Connell does not explore speci�c

mechanisms to explain this variation, she does speculate about the potential impact from orga-

nizational factors like the capacity of the White House personnel o�ce, institutional forces (i.e.,

divided government), policy preferences, or the legal framework that governs the appointment

process. Moreover, her data focuses on major Cabinet-level agencies, which disregards all in-

dependent agencies and commissions that are not covered by the Vacancies Act and therefore

cannot have temporary appointments to reach the required quorum to conduct o�cial business.5

Furthermore, O’Connell (2009) does not di�erentiate between vacancies �lled with interim ap-

pointees or those left empty. Nor does she consider interim appointees as strategic appointments

by presidents who seek to expand their political control of the bureaucracy and achieve speci�c

policy goals. Since previous theories focus on the subgame of choosing a nominee, we have

yet to consider the full choice set available to presidents within a complete, extended model of

appointments.

Whereas O’Connell (2009) details the empirical importance of vacancies, Hollibaugh (2015)

and Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017) pursue the �rst theoretically-driven examinations of va-

cancies that integrate the presidents’ choice to submit a nominee. First, Hollibaugh (2015) devel-

ops a novel theory of nominations from the perspective of personnel screening. Notably, Hol-
5Similarly, the analysis included here also does not include independent agencies. However, my full dataset of

vacancies does include independent agencies and future extensions beyond the scope of the project at hand will
address these positions.
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libaugh directly incorporates vacancies into the nomination process.6 Similarly, Hollibaugh and

Rothenberg (2017) o�er a theory of the political determinants of vacancy length (in terms of

time to nomination and time to con�rmation). Their article identi�es sustained vacancies as a

president’s deliberate choice, but does not set it within the larger bargaining game over Senate

con�rmation. Furthermore, neither Hollibaugh (2015) nor Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017) dif-

ferentiate between interim appointees and empty posts in their theory or analyses. Recent work

from Moore (2018) takes up the question of presidents circumventing Senate advice and consent

but does not examine PAS vacancies directly; instead, she argues that, when faced with Senate

opposition, presidents turn to Schedule C appointments.

Given the veritable paucity of research on vacancies in the bureaucracy, this project wades

into rather uncharted territory. Very few have explicitly considered the role that vacancies play

in the appointment process and none explicitly di�erentiate between vacancies left empty and

those with interim appointees. Consequently, we do not have a rich literature to draw from in

terms of expectations of the impact of vacancies, compared to the literature on nominations and

con�rmations. However, based on the work that has been done, we can conjecture as to the likely

impact of the two di�erent types of vacancies.

Vacancies without interim appointees (empty posts) likely reduce the responsiveness of the

administrative state, limit the generation of public policy, and erode morale among careerists if

agency operations stall. The absence of key o�cials will generally make agencies less productive
6Hollibaugh (2015) develops a formal model of personnel screening that speaks directly to the fact that high

search costs and relatively low competence among potential candidates lead to nomination lags and large numbers
of vacancies. Hollibaugh o�ers the �rst theoretical framework that directly incorporates vacancies into the nomi-
nation process, making important progress in highlighting important structural aspects of vacancies; however, his
model construction does not integrate the distinction between interim appointees and leaving a post un�lled. He
builds on theories of agenda-setting (Romer and Rosenthal, 1978) and imperfect information between principals and
agents (Bendor and Meirowitz, 2004) to construct a dynamic model that incorporates time, agency ideology, nominee
competence, and information about the supply of potential nominees learned through time-dependent vetting pro-
cedures. Essentially, Hollibaugh �nds that nomination lags, particularly at the end of a term, increase the president’s
agenda-setting power and may result in less-competent nominees. However, we observe increases in vacancies and
decreases in submitted nominations near the end of presidents’ terms (O’Connell, 2009), which is not particularly
consistent with this �nding. While I share Hollibaugh’s perspective that timing and vacancies must be integrated
into our models of the appointment process, I propose a di�erent model construction.
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and less able to handle time-sensitive crises that require swift decision-making and leadership

(O’Connell 2009). For instance, Bolton et al. (2015) �nd that a vacant Administrator position at

the White House O�ce of Information and Regulatory A�airs (OIRA) generates longer regulatory

review periods and less responsiveness to the president’s policy agenda. In many ways, empty

posts promote agency inaction, particularly for independent commissions (e.g., the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau) that require a quorum for o�cial business or regulatory agencies

that need leadership to determine which issues within their legal jurisdiction have priority for

rule-making (e.g., the Food and Drug Administration or the National Highway Tra�c Safety Ad-

ministration). The absence of leadership can make careerists feel “rudderless,” and “thwarted for

months or even years from doing the government jobs they were hired to do” (Leonnig, 2008, 1).

Such widespread frustration can often decrease morale and likely erode the trust that reinforces

careerist compliance with the administration’s larger agenda.

Yet, agency inaction that aligns with the presidents’ larger policy agenda could lead to polit-

ical bene�ts for the president and his supporters. For instance, President Reagan famously left

vacancies at more liberal agencies like the Environmental Protection Agency, which generated

generous support from his conservative base (Houck 1987). Moreover, widespread and incapaci-

tating vacancies o�er a seemingly quicker avenue to centralization from predecessors’ politicized

agencies. For instance, more than seven months into the Trump administration, the State De-

partment had just two con�rmed PAS appointees (Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Deputy

Secretary of State John Sullivan), two submitted nominees, and 28 vacant key policy-making PAS

positions (as of July 20, 2017). In other words, Trump had not submitted nominees for 88 percent

of the top State Department positions; an approach to diplomacy, one could argue, that seems to

prefer policy formulation centralized in the White House. Even so, successful implementation of

these centralized policies requires the White House to “monitor, prod, and pressure [the bureau-

cracy] to carry out policy” (Durant and Resh, 2010b, 580). Thus, with so few people to rely on for

implementation leadership, President Trump seems to be investing in inaction.
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Alternatively, vacancies with interim appointees potentially increase responsiveness to the

president’s preferences since they are not subject to Senate con�rmation (O’Connell, 2009). If

drawn from long-term employees with more agency work history, ‘acting’ o�cials may have

more competence and expertise than their Senate-con�rmed alternatives (O’Connell, 2009). The

absence of a con�rmed appointee may be motivated by inverse objectives: empty posts promoting

inaction versus interim appointees o�ering more e�ective reactions. One could easily imagine

that these objectives produce con�icting outcomes depending on the type of position and the

alignment of the agency’s policy preferences with those of the president.

2.1.4 The Administrative Presidency and Unilateral Action

Existing research on the administrative presidency emphasizes that political appointees strengthen

political control due to their role in changing agency policies to be more in line with those of the

president (e.g., Wood and Waterman, 1991, 1994). Scholars assume that appointees can success-

fully advance the president’s policy agenda (Durant and Resh, 2010a), particularly since “ap-

pointee decisions about budget requests to Congress, rulemaking, personnel, and the allocation

of resources [...] can signi�cantly in�uence policy [and more generally,] appointees monitor

bureaucratic activity and communicate the president’s vision to the press, agency employees,

clients, and stakeholders” (Lewis, 2009, 3). Consequently, our conventional wisdom suggests that

the people presidents choose to appoint are especially important elements for determining the

success of the administrative presidency (Nathan, 1983; Aberbach and Rockman, 2000). In par-

ticular, this success is largely determined by levels of bureaucratic performance and the ability

for agencies to produce outputs aligned with presidential policy priorities, which often requires

�nding the right balance between appointees and careerists (Krause et al., 2006).

Moreover, the power to appoint creates the advantages of the modern administrative pres-

idency that allow for unilateral policy-making through executive orders, administrative regu-

lations, and the structural changes to the bureaucracy (Moe and Howell, 1999; Aberbach and
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Rockman, 2000; Howell, 2003). Research on how presidents use these kinds of unilateral pow-

ers to make policy highlight the growing set of constitutional ambiguities that presidents can

exploit and the political reality that Congress and the courts are increasingly relegated to reac-

tionary positions. Recent research on recess appointments emphasize the unilateral nature of

one alternative to the con�rmation process (e.g., Black et al., 2007), but does not capture when

the president chooses to neither nominate nor appoint and instead maintain empty positions. By

more accurately representing vacancies in the appointment process, this dissertation builds on

recent research that identi�es new forms of unilateral action. The power to not appoint and not

nominate is the newest manifestation of presidential unilateral power. Presidents maintaining

vacancies – either by leaving a position empty or appointing an interim appointee – without

submitting nominations denies the Senate its advice and consent constitutional prerogative.

The limits of the president’s power to make appointments, as established in Article II, are

clear: congressionally-designated high-ranking o�cials require the Senate’s advice and consent.

Senate con�rmation sanctions appointees’ delegated authority and preserves separation of pow-

ers. Con�rmation hearings o�er ex ante oversight opportunities to establish expectations for

the nominee, should she be con�rmed as the permanent appointee (Dull et al., 2012). They also

provide a forum for senators to examine the direction of the agency as well as the administra-

tion’s policies towards the major groups within the agency’s jurisdiction. When a president does

not submit a nominee, the Senate loses these oversight opportunities. While the Appointments

Clause expressly allows the president to nominate individuals to �ll PAS positions, it does not

compel him to do so:

[H]e shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall
appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme
Court, and all other O�cers of the United States, whose Appointments are not
herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by Law.

U.S. Constitution. Article II, Section 2.
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When presidents perpetuate vacancies without submitting nominations, as they have for

decades, they challenge the authority of the separation of powers principle. Yet existing research

typically identi�es threats to separation of powers in terms of usurpation of power through unilat-

eral action (e.g., Moe and Howell, 1999; Chiou and Rothenberg, 2017), rather than consolidation

of power through inaction. Scholars examine expansions of presidential policy-making power

through executive orders (e.g., Howell, 2003), proclamations (Rottinghaus and Maier, 2007), sign-

ing statements (Sievert and Ostrander, 2017), and presidential memoranda (Lowande, 2014) as

strategic tools that can unilaterally achieve policy goals without legislation (Ouyang and Water-

man, 2015). Others address how presidents indirectly in�uence policy by unilaterally construct-

ing more controllable agencies (Howell and Lewis, 2002) or adjusting the number of political

appointees within agencies (Lewis, 2005).

Others still consider how gridlock-induced congressional inaction often cedes power to the

executive branch (e.g., Volden and Wiseman, 2014; Brady and Volden, 2018). Yet few consider

how presidential inaction shifts power, and how not exercising formal powers consolidates in-

�uence over outcomes, particularly when presidents choose not to submit nominees for Senate

con�rmation or choose not to appoint at all. Furthermore, studies of how presidents unilaterally

appoint interim o�cials to vacant posts, often in lieu of a nominee, are missing from executive

politics research. As the �rst mover in the appointment process, presidents have the opportunity

to unilaterally appoint interim o�cials or leave positions empty. If the impact of the roughly

1,200 PAS positions on the direction and scope of policy outcomes were minimal, perhaps then

vacancies would be inconsequential. This, however, is not the case (Nathan, 1983; Lewis, 2008;

O’Connell, 2009). These appointments have long been viewed as a president’s most important

instrument of political in�uence that shape the political and policy success of administrative pres-

idencies (Wood and Waterman, 1991). My project contributes to our understanding of unilateral

action by demonstrating that the power to not nominate and not appoint is an e�ective tool for

the president’s unilateral toolbox.
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2.2 The Institutional Framework Governing Vacancies

Politicians see that appointees matter since they often shape policy and agency performance.

Consequently, scholars and elected o�cials can agree on this key point: appointees matter. In

these terms, presidents generally want appointees with similar, if not identical, interests who are

then more likely to do his bidding than not. Thus, appointees’ preferences matter for policy and

political control of the agencies they are appointed to direct, as demonstrated by extant work

on nominations, con�rmations, and the administrative presidency (e.g., Kaufman, 1981; McCarty

and Razaghian, 1999; Lewis, 2008; Hollibaugh et al., 2014).

However, presidential appointees – speci�cally those in PAS positions – represent a modest

bloc atop a much larger pyramid of nearly 3 million civil servants spread across over 200 depart-

ments and agencies. Figure 2.17 displays the position of these appointees within the hierarchy of

the federal civilian personnel system; and Figure 2.2 documents the distribution of PAS positions

across the entire executive branch. We can see from Figure 2.2 that two-thirds of the 1,242 PAS

positions listed in the 2016 United States Policy and Supporting Positions are housed in Executive

departments (e.g., Department of the Interior). Moreover, the State Department holds 268 and the

Department of Justice holds 210 of those positions, the vast majority of which are United States

ambassadors and United States attorneys, respectively. The remaining PAS positions are more

evenly spread across the other Executive departments (except the Department of Defense, which

houses 52 PAS positions across the Departments of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force). Since

the larger set of careerists are generally responsible for implementing agency policy, the degree

to which PAS appointees can be e�ective in advancing the president’s agenda largely depends on

appointee-careerist relations (Durant and Resh, 2010b).

In some cases, the agencies these appointees seek to manage naturally produce policies con-

sistent with the president’s wishes with very little attention from the White House; others need
7See Lewis and Selin (2012).
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Figure 2.1: Federal Civilian Personnel System

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Senior Executive 
Service  

(7,000 positions) 

PAS 
(1,200 positions) 

Traditional Merit System and Agency-Specific  
Civilian Personnel 

(2.85 million positions) 

Schedule C 
(1,500 positions) 

Adapted from Lewis and Selin 2012.

active management. Consequently, presidents may be better served by concentrating on appoint-

ing allies to more actively lead agencies whose missions and policy preferences are not aligned

with their own (Gailmard and Patty, 2007; Lewis, 2011). For such agencies, new presidents are mo-

tivated to select appointees adept to change agency policy and ensure the agency performs to the

president’s expectations (Lewis, 2011). Moreover, certain positions structurally a�ord appointees

more discretion with which to impact policy and agency performance. Variations in positions’

levels of policy discretion - or their capacity to control policy outcomes - and the (in)congruence

in policy preferences between the agency and the president o�er distinct opportunities for ap-

pointees to (in)e�ectively change agency policy.

In other words, presidents can use appointments (�lled and un�lled) to ensure that some agen-

cies continue to implement and produce policies in a constant direction while pushing others to

change course. For instance, hypothetically, if a president prioritizes expansion of policies gov-

erning alternatives to fossil fuels - which implies continued research into renewable energy - he
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might want an e�ective appointee as the Assistant Secretary of Energy for E�ciency and Renew-

able Energy to maintain a steady course. Alternatively, if a president prioritizes contraction of

policies relating to climate change, he might want an ine�ective appointee, or none at all, as the

Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International Environmental and Scienti�c A�airs to

shift away from engagement with other countries on a global response to climate change. Criti-

cally, since presidents use interim appointments to place individuals they want in PAS positions

without pursuing Senate con�rmation or purposefully leave positions empty, we need to under-

stand the conditions under which interim o�cials can serve. The next section breaks down the

several procedural regimes that govern whether and for how long interim appointees can serve

in vacant positions.

2.2.1 Procedural regimes: The Vacancies Act and beyond

As mentioned previously, �ve procedural regimes have governed vacancies in the executive

branch. These include the Vacancies Act of 1868, the Presidential Transition E�ectiveness Act of

1988, and the Federal Vacancies Reform Act of 1998, which govern the majority of appointments

to executive agencies; a fourth regime composed of several originating statutes and executive

orders for speci�c agencies that govern succession and identify interim o�cials; and, by default,

the �fth covers most independent agency positions and does not allow for interim appointees.8

These regimes determine whether, and for how long, a president can appoint an interim o�cial

to a vacant post.9

The Vacancies Act of 1868 provides the basis for interim appointments and grants the pres-

ident the power to temporarily �ll vacancies to keep a functioning executive branch. It was
8See Hogue (2017) for a more detailed description of the procedural regimes.
9Here, interim appointees include holdovers. The FVRA “speci�es that the expiration of a term of o�ce consti-

tutes an inability to perform the functions and duties of the o�ce” and designates the position as “vacant” (U.S. O�ce
of Personnel Management 2016: 11), but presidents often request the previous administration’s PAS appointees to
continue in an acting capacity. For independent agencies with �xed terms and quorum requirements, holdover pro-
visions allow for con�rmed members to serve beyond their term to ensure operational continuity (Madonna et al.,
2016).
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originally intended to “prevent the President from delaying sending forth nominations for ad-

vice and consent positions” and to dictate the means “for temporarily �lling vacancies in covered

positions unless Congress explicitly provided a superseding mechanism” (Rosenberg, 1998). Un-

til 1988, interim tenure was 30 days and was increased in 1988 to 120 days by the Presidential

Transition E�ectiveness Act.

A vacant position covered by the Federal Vacancies Reform Act can legally be �lled temporar-

ily in one of three ways under the act:

1. The �rst assistant to such a position may automatically assume the functions and duties
of the o�ce;

2. the President may direct an o�cer who is occupying a di�erent advice and consent
position to perform these tasks;

3. the President may select an o�cer or employee who is occupying a position, in the
same agency, for which the rate of pay is equal to or greater than the minimum rate of
pay at the GS-15 level, and who has been with the agency for at least 90 of the preceding
365 days (Hogue, 2017, 3).

The reforms to the Vacancies Act have adjusted the length of an interim appointee’s tenure

and provide three procedural regimes that, when combined with the fourth regime that governs

those positions not covered by the Vacancies Act,10 provide a structural foundation for both my

theoretical and empirical approaches.

The Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) in 1998 further lengthened the time restrictions.
10One alternative method, not proscribed by the Vacancies Act, for �lling vacant posts within the bureaucracy

that has drawn attention from political scientists, constitutional legal scholars, and the Supreme Court are recess
appointments (e.g., Rappaport 2004; Corley 2006; Black et al. 2007, 2011). The Recess Appointments Clause in the
Constitution expressly provides that “[t]he President shall have Power to �ll up all Vacancies that may happen during
the Recess of the Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire at the End of their Next Session” (Article 2, §
2, cl. 3 of the Constitution). While the Vacancies Act does not cover independent agencies, the Recess Appointments
Clause does and allows for inherently temporary appointments, since the appointee may only serve until the end
of the next congressional session. Presidents have frequently used their recess appointment power to essentially
circumnavigate the con�rmation process (Corley, 2006). Recently, Noel Canning v. NLRB (2014) challenged the
constitutionality of President Obama’s recess appointments to the National Labor Relations Board during a pro
forma session of Congress. The Supreme Court ruled that the pro forma session prevented a su�ciently long recess
thereby invalidating the appointments and severely curtailing future presidents’ use of this power (Krotoszynski Jr,
2014). Furthermore, Congress’s more frequent use of pro forma sessions to preempt presidential recess appointments
indicates an attempt to recapture bargaining power and their oversight prerogative in the con�rmation process.
However, the success of this strategy is limited to those positions not covered by the Vacancies Act.
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An initial interim appointment under the FVRA continues “no later than 210 days after the date

the vacancy occurred or, if the vacancy occurred during a Senate recess, 210 days after the date

the Senate reconvenes” (Hogue, 2017, 1). However, an interim appointee can potentially serve

much longer than just 210 days. First, the restriction is suspended and the acting o�cial can

remain in o�ce if a �rst nomination has been submitted to the Senate and is pending. Moreover,

an interim can continue for an additional 210 days after the rejection, withdrawal, or return of

that nomination. If the vacancy occurs during the 60 days following inauguration then the �rst

210-day period does not begin until the later of either 90 days after the president takes o�ce

or 90 days after the vacancy occurs. Second, the time restriction is suspended again and the

acting o�cial can remain in o�ce if a second nomination has been submitted to the Senate and

is pending. Then, if that nomination is rejected, withdrawn, or returned, an acting o�cial can

serve for another 210 days. Thus, the 210-day tenure can repeat twice; after each of two submitted

nominations are rejected, withdrawn, or returned. Consequently, an interim appointee could �ll

the position for 300 days before any nomination is submitted, upwards of 720 days if the respective

nominations are withdrawn, rejected, or returned, and nearly inde�nitely if the Senate does not

act on a submitted nomination.

Importantly, several positions have �xed terms longer than four years - thereby naturally

overlapping across administrations - which could yield policy bene�ts beyond the end of an ad-

ministration: the Consumer Product Safety Commission (7-year term), the Defense Nuclear Fa-

cilities Safety Board (5-year term), Director of the Mint in the Department of the Treasury (5-year

term), or Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration in the Department of Transporta-

tion (5-year term), to name a few. While these extensions to tenures were intended to ensure

continuity in leadership and maintain agency productivity (Hogue, 2008), they created a larger

set of vacant positions for which timing considerations encourage presidents to forgo nomination

entirely.

Generally, once time restrictions stipulated in the FVRA are exhausted, the interim appointee
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loses her temporary authorization and only the head of the agency may perform any non-delegable

function or duty of the o�ce. While there are no immediate rami�cations for an interim’s over-

stay, outside of a violation letter from the GAO, legal action could be brought that challenges an

interim appointees’ standing to engage in o�cial business when in violation of the time limit.

For instance, in March 2017, National Labor Relations Board v. SW General challenged whether an

interim appointee could legally serve in that capacity if she is also the administration’s submitted

nominee. In the majority decision, the Supreme Court rejected the conventional interpretation

of the FVRA, and historical practice of the previous three administrations, that a nominee could

serve in an interim capacity while awaiting Senate con�rmation. Instead, the Court concluded

that the text of the FVRA speci�cally precludes individuals o�cially nominated for Senate con�r-

mation to concurrently serve as an interim appointee (Howe, 2017). The Court also held that the

service of the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) violated the

Vacancies Act, but noted that this position was exempt “from the general rule that actions taken

in violation of the [Vacancies Act] are void ab initio. The Court a�rmed the D.C. Circuit’s ruling

vacating the Acting General Counsel’s noncompliant actions, but did not explicitly reconsider

the issue of remedy” (Brannon, 2017, 6).

PAS appointees on boards, commissions, or similar multi-headed entities are not covered by

the Vacancy Act, or its reforms, and therefore any vacant posts must remain empty until �lled by

Senate-con�rmed appointees, thereby creating the fourth procedural regime. However, for cer-

tain PAS independent and Cabinet-level agency positions, Congress explicitly stipulates the one

of four general methods for temporary �lling vacancies: “(1) a speci�ed o�cial is automatically

designated as acting; (2) a speci�ed o�cial is automatically designated as acting unless the Pres-

ident provides otherwise; (3) the President designates an o�cial to serve in an acting capacity;

or (4) the head of the agency in which the vacancy exists designates an acting o�cial” (Houge

2015). The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the O�ce of Management and Budget (OMB),

and the Small Business Administration (SBA) are among those whose top posts are temporar-
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ily �lled according to �rst method (Houge 2015). Alternatively, the second method provides for

top positions in the Social Security Administration (SSA) and General Services Administration

(GSA) and the third method covers positions like the General Counsel at the National Labor Re-

lations Board and the Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices at

the Department of Justice (Houge 2015). Lastly, the fourth provision applies to certain positions

in departments like the Department of Education or the Department of Justice and allows agency

heads to assign acting o�cials in lower level positions (Houge 2015).

2.3 Exploring Vacancies Across Presidencies

The personnel delegated the power to craft and implement policies can signi�cantly shape

their impact (Nathan, 1983; Lewis, 2008). Accordingly, the expectation that presidents will maxi-

mize their in�uence with strategic nominations to all vacancies has driven a long line of research

on presidential appointments. Vacancies in PAS positions are frequent and persistent, they shape

the political and policy success of administrative presidencies, and have severe implications for

separation of powers. But we have not yet systematically and quantitatively investigated whether

and when vacancies in presidential appointments are left empty or �lled with an interim ap-

pointee, even though they have had a near-ubiquitous presence in political journalism. Consider

the following headlines:

• “The EPA; Acting O�cials Filling More Roles” (The Washington Post 4/16/1985);
• “Lacking Top Appointees, U.S. Agencies Face Growing Backlogs” (The Washington Post

5/1/1989);
• “So Few Agencies, So Many O�cial Seats Un�lled” (The New York Times 7/27/2002);
• “Interim Heads Increasingly Run Federal Agencies” (The New York Times 10/15/2007);
• “Panel chides Obama for inspector-general vacancies” (TheWashington Post 5/10/2012);
• “Top Posts Remain Vacant Throughout Obama Administration: Politics and Vetting

Leave Key U.S. Posts Long Un�lled” (The New York Times 5/2/2013);
• “Vacancies at VA’s Top Add to Agency’s Problems: Un�lled Posts lead to a Management

Vacuum” (The Wall Street Journal 6/11/2014);
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• “Obama’s vanishing administration: Why are so many crucial jobs empty?” (POLITICO
1/5/2016);

• “85 percent of the top science jobs in Trump’s government don’t even have a nominee”
(The Washington Post 6/6/2017).

Empty posts and interim appointees have seemingly been in the president’s toolbox as ways

to achieve political and policy goals for decades. For instance, President Carter famously sought

to expand the reach of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (then within the Department

of Justice) to deal with:

undocumented immigrants,

I am proposing to Congress today a set of actions to help markedly reduce the increasing
�ow of undocumented aliens in this country and to regulate the presence of the millions of
undocumented aliens already here;” (Jimmy Carter: “Undocumented Aliens Message to the
Congress., August 4, 197711),

Iranian students holding temporary visas in response to the Iran Hostage Crisis,12

President Carter asked Attorney General Civiletti...to identify all Iranian students in the
United States who were not in compliance with their visas ...Civiletti issued regulation setting
up the interviewing and registration procedures,13

and refugees:

Now we must take additional steps to end Cuba’s inhumane actions and to bring safety and
order to a process that continues to threaten lives. Therefore we will implement a �ve-point
program to permit safe and orderly passage from Cuba for those people who sought freedom
in the U.S. (Jimmy Carter: “Cuban Refugees Remarks to Reporters Announcing Administra-
tion Policy Toward the Refugees,” May 14, 198014).

Importantly, the INS did not have a con�rmed commissioner from October 1979 to January 1981,

during which much of Carter’s immigration policy expansion took e�ect, and he did not submit
11Online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The American Presidency Project. Accessed 20 November 2016.
12Now an infamous directive linked to President Trump’s attempts to institute a “Muslim ban:” “the Secretary of

[State]...will invalidate all visas issued to Iranian citizens for future entry into the United States, e�ective today. We
will not reissue visas, nor will we issue new visas, except for compelling and proven humanitarian reasons or where
the national interest of our own country requires;” (Jimmy Carter: “Sanctions Against Iran Remarks Announcing
U.S. Actions,” April 7, 1980. Online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The American Presidency Project. Accessed
20 November 2016.)

13Whitaker et al., 1979
14Online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The American Presidency Project. Accessed 20 November 2016.
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a nominee until nearly nine months into that vacancy. Facing one of its most challenging times,

the INS interviewed nearly 60,000 Iranian students in November and December 1979 alone and

processed more than 112,000 Cuban refugees arriving in the U.S. between April and June 1980,

all under the direction of Acting Commissioner David W. Crosland (Pear, 1980).

A few years later, President Reagan had a remarkably clear priority: shrink the reach of

nearly all federal domestic policy implementation. The application of this priority to national

labor policy included weakening the capacity for government intervention in labor disputes.15

Speci�cally, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), the neutral arbitrator and regulator of

labor-management disputes, handed down only 800 decisions per year,16 which nearly tripled

the backlog from 535 cases in 1981 to 1,434 in 1984. The House Subcommittee on Manpower and

Housing cited that this increase was most visibly caused by the Reagan administration’s failure

to �ll vacancies promptly (Earley, 1984; Silver and McAvoy, 1987). Comparably, for most of his

�rst year, President H.W. Bush left three empty seats of the �ve on the Consumer Product Safety

Commission. Without the necessary quorum, the Commission was “paralyzed” and unable “to

compel emergency recalls or crack down on recalcitrant manufacturers of dangerous products”

(Havemann, 1989, 2).

Perhaps the most infamous use of an interim appointee to �ll an empty post is President

Clinton’s appointment of Bill Lann Lee as Acting Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights.

Clinton formally nominated Lee for the position in July 1997 but Lee’s “expansive interpretations

of civil rights laws were unacceptable to the Senate Judiciary Committee” (Will, 1998). After the

committee failed to recommend con�rmation, Clinton appointed Lee to the post on an interim

basis, intending to resubmit the nomination in the following Congressional session.17 This series
15Reagan also famously changed the course of federal labor relations by breaking the Professional Air Tra�c

Controllers Organization by making good on his threat to �re nearly 13,000 air tra�c controllers unless they returned
to work from an illegal strike.

16In comparison, the NLRB under Carter averaged 1,700 per year (Greenhouse, 1984).
17William J. Clinton: “Remarks Announcing the Appointment of Bill Lann Lee as Acting Assistant Attorney Gen-

eral for Civil Rights and an Exchange With Reporters,” December 15, 1997. Online by Gerhard Peters and John T.
Woolley, The American Presidency Project.
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of events, seen by most as an overt circumvention of the Senate’s advice and consent, ultimately

led to the passage of the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) of 1998.

While the FVRA was an e�ort to rea�rm the power of the Senate’s prerogative by establishing

clearer constraints on interim appointees, it has been less than successful in limiting presidential

use of temporary o�cials. With nearly 15 months left as president, George W. Bush kept interim

appointees to manage entire agencies within his executive branch without submitting nominees

for Senate con�rmation (Shenon, 2007). At the State Department, for example, the Under Secre-

tary for Arms Control and International Security was left empty for much of 2007 before Acting

Under Secretary John Rood was appointed in September and served for the remainder of the Bush

administration without a submitted nominee.

Furthermore, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid �nally secured a Senate-con�rmed ad-

ministrator in 2013 after over nine years of interim appointees, spanning both the Bush and

Obama administrations. Similarly, for much of 2015, more than half of President Obama’s PAS

appointees at the Environmental Protection Agency were interim, and the Treasury’s Acting Un-

dersecretary of Terrorism Financing served without a submitted nominee even as the adminis-

tration expanded e�orts to contain the rising threat of the Islamic State (Samuelsohn, 2016). This

end-of-term trend of vacancies and interim appointments seemed to worsen for the Obama ad-

ministration (O’Connell, 2014). The State Department was without a permanent legal adviser for

three years, “a job crucial to shaping the country’s stance on drones, NSA surveillance and other

high-pro�le international matters” (Samuelsohn, 2016). A deputy temporarily replaced former

Secretary Arne Duncan at the Department of Education, and the “Cabinet post [was] likely to be

�lled by an acting secretary for the remainder of President Barack Obama’s term” (Samuelsohn,

2016).

The landscape of American politics has changed considerably since January 20, 2017; par-

ticularly given a president who, by his �rst August recess, had not submitted nominees for an

unprecedented 60 percent of key PAS positions. By comparison, Presidents Obama, W. Bush, and
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Figure 2.3: Percentage of Reported Vacancies Left Empty or Filled with Interim, 1995-2016
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Clinton had not submitted nominees for 26 percent, 29 percent, and 41 percent, respectively, of

key PAS positions by their �rst August recess.18 Yet, data from the Government Accountability

O�ce (GAO), shown in Figure 2.3, indicate that the past three administrations left anywhere from

10 to 70 percent of their vacancies, each year, empty or �lled with only interim appointees. More-

over, the variation in how vacancies are addressed highlights the importance of distinguishing

between positions that are empty and those �lled by an interim appointee. Despite the temptation

to view the Trump administration as an outlier among conventional presidencies, this suggests

that Trump might not be completely out of step in his approach to vacancies. In fact, in June 2018,

after more than 18 months with a Republican majority Senate, 30 percent of PAS positions in the
18https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/politics/trump-administration-appointee-tracker
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Figure 2.4: Executive Department PAS Positions in the Trump Administration (as of June 2, 2018)
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Trump administration were vacant and more than half of those vacancies did not have a nominee

awaiting con�rmation. Instead, as Figure 2.4 shows, interim appointees �lled nearly a third of

those vacant PAS positions and accounted for one in every nine appointments. Perhaps the only

di�erence is that President Trump blatantly stated that he deliberately did not �ll vacancies19 and

that he preferred having interim appointees: “‘I sort of like acting. It gives me more �exibility.

Do you understand that?’ Trump told reporters as he left the White House for Camp David. ‘I

like acting. We have a few that are acting but we have a great, great, Cabinet.”’ (Samuels, 2019).
19www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/02/28/trump-no-plans-to-�ll-unnecessary-appointed-positions.html
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2.4 Conclusion

Vacancies are not a new phenomenon. Yet, as reviewed in this chapter, scholars have largely

considered vacancies in PAS positions as an asterisk or a footnote; vacancies have been cast as

the mechanical byproduct of changes in administration, the inadvertent failure to �nd a nominee,

or senatorial delays in con�rmation. Furthermore, existing research on separation of powers

assumes that executives are constrained by the need for legislative approval when placing these

agents in unelected o�ce. Building on this assumption, theories of appointments focus on the

choice of nominee, often in terms of ideological alignment, loyalty, or competence. They o�er

reasons why, for instance, President Trump would select Michael Pompeo for Secretary of State

or why President Reagan would select Donald Regan for Secretary of the Treasury. Alternative

studies of presidential appointments focus on the Senate’s role post-nomination. In doing so,

those theories also implicitly assume that presidents will always seek Senate con�rmation to �ll

open positions. Yet, as we have seen here, this is not the case. While personnel and policy are not

the same thing, the power to determine personnel – including their absence – is one of the most

e�ective ways to control the path of policy. Yet, scholars have completely overlooked the fact

that �lling openings with con�rmed appointees is not a president’s only option in sta�ng these

critical positions. We have not yet examined why presidents choose to leave certain positions

vacant and not others. Until now. This dissertation shows that the politics of vacancies matter

for our understanding of executive politics, political control of the bureaucracy, and separation

of powers.

Furthermore, while considerable and important work has been done to understand the poli-

tics of presidential appointments from a variety of perspectives, scholars have not yet examined

an entire class of appointments: interim appointees. As discussed in this chapter, not only are

there several institutional regimes that govern who can serve as an interim appointee and for

how long, presidents have consistently �lled nearly half of vacant PAS positions with these tem-
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porary appointees for at least four decades. The anecdotes from the previous section provide

a historical context that suggests there is reason to believe that presidents have been using va-

cancies strategically to achieve their policy and political objectives. However, without a clear

theoretical framework from which to draw out empirical implications and data on which to sys-

tematically test those expectations, the countless stories of presidents appearing to strategically

leave positions empty or �ll them with interim appointees would remain simply that: stories.

In the chapters that follow, I add a new perspective to the current literature on presidential ap-

pointments; I develop a new theory and rigorously test it using original data; and I present clear

evidence that presidents do use empty positions and interim appointees strategically to advance

their policy priorities.
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CHAPTER III

Introducing Position Value

Now that we have established the institutional and historical context of vacancies in PAS

positions, we can head out into the relatively uncharted territory of modeling an appointment

process that begins with the president’s decision of whether or not to �ll the position at all.

My theory, presented in the next chapter, formalizes the president’s choice to �ll a position in

an inter-branch bargaining context: one that incorporates both the Senate’s leverage to veto a

nomination and the president’s power to choose not to submit one in the �rst place. In Chapter

4, I model vacancies – explicitly taking into account both types of vacancies (i.e., empty positions

and interim appointments) – as strategic choices that o�er presidents the opportunity to pursue

diverging policy goals. By incorporating these choices, I present a more accurate and complete

representation of the appointment process and argue that we need to widen our lens to see more

than the subgame of nomination and con�rmation1 that our current theories of appointments

focus on. When we entertain what the president and the Senate are looking to achieve more

broadly from their policy agenda, we can generalize to consider how the position – whether left

empty or �lled with a speci�c con�rmed or interim appointee – can be used to advance that
1This refers to the fact that previous models of presidential appointments, discussed in Chapter 2, evaluate the

incentives and conditions that underpin the nomination-con�rmation process. As Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 indicated
and the formal model in Chapter 4 will show, nominee selection and Senate con�rmation are fundamentally decision
nodes that follow the initial decision to �ll the position or leave it empty, thereby making con�rmation a subgame
of the larger appointment process.
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agenda. To do that, we need to move beyond our traditional focus on the appointee and consider

how positions can distinctly increase utility; that is, we need to consider the value of the position

itself. This chapter deliberately proceeds to that end.

Accordingly, I will �rst brie�y introduce the conceptual distinction of Position Value. I use

this concept to characterize the opportunities that positions – either �lled or empty – have to

deliver policy bene�ts to the president or the Senate. Ultimately, Position Value functions as the

central element of the model, creating the incentives that drive the Senate’s choice to con�rm

a nominee and the president’s strategic choice to submit one, given the Senate’s con�rmation

strategy. In this chapter, I propose that certain high value positions have a distinct capacity to

in�uence policy output and advance an actor’s policy priorities. While this capacity is necessary,

I argue that it is not su�cient to designate positions as high value. Crucially, an actor must also

prioritize the policy outcomes, and the policy output that generates those outcomes, under the

positions’ jurisdiction. A position with high Position Value is one with a high capacity to advance

clear policy priorities; otherwise the position has low value. In other words, both capacity and

priorities are necessary. When a position has a low capacity to control agency actions and policy

output, any appointee – interim or permanent – has minimal ability to create policy change and

the value of that position is nil, no matter the policy priorities. Likewise, when the president

or the Senate does not prioritize the policies under the agency’s purview (i.e., they have neutral

policy priorities), the value of the position for advancing the player’s larger agenda is also nil, no

matter the position’s capacity level. Thus, Position Value is determined by two variables: Position

Capacity and Policy Priorities.

As detailed below in this chapter’s second section, Policy Priorities capture whether the player

prefers to expand, contract, or neutrally maintain the agency’s status quo policy generating ac-

tivities. Here, Policy Priorities are inherently concerned with the level of agency action in a par-

ticular policy space. Speci�cally, priorities emphasizing an increase in agency actions toward

a policy goal are expansion priorities, whereas a focus on decreasing agency actions toward a
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policy goal are contraction priorities. Neutral priorities center on maintaining the status quo

level of agency policy-oriented actions.2 While policy priorities are not agnostic of ideology, the

expansion-contraction dimension generalizes over time and shifting party platforms.3

Importantly, the concept of Position Value shifts our focus away from the individual traits

of appointees toward those of the position so that we can consider how a position without an

appointee would deliver desired outcomes to the president or the Senate. The extent to which any

valuable position can advance each actor’s Policy Priorities is institutionally constrained by the

capacity of each position to actually change policy output. Accordingly, the third section outlines

the construction of Position Capacity; that is, the capacity of each position to control policy output

and agency actions. To preview, positions with low capacity are administrative or routine in

nature and have little to no latitude to a�ect agency action. Alternatively, high capacity positions

manage policy implementation activities directly and have more room to in�uence policy output.

Policy Priorities and Position Capacity separately identify aspects of the nonlegislative policy-

making process that are important for appointment strategies, but it is the combination of the

two that create the more complete picture of what positions themselves can deliver: their Position

Value.

3.1 Introducing Policy Priorities

When aspiring elected o�cials campaign for voter support, they generally o�er their vision

of what the new status quo should be, and could be, if they are elected. Candidates delineate

agendas that, at a minimum, o�er some sense of the direction they would like to see various
2Critically, as I will expand on later, the expansion-contraction dimension is not a surrogate for the standard

liberal-conservative one. Here, priorities over the status quo are distinct from ideology in that liberal and conserva-
tive actors both might prefer to diminish and cultivate policy reach, albeit often on competing issues. For instance,
self-styled conservative policy priorities might include expansion in border protection and reductions in anti-trust
enforcement, whereas liberal priorities might include decreasing immigration enforcement and expanding federal
lands protections.

3At the end of this chapter, I address the issue of ideology.
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public policies move toward; and in the clearest cases, candidates have distinct priorities for

multiple policy areas. The most recognizable of these policy agendas come from presidential

campaigns. When Barack Obama campaigned for the presidency in 2008, his platform prioritized

domestic energy security with policies like investing in infrastructure and renewable sources of

energy. For instance, during a campaign speech in Raleigh, North Carolina on October 29, 2008,

then-candidate Barack Obama detailed his priorities:

We’ll create two million new jobs by rebuilding our crumbling roads, and bridges, and schools,
and by laying broadband lines to reach every corner of the country. And I will invest $15
billion a year in renewable sources of energy to create �ve million new energy jobs over the
next decade - jobs that pay well and can’t be outsourced; jobs building solar panels and wind
turbines and a new electricity grid; jobs building the fuel-e�cient cars of tomorrow, not in
Japan or South Korea but here in the United States of America; jobs that will help us eliminate
the oil we import from the Middle East in ten years and help save the planet in the bargain.4

The Obama-Biden campaign website also o�ered several statement briefs and fact sheets about

each issue on their agenda of policy priorities. For instance, the “Barack Obama and Joe Biden:

New Energy for America Fact Sheet” described their energy policy priorities:

Prioritize the Construction of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline. Barack Obama and Joe Biden
will work with stakeholders to facilitate construction of the pipeline. While this pipeline was
proposed in 1976, and Congress authorized up to $18 billion in loan guarantees for this project
in 2004, there has been no progress in building this critical energy infrastructure under the
Bush Administration. The planned pipeline would have a daily capacity of 4 billion cubic
feet of natural gas, or almost 7 percent of current U.S. consumption. Not only is this pipeline
critical to our energy security, it will create thousands of new jobs.5

Likewise, when Ronald Reagan campaigned in 1981, his platform also prioritized addressing en-

ergy security by increasing domestic energy production, albeit through deregulation (Shogan,

2004). These two presidential candidates, from di�erent parties in di�erent political contexts, had

similar policy priorities centered on decreasing U.S. reliance on foreign energy sources. However,

they championed completely di�erent approaches to achieve those policy goals, highlighting that
4Barack Obama, Remarks in Raleigh, North Carolina. Online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The Ameri-

can Presidency Project. https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/node/284715. Accessed 15 January 2019.)
5Barack Obama and Joe Biden: New Energy for America Fact Sheet. Wayback Machine Internet

Archivehttp://www.barackobama.com/pdf/factsheetenergyspeech080308.pdf.Accessed15January2019.
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policy priorities are not just priorities over outcomes but also over outputs. That is, policy priori-

ties should include both the preferred new policy status quo and the action necessary to generate

it.

When candidates successfully take o�ce, their priorities over how to achieve their policy

agendas are central to the success of their administration or legislative majority. Admittedly, pol-

icy agendas and priorities change frequently post-election. For instance, candidate George H. W.

Bush campaigned to continue the Reagan legacy without any major policy changes: “he opposed

�ag burning and abortion, supported free trade and community volunteerism, and wanted to be

remembered as the education President," with little emphasis on foreign policy.6 As president,

however, George H. W. Bush devoted much of his time to foreign a�airs and oversaw an expan-

sive foreign policy agenda that included negotiating the end of the Cold War and signing the

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), among many others.7

A substantial body of work seeks to understand just how presidents and parties use their

political power to achieve their policy objectives. Kingdon set the stage by arguing “no other

single actor in the political system has quite the capability of the president to set agendas in given

policy areas" (1984, 23). A core part of this extant research examines the president’s in�uence

on the legislative policy-making process, speci�cally the production of signi�cant legislation,

through agenda-setting and “going public" (e.g., Peterson, 1990; Edwards III and Barrett, 2000;

Canes-Wrone, 2001; Beckmann, 2010; Lee, 2009; Gelman et al., 2015). By construction, this line of

research focuses only on legislative action. While presidents’ and congressional majority parties’

agendas and priorities play a large part in determining which policy issues are addressed and

the success of their respective legislative proposals (Lee, 2009), they continue to in�uence the

policy-making process long after the president signs legislation into law.
6Stephen Knott, https://millercenter.org/president/bush/campaigns-and-elections. Accessed 25 January 2019.
7The empirical tests of my theory examine presidents’ and congressional policy priorities each year, which allows

for this variance within and across administrations as well as across agencies.
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Hence, these priorities also steer the policies that result from nonlegislative8 means – from

agency actions like implementation, (de)regulation, enforcement, adjudication, bene�t distribu-

tion, and grantmaking – led by the bureaucratic actors at the center of this larger research project.

Since the status quo has long been recognized as ‘sticky’ and not easily moved by new legisla-

tion, particularly in an era of polarization and routine obstruction (e.g., Jones and Baumgartner,

2005; McCarty et al., 2016), achieving policy goals through implementation and administrative

law o�ers a viable alternative (Farber and O’Connell, 2014). And we know that one of the most ef-

fective means through which presidents can in�uence policy outcomes is the choice of personnel

(Nathan, 1983). Appointees, especially those in positions that require Senate con�rmation, play

a signi�cant role in the nonlegislative policy-making process and have a clear in�uence through

their decisions about which actions their agencies will take to achieve speci�c objectives (Lewis,

2011).

Policy Priorities are inherently concerned with the level of agency action in a particular policy

space. Political actors – and their constituents – experience the policy outcomes that result from

the current levels of agency actions. Given their set of policy preferences, these actors identify the

requisite change in agency outputs to move the policy status quo in their preferred direction. If

the status quo aligns with their preferences, the political actors require no change in agency out-

put. However, when circumstances require change, agency outputs can only be increased or de-

creased to generate that preferred policy. That is, when political actors do not prefer to maintain

the status quo, they can, inevitably, only prioritize either the expansion or contraction of agency

actions. Next, I will sketch out the speci�c features of this proposed expansion-contraction di-
8These nonlegislative activities also include, paradoxically, legislation development. Executive departments each

have bureaus or divisions charged with developing proposals for new legislation to address any number of issues that
a�ect either their clients or policy areas. These bureaus – termed anything from O�ce of Congressional Relations
to O�ce of Legislative A�airs – manage the intergovernmental relations between the agency and Congress by sup-
plying witness testimony, reports on program budgets and development, and responses to congressional oversight,
while also crafting legislative proposals for the administration. The nonlegislative distinction here is that agencies
are not engaged in creating and sustaining the coalitions necessary to pass legislation, but rather o�er a on the
ground perspective of what might be needed for its current and future activities and submit legislative proposals to
be revised by various congressional entities or administration o�cials.
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mension as well as the types of agency actions that translate these priorities into their respective

policy outputs.

3.1.1 Expansion and Contraction Policy Priorities

Again, I de�ne Policy Priorities as the preferred agency actions that generate the new policy

outcome. Speci�cally, I construct Policy Priorities to identify whether an actor prefers to expand,

contract, or maintain an agency’s current output in order to achieve a desired change in policy

outcomes, relative to the status quo. Consequently, we need to unpack the logic that underpins

the distinction between expansion and contraction policy priorities, and to do that, we will begin

with a hypothetical.

Suppose there has been an increase in reported episodes of lead in drinking water, more re-

ports of pollutants and toxic materials contaminating ground water, and rising sea levels leading

saltwater to penetrate fresh water sources in coastal areas. In response, President K designates

water quality as a top issue on her policy agenda. Speci�cally, she prioritizes federal activities to

mitigate ground water pollution, improve the quality of drinking water for rural and low income

areas, and maintain fresh water aquifers while protecting the biological diversity of coastal areas.

These clear policy outcomes will change the clean water policy status quo and can be achieved

through a variety of agency actions; but the overarching priority is increased agency output. Per-

haps this could include more regulations on wastewater systems, investments in infrastructure

that will repair or build new water supply systems, increased bene�t distributions to households

to o�set costs of new plumbing systems, or increased enforcement of environmental regulations.

With these preferred agency actions, President K has policy priorities that emphasize expanding

the policy reach of agencies with jurisdictions over water policy (e.g., the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency, the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of the Interior, the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Geological Survey). The emphasis, here, is on the agency action

that produces the desired policy output. Extrapolating from this hypothetical, we can see that
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Expansion Policy Priorities indicate when actors would direct their appointees to increase agency

policy outputs in order to advance their agenda and reach a new policy outcome.

Importantly, however, Expansion Policy Priorities also apply to policy agendas that include

deregulation. Consider an alternative hypothetical. An unprecedented shortage of fossil fuels

has hastened the transition to an electric power system largely supplied by renewable energy

like wind and solar technologies. The current regulations governing the integration of this en-

ergy into the grid are cumbersome and appear to be stunting the growth of this new energy sector.

In response, President K designates deregulation of renewable energy technologies and grid in-

terconnections as a top issue on her policy agenda for the Department of Energy. Importantly, as

discussed in detail below, regulatory reform like deregulation follows the same procedures as new

regulations. Consequently, deregulation requires the same agency actions and policy outputs as

an expansionary regulatory agenda; even though the policy outcome will shrink the regulatory

status quo. The emphasis is on the agency actions that produce the outcome. Again, we can see

from this hypothetical that Expansion Policy Priorities identify when an actor prioritizes expand-

ing the agency’s current footprint in policy output, and deregulation e�orts require an increase

in agency output.

An alternative scenario for the above hypothetical would be that President K prioritizes a de-

crease, or contraction, in agency actions; for instance, an intentional decrease in the investigation

and monitoring activities required to enforce current regulations on renewable energy suppliers.

In this case, President K would be pursuing a new, albeit temporary, regulatory status quo by

seeking to diminish the agency footprint through inaction.9 While the policy outcome is similar

– a decreased regulatory burden for the renewable energy sector – the agency actions and cor-

responding policy outputs are considerably di�erent. Here, we can extrapolate again from this

example and see that Contraction Policy Priorities focus on shrinking the agency’s policy reach
9Certainly, not enforcing regulations could have legal rami�cations and the outcome could be litigated in the

courts, however, the longer term legal consequences are beyond the scope of this hypothetical.
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and decreasing their outputs to achieve a new policy outcome.

Ultimately, the design of Policy Priorities implies that any one appointee �lling a particular

position is the arbiter of agency action rather than the focus the president’s appointment strategy

– that is, appointees are a means rather than the end.10 Accordingly, we also need to establish

the kinds of agency action and policy outputs that foster particular Policy Priorities and would

fall under the purview of a potentially high value PAS position. Broadly speaking, Executive

branch departments, independent and regulatory agencies, and government corporations have an

extensive menu of actions that can produce various desired policy outputs. These agency actions

include rules promulgation, adjudication, investigations, enforcement, bene�t distribution, goods

and service provision, policy development and implementation, information dissemination, and

intergovernmental relations. In many cases, the agency outputs that result from these actions are

expected and straightforward. First, rulemaking encompasses both regulation and deregulation,11

the most recognizable policy outputs. All proposed regulations or deregulation are required to

meet the same standards in terms of cost and consistency with current statutes, be published

in the Federal Register, be open for public comment and require agency response, and, in many

cases, be subject to review by the O�ce of Information and Regulatory A�airs (OIRA).

Second, adjudications center on dispute resolution over compliance with regulations and can

occur informally by agency o�cials or formally by administrative law judges. Agencies engaged

in investigations and enforcement also have outputs aimed at ensuring compliance with current

statutes and regulations as well as information gathering. Third, agencies charged with bene�t

distribution, goods and service provision, and procurement have seemingly less obvious pol-

icy outputs than actions like rules promulgation, adjudication, and investigations. However, the

distributive nature of these agency outputs creates opportunities for electorally or politically ad-
10The shift in focus from the appointee to the position is therefore also inherent in the larger notion of Position

Value.
11Critically, deregulation here is in the analytical sense of regulatory reform rather than the ideological construct

built on widespread relaxation or termination of economically constraining and business unfriendly rules.
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vantageous allocations.12 Lastly, agencies - or, more often, o�ces within Executive departments

- tasked with policy development, information dissemination, and intergovernmental relations

create the least measurable agency outputs, compared with rulemaking or bene�t distribution;

but these agency actions most recognizably contribute to the new policy status quo. For instance,

foreign policy development in the State Department determines the footing for international ne-

gotiations and cross-border relationships; and information campaigns like the Dietary Guidelines,

jointly published by the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Agri-

culture, frame national discourse on nutrition.

It is important to recognize that policy outputs like those described above and agency perfor-

mance are separate and distinct ends of agency action, although obviously related. Research on

the administrative presidency, including the politicization of agency appointments, recognizes

the impact that appointees have on both policy outputs and agency performance (e.g., Lewis,

2008; Resh, 2015). However, performance o�ers a metric of judging how e�ciently, e�ectively,

or competently agencies are producing policy outputs. Most often the impact of appointees on

agency performance is cased in studies of politicization.13 Some �nd that political appointees

can increase the overall responsiveness of agencies to their principals when they strengthen the

managerial relationship between appointees and career civil servants (e.g., Moe, 1985; Bok, 2003).

Yet, others argue that politicization hurts agency performance because of lower competence, a

lack of subject-speci�c expertise, and high turnover (e.g., Heclo, 1977; Huber and McCarty, 2004;

Lewis, 2008). For the purposes at hand, agency performance matters only in the production of
12See Lewis (2011) for a review of work on appointees and distributive policies.
13To accommodate the inherent in�uence of higher quality appointees, my theory includes a parameter for the

appointee e�ectiveness that functions as a multiplier for achieving the full value of the position. In other words, the
e�ectiveness of appointees �lling positions matters only if the position has an inherent value to either the president
or the Senate. A competent, e�ective, high quality expert appointed to a low value position will have either very
little capacity to a�ect policy output or occupy a position in a low priority policy area. Likewise, a incompetent,
low quality appointee in a low value position has very few opportunities to translate that ineptitude into policy or
performance blunders. Consequently, while the in�uence of appointees on performance clearly matters, when we
moderate that in�uence by the position value – and speci�cally, on the capacity of the position to control agency
outputs and policy outcomes, as detailed at the end of this chapter – the larger concern becomes how the position
inherently creates value that the most e�ective appointee can fully attain.
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agency outputs, rather than a metric on its own. While a low performing agency will produce

fewer outputs, if fewer outputs are the policy priority then lower performance may be the pre-

ferred mechanism to advance those priorities. Hence, it is the level of agency action generating

desired levels of outputs that sits at the center of the expansion-contraction dimension described

above.

Placing the preferred agency output alternatives on a linear dimension allows us to see that

expansion- or contraction-branded policy priorities classify the actor’s ideal policy output rel-

ative to the status quo, achieved through changes in the requisite agency action. Accordingly,

Neutral Policy Priorities indicate maintaining the status quo level of agency actions, whereas Ex-

pansion Policy Priorities indicate when an actor prefers agencies to increase their policy output in

order to move the policy outcome status quo and Contraction Policy Priorities indicate when an

actor prefers agency actions that decrease output to shift the status quo. For instance, Contraction

Policy Priorities might include decreasing agency supervision of lique�ed natural gas pipelines by

weakening the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, while Expansion Policy Priorities might

include expanding protections for intellectual property by strengthening the Patent and Trade-

mark O�ce. Critically, however, the value of the position and the ability for appointees to deliver

on these Policy Priorities is constrained by how much capacity the position has to in�uence agency

actions and a�ect agency output. That is, our broader variable of interest, Position Value, is con-

structed as a combination of Policy Priorities and Position Capacity. Accordingly, the next section

explains how I de�ne Position Capacity.

3.2 Introducing Position Capacity

The key feature of Position Value, which motivates our larger theoretical endeavor, stems from

shifting our focus from the appointee to the position. Ultimately, the formal model outlined in

Chapter 4 seeks to examine the incentives that underpin the president’s choice of whether to
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�ll an empty position, then whether to nominate, and how that more accurate reversion point

in�uences the Senate’s choice to con�rm if a nominee is submitted. In order to consider how

the status of the position, rather than the characteristics of any potential appointee, create these

incentives, we need to identify the feature that varies across positions and also varies in its contri-

bution to the utility gained from any change in position status. Since we know that a large share

of policy gains made in an era of legislative gridlock are achieved through the non-legislative

policy-making process (Durant and Warber, 2001; Farber and O’Connell, 2014), the feature that

institutionally constrains which positions play a signi�cant role in this process o�ers a logical

way forward. This leads us to consider how appointments have a variant degree of opportunities

to contribute to policy change by directing changes in agency action. Accordingly, I propose that

the value of a position to either the president or the Senate is conditioned on its Position Capacity

to direct agency actions and policy output.

The concept of bureaucratic capacity is not new. Huber and McCarty (2006) de�ne capacity as

“the likelihood that bureaucrats can take actions that yield their intended outcomes" (51). While

this de�nition frames bureaucratic capacity as delegated policy-making authority, like other re-

search on capacity (e.g., Carpenter, 2001), which aligns with how I frame Position Capacity, it

di�ers from the construct I propose here in two ways. First, bureaucratic capacity captures vari-

ation in agency-level divergence between intended and actual outcomes of implementation ac-

tivities. While Huber and McCarty (2006) use this construct to examine how the strategies and

actions of bureaucrats impact the feasible set of alternative policies that can actually be imple-

mented, thereby in�uencing the adoption of new legislation, they do not explicitly consider how

this capacity can vary within agencies. Similarly, Carpenter (2001) examines how variation in bu-

reaucratic capacity at the agency level in�uences non-legislative policy innovation, but also does

not explicitly account for the impact of within-agency variation in capacity. Critically, I have

de�ned Position Capacity here to explicitly account for the variation in the capacity of positions

within an agency.
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Second, the concept of bureaucratic capacity emphasizes that variation in delegated policy-

making authority directly a�ects how accurately bureaucrats’ actions generate the intended policy

outcomes. By contrast, I de�ne Position Capacity as the policy-making authority and jurisdiction

to direct the agency actions necessary to achieve a desired policy outcome. While the distinction

may appear slight, it signi�cantly alters the focus of my analysis. Most importantly, I want to

understand how variation in the capacity of a position to in�uence agency actions and policy out-

put – not the ability of a speci�c appointee to deliver intended outcomes – a�ects the president’s

decision to �ll the position. Here, the emphasis is on the potential for positions to engineer pri-

oritized agency actions, treating the link between actions and policy outcomes as exogenous and

constant. Thus, while capacity in terms of the authority to in�uence the nonlegislative policy-

making process has an established origin, I o�er a novel adaptation with this construction of

Position Capacity.

As a matter of simplicity and tractability, I de�ne Position Capacity in two categories: high

and low. The positions that have clear responsibilities for policy development, implementation,

or explicit coordination among policy implementers carry the lion’s share of the success or failure

in achieving policy goals. While all PAS positions have some impact on the agency’s operations

and will, even if only implicitly, in�uence how well other positions are able to advance on their

priorities, it is those that clearly impact policy outcomes that have high capacity. More speci�-

cally, high capacity positions manage policy implementation activities – like rules promulgation,

adjudication, and investigations - that require a broader perspective of policy actions, have more

room to in�uence policy outcomes, and can advance a larger political agenda. Agency heads such

as secretaries, administrators, and directors, general counsels, inspectors general, and deputy or

assistant secretaries that have jurisdiction and responsibilities for policy direction and implemen-

tation have High Position Capacity.

Alternatively, positions with low capacity to control policy output are administrative or rou-

tine in nature, have little to no latitude in decision-making, and generally provide few opportu-
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nities to reach larger political goals. They are responsible for an agency’s internal management

or policies governing departmental operations, like assistant secretaries of administration. These

roles do indeed have important functions with respect to internal management and operation,

but they have low capacity given the position’s low impact on the policy output direction of the

agency. Similarly, positions with responsibilities for relating information or maintaining public

relations (e.g., assistant secretaries for communication), and positions responsible only for re-

search and data collection without grant making or policy recommendation responsibilities (e.g.,

director of the Bureau of Mines at the Department of the Interior) also have little opportunity to

in�uence the promulgation, enforcement, or implementation of the substantive rules that guide

policy outcomes. Consequently, these positions’ Position Capacity level is low.

3.3 Constructing Position Value

The concept of Position Value, as a combination of Policy Priorities and Position Capacity, al-

lows us to consider the larger picture that appointees are not the �rst-order option for presidents

to achieve their policy goals. My objective here is to provide an intuition for the circumstances

under which a president and the Senate might each prefer an empty PAS position to one �lled

by an interim or con�rmed appointee. In the theoretical framework described in the next chap-

ter, I build on this core assumption that leadership positions in the bureaucracy are valuable for

their ability to deliver outcomes in line with player’s policy priorities. Furthermore, to make the

theory’s implications as stark as possible, the value of a position is high only when a player prior-

itizes the agency’s policy jurisdiction and the position has the capacity to achieve those priorities,

which Table 3.1 highlights.

Traditionally, when we theorize about appointments, we begin with appointees and their ide-

ology.14 Consequently, when considering the full construction of Position Value, one question that
14Many have examined how the characteristics of these actors, their relationships with each other, and their

relationships with their principals – including the promises and pitfalls of delegating to these agents (e.g., McCubbins
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Table 3.1: Position Value: Combining Position Capacity and Policy Priorities
Policy Priority

Contraction Neutral Expansion

Position
Capacity

High High Value Low Value High Value

Low Low Value Low Value Low Value

might arise is: what about ideology? As discussed in Chapter 2, most models of presidential ap-

pointments focus on the choice of nominee in terms of ideological alignment with the president

and the Senate. Yet, ideology is just one element in the basket of what appointments can de-

liver. When we entertain what the president and the Senate are looking to achieve more broadly

– their policy agenda – we can generalize to consider how a �lled or un�lled appointment ad-

vances that agenda. Ideology provides a measure of policy preferences and an indication of one’s

policy agenda, but does not provide any indication of one’s ability to achieve those policy goals.

Ideological alignment between agents and principals matters less if agents are unable to accom-

plish goals in line with those preferences. In other words, ideology does not reveal an agent’s

e�ectiveness in delivering realized value to a principal. One could reason that if the objective is,

in e�ect, ideological, then the agent’s alignment with a principal could indicate e�ectiveness in

delivering value.

However, I contend that policy preferences and priorities vis-a-vis the status quo ultimately

transcend ideology. Our conventional understanding of ideology derives from a collection of

policy preferences along a policy dimension (liberal versus conservative; left versus right), and

our measures of ideology capture these preferences as ideal points (e.g., NOMINATE scores from

et al., 1989; Lupia and McCubbins, 1994a; Bawn, 1995; Epstein and O’Halloran, 1999; Huber and Shipan, 2002; Volden,
2002; Gailmard and Patty, 2007) – impact the nonlegislative policy outcomes central to the modern administrative
state. Others concentrate on the president’s use of nonlegislative means and strategies to advance their policy agenda
(e.g., Lewis, 2009; Lowande, 2014; Reeves and Rogowski, 2018; Lowande, 2018a), particularly how appointees can
contribute to those advancements. Yet, these studies do not consider how the position frames and often constrains
the ability of the appointee to deliver on those strategies, which ultimately means that previous studies overlook the
value of an absent appointee.
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Congressional roll call votes (Lewis, Poole, and Rosenthal 2017) or citizen ideology estimates

using item response theory models (Tausanovitch and Warshaw, 2013)). Thus, while an objec-

tive in selecting an agent might be congruent ideologies, those ideologies represent policy pref-

erences, whereas e�ectiveness, separately, represents the agent’s ability to achieve those policy

goals. Moreover, an ideologically-aligned appointee in a low capacity position that is institution-

ally constrained has minimal ability to e�ectively shape policy change, mimicking an ine�ective

appointee regardless of their ideological alignment.

Most importantly, Position Value, as a combination of Position Capacity and Policy Priorities,

bridges the notions that bureaucratic politics matter for policy outcomes and policy agendas

matter for the politics of appointments. Previous research on appointments have not required a

position-centric approach as their focus has been on the individuals �lling the positions. Yet, we

cannot attribute appointee characteristics, like ideology, to empty positions. Thus, to examine

the decision to leave a position empty on the same footing as the decision to submit a nominee

for that position, we need to consider how the characteristics of positions themselves lead to the

outcomes of the appointment process. We need a concept that accounts for the policy priorities

that ultimately drive political actors to prefer certain agency actions as well as the capacities

of the positions to advance those priorities. As we have seen here, Position Value accomplishes

both those objectives; and, as the theoretical framework developed in the next chapter reveals,

Position Value o�ers a robust mechanism for examining the strategic choices to leave certain

positions empty or to �ll them with appointees.
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CHAPTER IV

A Theory of Vacancies and Appointments

In this chapter, I discuss a new theory of appointments that integrates the empty-interim and

con�rmed appointee distinction while incorporating the Senate’s leverage to veto a nomination

and the president’s power to choose not to submit one in the �rst place. Importantly, when the

president decides against nominating after appointing an interim, he circumvents the Senate’s

right to review, advise, and consent to the individuals serving in key policy-making positions in

the Executive Branch. Alternatively, if the president maintains the empty post, he again sidesteps

Senate participation in how the position will be �lled. Crucially, the option to avoid advice and

consent removes the constraint of the Senate’s pivotal actor on presidential appointments and

highlights opportunities for presidents to consolidate power and ful�ll their policy goals. Building

on the existing appointments paradigm, this theory considers how policy priorities to expand or

contract the reach of an agency leads rational presidents to strategically forgo appointments and

nominations. This chapter has four sections: the �rst o�ers a stylized version of the model and its

intuition, the second presents the formal treatment of the model, the third proves the equilibrium

solution, and the fourth derives a series of expectations about when positions are more likely to

be left empty or �lled with interim and con�rmed (permanent) appointees.
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4.1 A New Theory of Vacancies and Appointments

Vacancies o�er presidents an opportunity to pursue diverging policy goals. Starting from this

assumption, I introduce a theory of appointments based on a model that formalizes the president’s

choice to �ll a position or leave it empty in an inter-branch bargaining context. The model begins

with a vacancy and has two stages and two Players, the president and the Senate. In the �rst

stage, the president makes a sequence of decisions: �rst whether to immediately �ll the empty

post with an interim appointee and then whether to submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation.

In response, the Senate pursues con�rmation when the cost of empty posts and interim agents

outweighs any gains from returning a president’s nominee, albeit only if one is submitted. Both

players maximize utility from policy outcomes in terms of Position Value. Ultimately, Position

Value and the anticipation of Senate con�rmation or rejection shape the president’s strategy to

appoint an interim appointee, nominate a permanent appointee, or leave vacant position empty.

Recall from Chapter 3, Position Value is a function of two variables: Position Capacity and

Policy Priorities. The integral piece of each player’s utility function, Position Value creates the

incentives that drive the Senate’s choice to con�rm a nominee, and the president’s strategic choice

to submit one, given the Senate’s con�rmation strategy. Formally, and to preview Section 2, the

generalized utility functions for each player i re�ect the payo� for �lling the position immediately

(βτViy), the payo� for �lling the position for the long-term (βτγViy), and the bargaining cost (ci)

of the con�rmation process such that: uy = βτ(f,¬f)Viy + βτ(f,¬f)γViy − ci. Here, Position Value

(Viy) is weighted by three multipliers. First, β indicates the e�ectiveness of any appointee (interim

or permanent), should one �ll the position, in achieving the full value of the position. I assume

that the president chooses appointees based on their level of e�ectiveness in delivering the full

position value, where an ine�ective appointee cannot deliver the high value of the position which

imitates the low value of a low capacity position. Importantly, to focus on the choice to �ll the

position rather than whom to �ll it with, I assume that interim appointees and nominees are
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identical in terms of e�ectiveness.1

Previous models of presidential appointments focus on the choice of nominee in terms of ideo-

logical alignment with the president and/or the Senate. As mentioned in Chapter 3, ideology does

not reveal an agent’s e�ectiveness in delivering realized value to a principal. As such, ideological

alignment between appointees and the president or Senate matters less if the appointees are un-

able to accomplish goals in line with those preferences. Appointees in low capacity positions –

ones that are institutionally constrained with little to no opportunity to e�ectively direct changes

in policy – ultimately resemble ine�ective appointees regardless of their ideological alignment.

Accordingly, this model deviates from previous theories by emphasizing the e�ectiveness of an

appointee instead of ideological alignment.

Second, τ indicates whether a position is �lled. I assume that �lled positions and empty ones

di�er, at a minimum, in terms of accountability and responsiveness. Empty PAS positions, inher-

ently, do not have a person to ful�ll basic responsibilities like executing presidential directives.

Lastly, γ indicates the anticipated degree of congressional oversight that might restrict or amplify

the appointee’s ability to deliver the full realization of position value. I assume the Senate impacts

the full realization of the position value through the anticipated degree of oversight of a perma-

nent appointee. Speci�cally, con�rmation establishes the nominee as a permanent appointee,

which generates con�dence in the perpetuity of the �lled position. Moreover, the evaluation of

agency actions through oversight either constrains policy changes (when the Senate and pres-

ident do not align in their priorities) or strengthens their legitimacy to vested interest groups

(when the Senate and president align). In other words, γ ampli�es the realized position value

when Senate and presidents policy priorities align and decreases it when they do not. Lastly, I

assume that the political capital and time required for con�rmation negotiations are costly, albeit

not necessarily equally, to both the president and the Senate. The sequence of game play is as
1To clarify, I am assuming equal e�ectiveness per unit of time. We might expect that the longer someone serves

(more units of time in a position) the more e�ective they become, comparatively.
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follows:

1. The president is presented with an empty position, with value to the Senate ViS and to the
president ViP , given the position’s capacity and the Senate’s and the president’s policy pri-
orities for the agency, respectively. The president observes ViS and ViP , chooses a strategy
to �ll with an interim appointee or leave empty, and then to nominate or not.

2. If the president does not nominate, the game ends with an interim appointee or empty
position. Payo�s are then allocated to both players.

3. If the president does nominate, the Senate chooses a strategy to con�rm or not. If the Senate
chooses to con�rm, the game ends with a permanent appointee. If the Senate chooses to
not con�rm, the game ends with the reversion point from the president’s move in the �rst
stage, either an interim appointee or empty position. Payo�s are then allocated to both
players.

As the third section in this chapter documents, I employ subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

and solve the game via backwards induction. The game follows a straightforward sequential

structure, has a unique equilibrium, and produces clear predictions about the way in which each

of these outcomes arise. In the fourth section, I describe these predictions and use them to gener-

ate several hypotheses, which I will test in the proceeding chapters using new and original data

on the status of positions, their capacity, and the corresponding policy priorities. But �rst, the

next section provides the formalized treatment of this model.

4.2 A Generalized Appointments Model

The model presented here is built on a stylized setting involving the president P and the

Senate S. In the �rst period, the president is presented with a vacant PAS position.2 While there

are potential non-random aspects of the data generating process behind vacancies, particularly

for term-limited positions in independent agencies, I will black-box the vacancy generation and

assume, for simplicity, that they are exogenous. The �rst period mimics a decision-theoretic
2Either at the start of or randomly throughout his term.
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model as the president makes a sequence of decisions: �rst whether to immediately �ll the empty

post with an interim and then whether to submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation. Essentially,

when faced with an opening, the president has three choices: �ll the position immediately with

an interim or not, submit a nominee for con�rmation or not, or leave the position empty.

Given the advantage of a �rst-mover, the president sets the reversion point (i.e., an empty or

temporarily �lled position) for the Senate’s choice in the second period to con�rm a nominee, if

one is submitted. However, the president need not submit a nominee for the Senate’s considera-

tion. When the president decides against nominating a permanent appointee after appointing an

interim, he circumvents the Senate’s right to review, advise, and consent to the individuals serv-

ing in key policy-making positions in the Executive Branch. Alternatively, if the president does

not appoint an interim or submit a nominee, he maintains the empty post and, again, sidesteps

Senate participation in how the position will be �lled. The combinations of strategies can lead

to any one of four outcomes, as depicted in Figure 4.1: an empty position, a position �lled by an

Figure 4.1: Appointments Model Outcomes
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interim appointee with no action toward a permanent appointee, a position �lled by a permanent

appointee, or a position �lled by an interim and then a permanent appointee.

The political capital and time required for con�rmation negotiations are assumed to be costly,

albeit not necessarily equally, to both the president and the Senate. The cost of con�rmation

might also be in terms of future legislative success of administration policy proposals (Madonna

et al., 2016). These time-invariant costs are indexed to each player and incurred only when a

nominee is submitted for Senate con�rmation. Speci�cally, I assume that these non-zero costs are

common knowledge, exogenously determined, and assigned by Nature for each vacant position.

Several features of the con�rmation process can be engineered to decrease or increase bargaining

costs: bargaining for the success of a nominee throughout the con�rmation process requires

resources in terms of sta� attention, opportunity costs of diverting valuable time away from

other legislative (or executive) business, and political concessions from both the administration

and members of the Senate. In cases of uni�ed government – when the president and Senate

are most likely to have similar, or even identical, priorities – successfully con�rmed nominees

require fewer sta� resources and political concessions. Alternatively, easing the procedural rules

that govern the con�rmation process by limiting committee hearings and �oor debate or relaxing

the cloture requirement (i.e., the ‘nuclear’ option) decreases the time spent on con�rmation and its

consequent opportunity costs. The degree to which these bargaining costs diminish any bene�t

of a permanent, con�rmed appointee might be minimized by uni�ed government or procedural

easing, however, they remain non-zero. However, I assume that these adjustments occur outside

the scope of the game.

Strategies and Position Value. At any point in a president’s term, there exists a set of vacant

PAS positions Y ; naturally, Y is a larger set at the start of a term. Nature chooses an empty

position y ∈ Y with position value Vyi to each player i. The president P then makes a strategy

choice p from four possible options, p ∈ {I&¬N, I&N,¬I&N,¬I&¬N}: to �ll immediately

with an interim appointee without submitting a nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = I & ¬N ),
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�ll immediately and nominate (p = I &N ), not �ll immediately but submit a nominee (p = ¬I &

N ), or not �ll at all (p = ¬I &¬N ). If the president chooses a strategy that includes a nomination,

the Senate S then makes a strategy choice s ∈ {Confirm, ¬Confirm}2 to con�rm the nominee

or not. While this strategy set condenses the larger set of available Senate responses (i.e., holds

and blue-slips, �libusters, returns, and con�rmations), it covers the principal outcomes of the

con�rmation process.

Position value, Vyi ∈ (−1, 1), is exogenously determined and represents each position’s po-

tential role in advancing player i’s larger policy agenda. Speci�cally, Vyi is a function of the

position’s capacity to control policy and the player’s priorities of expansion, contraction, or neu-

trally maintaining the status quo policy reach of the agency. Importantly, players’ larger policy

agendas are common knowledge, determined ex ante, and exogenous to the speci�c positions’

policy jurisdictions.3 Nature maps these policy agendas to the set of executive department and

independent agencies with PAS positions, generating policy priorities for each parent agency.

These policy priorities range from contracting implementation and outcomes under agency a’s

jurisdiction, expanding those outcomes, or neutrally maintaining the status quo. In other words,

these priorities represent the degree to which each player would like to undercut, strengthen, or

ignore the agency’s status quo implementation, regulation, or policy generating e�orts.4 How-

ever, the extent to which a speci�c position can contribute to each player’s policy priorities is

institutionally constrained by the position’s capacity to advance those priorities. Recall, low ca-

pacity positions are administrative or routine in nature, have little to no latitude, and generally
3In other words, I assume that players do not target speci�c positions for expansion or contraction per se but

establish a policy agenda and see positions and agencies with pertinent policy jurisdictions as vehicles for achiev-
ing policy goals. For instance, a president’s larger policy agenda might prioritize environmental deregulation and
devolution of education policy to the states, without tying these priorities to the speci�c positions like the Assis-
tant Secretary for the O�ce of Fossil Fuels in the Department of Energy or Under Secretary for the Department of
Education.

4For instance, a president’s priorities might include rapid deregulation of lique�ed natural gas pipelines by weak-
ening the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; increasing protections for intellectual property by strengthening
the Patent and Trademark O�ce; or simply maintaining the status quo in government oversight by generally ignor-
ing the role of Inspectors General.
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provide few opportunities to reach larger political goals. Alternatively, high capacity positions re-

quire more expertise, have more room to in�uence policy outcomes, and advance a larger political

agenda. When a position has a low policy capacity any appointee – temporary or permanent –

has minimal ability to a�ect policy change and the value of that position to a player is nil (Vyi = 0)

no matter the policy priorities. Likewise, when a player does not prioritize the agency and has

strict preferences for contracting or expanding policies under agency a’s purview the value of

the position for advancing the player’s larger agenda is nil (Vyi = 0) no matter the position’s

capacity level. Alternatively, the positions with the highest absolute value (|Vyi| = 1) are high

capacity and high priority. Thus, to make the theory’s implications as stark as possible, the value

of an empty position is non-zero only when a player prioritizes the agency’s policy jurisdiction

and the position has the capacity to achieve those priorities.

As my objective is to provide intuition for the circumstances under which a president and

the Senate might each prefer an empty PAS position to one �lled by an interim or con�rmed

appointee, I focus the model on the operational di�erences between a �lled and empty position

instead of ideological di�erences between players or between each player and an appointee. I

build this model on the core assumption that leadership positions in the federal bureaucracy are

valuable for their ability to deliver outcomes in line with player’s policy priorities. Ideological

(mis)alignment between principals and agents, while a clear indicator of (dis)agreement on the

content of policy, does not su�ciently determine the e�ectiveness of an appointee (or the lack

thereof) in achieving outcomes. Furthermore, Vyi speci�es di�erences in policy priorities between

players which indicates, at least in part, di�erences in ideological preferences. While I acknowl-

edge that ideology plays an important role in the decision of who will �ll a position, I contend

that e�ectiveness in delivering value for a position captures a core element of the decision to �ll

a position in the �rst place.

E�ectiveness. The value of a position to each player indicates the opportunity to accomplish

their prioritized policy goals; however the success of this depends largely on how e�ective the ap-
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pointee is in that position. An ine�ective appointee mirrors a low capacity position; neither o�ers

valuable advancement of the player’s policy agenda. Thus, each player must consider not only

the position’s value but also the appointee’s ability to realize that value. Speci�cally, e�ectiveness

aligns with the established notion of agents’ capacity to ful�ll the duties of their position based

on their quali�cations (Carpenter, 2010), while also accounting for PAS appointees’ relations with

their subordinate career civil servants.5

The degree to which appointees can be e�ective in advancing the president’s agenda largely

depends on their interactions with set of careerists who are largely responsible for implement-

ing agency policy (Durant and Resh, 2010a). As described in Chapter 2, presidential appointees

– speci�cally those in PAS positions – represent a modest bloc atop a much larger pyramid of

nearly 3 million civil servants spread across over 200 departments and agencies.6 In some cases,

the agencies these appointees seek to manage naturally produce policies consistent with the pres-

ident’s wishes with very little attention from the White House; others need active management.7

Here, PAS appointees as internal principals must establish trust in their appointee-careerist

relations through “sanctioned acceptance” of their agent’s legitimacy to facilitate careerist com-

pliance with their ideal policy implementation (Resh, 2015; Carpenter and Krause, 2014). Thus,

an appointee’s e�ectiveness in advancing a player’s policy agenda requires the capacity to ful�ll

the position’s ascribed duties and foster productive relations with careerists.8 Importantly, the
5This, of course, requires that the appointee have careerists to manage, which is not the case for appointees to

independent commissions.
6For a closer look at the structure of the federal civilian personnel system, see Lewis and Selin (2012).
7Consequently, presidents may be better served by concentrating on appointing allies to more actively lead agen-

cies whose missions and policy preferences are not aligned with their own (Gailmard and Patty, 2007). For such agen-
cies, “incoming presidents have incentives to select appointees who can e�ectively change agency policy” (Lewis,
2011, 54) and ensure the agency performs to the president’s expectations.

8Previous research on the administrative presidency traditionally focused on how presidents achieve policy goals
and minimize agency loss through centralization of policymaking or politicization of the bureaucracy (Moe, 1993;
Lewis, 2008), assuming a foundational distrust of career personnel that must be controlled or circumvented (Ed-
wards III, 2001). However, more recent work on leadership traits among appointees (Krause and O’Connell, 2016),
the role of transactional authority in bureaucratic politics (Carpenter and Krause, 2014), and bureaucratic compe-
tence (Resh, 2015) indicates that a partnership between appointees (as principals) and career personnel rooted in trust
and managerial competence o�ers a third mechanism for optimizing careerist compliance in policy implementation.
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president chooses an appointee with a speci�c level of e�ectiveness. Given perfect information,

both players perfectly anticipate the e�ectiveness of any appointee or nominee; however, by se-

lecting the interim appointee or nominee, the president sets the appointee’s level of e�ectiveness,

β ∈ (0, 1].

For simplicity, interim appointees and nominees for position y are assumed to be equally ef-

fective and therefore have the same β.9 If there exists an ideally e�ective nominee for the position

and the president chooses to �ll immediately with an interim appointee, it is reasonable to as-

sume that the president would set the reversion point as close to the ideal nominee as possible,

in the event that the Senate does not con�rm. Identical interim appointees and nominees create

a reversion point for Senate con�rmation that is the president’s ideal appointee. Moreover, this

assumption simpli�es the expected utility functions by reducing the variables that the president

and the Senate must consider in their choices of strategies.

Filled Position. Filled positions and empty ones di�er, at a minimum, in terms of account-

ability and responsiveness. Empty PAS positions, fundamentally, do not have a person to ful�ll

basic responsibilities like reporting to congressional oversight hearings, negotiating new or re-

authorizing legislation with Congress, or executing presidential directives.10 Under more dire
9Not only does this assumption allow for model tractability, it represents the reality that presidents have often

nominated the same person that they appointed on an interim basis, thereby ensuring identical e�ectiveness. While
NLRB v. SW General (2017) removes this speci�c strategy as an option for future administrations, it does not restrict
presidents from nominating and temporarily appointing equally e�ective individuals. (Howe, 2017, 2) describes a
very recent example of this type of maneuvering: “Shortly after his inauguration, President Donald Trump named
Washington lawyer Noel Francisco as the principal deputy solicitor general... Because Trump had not yet nominated
(nor had the Senate con�rmed) a solicitor general, Francisco soon began to serve as the acting solicitor general. [Two
months later], Trump announced that he was nominating Francisco to serve as the solicitor general on a permanent
basis. Francisco then moved to another job in the Department of Justice; Je�rey Wall – the new principal deputy
solicitor general – now serves as the acting solicitor general." Thus, I retain this assumption for its historic accuracy
and future relevance.

10While an empty post necessarily means that no individual with that speci�c title can report to Congress, it does
not necessarily mean that no one will appear. In some instances, the most senior appointee will testify on behalf
of the position. For example, in March 2009, as the Obama administration experienced scores of empty deputy and
undersecretary positions at the Treasury Department, (Naylor, 2009, 2) reports that “Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner shuttle[d] between appearances before congressional panels to testify about the budget, [oversaw] the
rollout of homeowner and bank bailout programs, and join[ed] talks to rescue the auto industry, he [was] pretty much
the only Obama appointee with a desk at the Treasury. However, in most circumstances, interactions with Congress
or other agencies stall when key posts are left empty. For instance, the Clean Air Act required re-authorization in
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circumstances, empty PAS positions do not have a person to prepare for and initiate response

protocols in a crisis. Moreover, independent boards and commissions that require a quorum

cannot engage in o�cial business when the required number of seats are not �lled.11 Players

must di�erentiate between the time a position is �lled and the time it is empty, as each sce-

nario produces disparate prospects for achieving policy priorities.12 The �lled position multiplier

τ(f,¬f) ∈ {Z−,Z+} captures this distinction, such that

τ(f,¬f) =


τk ≤ −1, if k = ¬f ;

τk ≥ 1, if k = f

Permanence and Oversight. The president sets the reversion point by either choosing to

leave a position empty or �lling it immediately and choosing the e�ectiveness of the interim

and nominee. In response, the Senate determines the magnitude of the permanence and oversight

multiplier, |γ| ≥ 1, with con�rmation.13 Permanent, con�rmed appointees magnify the position’s

1989 and President George H. W. Bush did not “name an assistant administrator at the Environmental Protection
Agency to handle the negotiations. A congressional aide said it ‘de�nitely slow[ed] things down’" (Havemann, 1989,
4). Nevertheless, a post left unmanned will have at least some portion of its duties undone.

11For example, in 2007, the Consumer Product Safety Commission was without a chairman and therefore, as a
three-person commission, lacked a quorum. President George W. Bush had not submitted a nominee even though
"public safety may be at stake, too, because the lack of a quorum means the agency can’t pursue its regulatory
agenda to lower the level of led in children’s jewelry, redesign portable generators and address safety risks of all-
terrain vehicles" (Skrzycki, 2007, 3).

12While this model does not explicitly incorporate the time horizon of a president’s term, player’s common knowl-
edge of the remaining time for a position to be either �lled or empty implicitly incorporates this limit. In other words,
players know at the start of the game how much time remains in the president’s term T such that

T =

f∑
¬f

|τk|

This generalized form of the model does not specify a unit of time, however, iterations (including expanding to
repeated play) incorporate a speci�c unit of time.

13Con�rmation hearings o�er ex ante oversight opportunities to establish expectations for the nominee should
she be con�rmed as the permanent appointee. The Senate has endowed committees with extensive authority to
investigate and interrogate prospective nominees (e.g., P��ner, 2001). Con�rmation hearings also provide a forum
for senators to examine the direction of the agency or department as well as the administration’s policies towards
the major groups within the department’s or agency’s jurisdiction. When a president does not submit a nominee,
the Senate loses these oversight opportunities.
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value in two circumstances. First, interim appointees are subject to tenure limitations required

for compliance with the Federal Vacancies Reform Act, which creates expectations for future at-

tention to the position. Con�rmed appointees are not subject to these limits and do not have any

anticipated cuto� to their tenure before the end of the president’s term. While Senate con�rma-

tion does not guarantee that the appointee will serve the entire term, and the well-documented

turnover of PAS appointees indicates a sustainable uncertainty about the actual permanence of

the appointee (see Chang, Lewis, and McCarty, 2001), this theory concentrates on the decisions to

appoint and con�rm rather than the decision to keep one’s position. In this context, appointees

are expected to serve the length of their allotted tenure which makes permanent, con�rmed ap-

pointees unlikely to require future attention. Thus, con�rmation generates con�dence in the

perpetuity of an appointee and magni�es the realized value of the position. Second, while federal

courts have generally treated interim appointees the same as con�rmed appointees, some schol-

ars argue that interim appointees have less in�uence over careerists than con�rmed appointees

and often �ll multiple roles at once, which depletes their attention to any one position (O’Connell,

2009). While this di�erence in clout does not stem directly from speci�c statutes, the implication

is that con�rmed appointees have potentially larger capacity to achieve the players’ policy and

political goals.

The magnitude of γ indicates the length of tenure for a permanent appointee as determined

by the length of the Senate’s con�rmation process. Accordingly, the Senate establishes this mag-

nitude by limiting the time to con�rmation. Greater values of |γ| indicate longer tenures that

permanent appointees serve, given the time remaining in the president’s term.14 Delays in con-

�rmation reduce the maximum tenure of permanent appointees, thereby lowering |γ|. The Senate

sets |γ| at its minimum 1 by not con�rming and returning the nomination to the president.

Senate con�rmation establishes the permanence of an appointee, and a clear oversight re-
14For simplicity, this theory assumes that both players experience the same horizon of the current president’s

term.
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sponsibility. However, the e�ect of oversight activities depends on the players’ preferences. If

the president’s policy priorities align with the Senate’s, then oversight activities further increase

the prospect of achieving those priorities: a positive multiplier. Alternatively, when the presi-

dent’s policy priorities con�ict with the Senate’s, oversight will naturally restrict the appointee’s

advancement of the president’s agenda and circuitously impede the Senate’s priorities: a negative

multiplier. In other words, when priorities align γ positively ampli�es the value of the position

(γ > 1), but when they diverge γ decreases the value (γ < −1). Thus, the alignment of players’

policy priorities determines the sign of the permanence and oversight multiplier while the Senate

sets the value of |γ| ≥ 1 such that:

|γ| =


γ, if VyS = VyP ;

−γ, if VyS 6= VyP

Utility Functions. The president P and the Senate S derive utility from securing the value of

a PAS position and achieving their priorities to expand or contract policy implementation. The

generalized utility function player i re�ects the payo� for �lling the position immediately (βτVyi),

the payo� for �lling to position for the long-term (βτγVyi), and the bargaining cost (ci) of the

con�rmation process such that:

ui = βτ(f,¬f)Vyi + βτ(f,¬f)γVyi − ci (4.1)

Given the president’s strategy set p ∈ {I&¬N, I&N,¬I&N,¬I&¬N}, the Senate’s payo�

is
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US(s; p) =



βτf1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS, if s =Con�rm & p = I&N ;

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS, if s =Con�rm & p = ¬I&N ;

βτfVyS − cS, if s = ¬ Con�rm & p = I&N ;

τ¬fVyS − cS, if s = ¬ Con�rm & p = ¬I&N ;

βτfVyS, if p = I&¬N ;

τ¬fVyS, if p = ¬I&¬N ,

while, given the Senate’s strategy set s ∈ {Con�rm, ¬ Con�rm} the president’s payo� is

UP (p; s) =



βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP , if s =Con�rm & p = I&N ;

τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP , if s =Con�rm & p = ¬I&N ;

βτ¬fVyP − cP , if s = ¬ Con�rm & p = I&N ;

τ¬fVyP − cP , if s = ¬ Con�rm & p = ¬I&N ;

βτfVyP , if p = I&¬N ;

τ¬fVyP , if p = ¬I&¬N ,

where τ(f,¬f) di�erentiates between a �lled and un�lled position (in the �rst and second period

if necessary), β ∈ (0, 1) represents the e�ectiveness of the (interim or con�rmed) appointee,

|γ| ≥ 1 is the con�rmed appointee’s permanence, and ci > 0 accounts for the transaction costs

to both players from bargaining over con�rmation.

TheGame. These features of my formal model are carried out through the following sequence

of game play:

1. Nature selects empty position ya ∈ Y in agency a with value to player i, Vyi ∈ (−1, 1),

given the policy capacity level of position y, sy ∼ U [0, 1], and agency a’s position on player

i’s policy agenda

2. The president P observes Vyi and chooses strategy p ∈ {I&¬N, I&N,¬I&N,¬I&¬N}.

3. If p = I&¬N or p = ¬I&¬N , the game ends with an interim appointee or empty position.
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4. If p = I&N or p = ¬I&N , the Senate S chooses strategy s ∈ {Con�rm,¬Con�rm}.

The �gure below illustrates this sequence and the payo�s associated with each strategy pairing.

Figure 4.2: Vacant Positions Model in Extensive Form

4.3 Equilibrium Results and Proofs

In this section, Lemmas 1-3 describe the pure strategy Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium

(SPNE) results that generate the testable hypotheses presented in Proposition 1 and Corollaries

1 and 2. I assume that the president P resolves indi�erence in strategy choices with a weak

preference for �lling the position immediately and subsequently submitting a nominee for con-
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�rmation, while the SenateS resolves indi�erence in favor of con�rming the president’s nominee.

Lemma 1 The Senate S con�rms the president P ’s nominee if

1. {VyS = VyP = 1};

2. {VyS = −1, VyP = 1} and p = I&N ;

3. {VyS = −1, VyP = 1}, p = ¬I&N , and γ < − 1
β

;

4. {VyS = 1, VyP = −1}, p = ¬I&N , and γ > − 1
β

; or

5. VyS = 0.

Lemma 1 describes the Senate S’s con�rmation set when the president nominates a candidate.

This result indicates that the position value – namely the combination of the position’s policy

control capacity (the ability of a minimally e�ective appointee to authorize and achieve desired

policy implementation strategies) and players’ policy priorities (expand or contract policy under

the agency’s jurisdiction) – governs the Senate’s acceptance of the president’s nominee. When

given the choice, S con�rms the nominee under �ve sets of circumstances, the �rst four of which

require that position y is a position with high policy control capacity. First, S con�rms when

the president and Senate both prioritize policy expansion (Vyi = 1), irrespective of the reversion

point. S also con�rms a nominee when the president and Senate do not agree on policy priorities,

albeit under speci�c conditions. In particular, when the president prioritizes policy expansion

(VyP = 1) and the Senate prioritizes policy contraction (VyS = −1), the Senate con�rms if an

interim has been appointed (p = I&N ). If an interim has not been appointed (p = ¬I&N ),

then the Senate con�rms only when γ < − 1
β

which indicates the trade-o� between an e�ective

nominee (β) and the Senate’s capacity for permanence and oversight (γ). Fourth, S con�rms

when the president prioritizes policy contraction (VyP = −1) and the Senate prioritizes policy
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expansion (VyS = −1) only if the reversion point is an empty position (p = ¬I&N ) and γ > − 1
β

.

Lastly, the Senate also con�rms the president’s nominee when the position delivers no value

(VyS = 0),15 because indi�erence is resolved in favor of con�rmation.

More speci�cally, when the president and Senate both support a policy area (for example,

understanding the likelihood of large scale natural disasters due to climate change) and the vacant

position is high capacity (i.e., the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey), the Senate will con�rm

the president’s nominee. This result supports an expected scenario: when both players prioritize

strengthening policy under the jurisdiction of a high capacity position that a�ords an appointee

the discretion to meet those goals, the Senate will always con�rm the president’s nominee.

Alternatively, if the Senate opposes a policy that the president supports (for instance, gov-

ernment interventions in corporate mergers and acquisitions) and the position has high policy

control capacity (i.e., the Assistant Attorney General for the Antitrust Division at the Department

of Justice), the Senate will con�rm the president’s nominee if an interim has been appointed. In

this case, the Senate and the president are at odds in their priorities for a position that has the

capacity to e�ect policy change. With an interim appointee from a president who prioritizes pol-

icy expansion, the Senate faces an unfavorable reversion point without the bene�t of oversight

from con�rmation. The Senate, under these circumstances, would be better served to acquiesce

with the advantage of oversight than to contend with the identical appointee in an interim ca-

pacity without the institutional constraints of con�rmation. If no interim has been appointed,

the Senate will con�rm only if the permanence and oversight multiplier (γ) is su�ciently small

given a relatively e�ective nominee or, conversely, if the nominee is relatively ine�ective (β → 0)

and |γ| is su�ciently large. Without an interim appointee, the Senate faces an empty post as the

reversion point. Given the high capacity position, the Senate intuitively prefers leaving the post

empty than con�rming an e�ective nominee (β → 1) from a president who seeks to expand

policy. However, the Senate has an oversight incentive to con�rm if the nominee is ine�ective
15VyS = 0 either because it is low capacity or the Senate is policy neutral.
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and appointee’s tenure (|γ|) is su�ciently long to allow for oversight activities. On the other

hand, the Senate will con�rm a relatively e�ective nominee only if the tenure of that permanent

appointee is su�ciently small (γ → −1).

These two scenarios might appear at odds, particularly for the same con�rmation strategy.

However, once we consider the role of permanence and oversight the inconsistency dissipates.

When the Senate shares the president’s priorities to expand policy (VyS = VyP = 1), the perma-

nence of a con�rmed appointee magni�es that position value (by γ > 1) and produces a dominant

strategy of Senate con�rmation. When the Senate prioritizes policy contraction and the presi-

dent seeks expansion (VyS = −1 and VyP = 1), oversight of a formally con�rmed appointee,

compared to the reversion point of an interim appointee, o�ers an avenue to limit the president’s

in�uence and achieve more of the Senate’s agenda thereby amplifying the value of that position.

If the Senate prioritizes policy contraction and the president seeks expansion, but the reversion

point is an empty position (p = ¬I&N ), the Senate will prefer con�rmation only if the president

submits a su�ciently ine�ective nominee, since β → 0 mirrors the ine�ectiveness of a low policy

control capacity position. Higher levels of incapacity further limit the in�uence of the president,

which complements the oversight of a formal con�rmation. Otherwise, if the president o�ers a

more e�ective nominee (β > 1
|γ| ) the Senate would prefer to return the nominee and revert to an

empty position.

Lastly, if the Senate supports policy expansion while the president prioritizes policy con-

traction and the position is high capacity, the Senate will con�rm the president’s nominee if an

interim is not appointed and the magnitude of the permanence and oversight multiplier (|γ|) is

su�ciently small (γ → −1) given a relatively e�ective nominee (β → 1).

Lemma 2 presents the complement to the results in Lemma 1 and characterizes the Senate S’s

rejection set when the president submits a nominee:
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Lemma 2 The Senate S does not con�rm the president P ’s nominee if

1. {VyS = VyP = −1};

2. {VyS = 1, VyP = −1} and p = I&N ;

3. {VyS = 1, VyP = −1}, p = ¬I&N , and γ < − 1
β

; or

4. {VyS = −1, VyP = 1}, p = ¬I&N , and γ > − 1
β

.

Speci�cally, Lemma 2 states that the Senate prefers to not con�rm the nominee when the

position is high capacity and its priorities to contract policy align with the president’s {VyS =

VyP = −1}. The Senate also has a dominant strategy to not con�rm for a high capacity position

if policy priorities con�ict such that the president prioritizes policy contraction while the Senate

seeks expansion and there is an interim appointee. As described above, the Senate will also return

the nominee when the president seeks expansion counter to the Senate’s priority for contraction

({VyS = −1, VyP = 1}), the reversion point is an empty post, and the president o�ers a relatively

e�ective nominee (β > 1
|γ| ).

The �rst of these results, that is when VyS = VyP = −1, appears the most surprising, partic-

ularly as one might imagine that aligned priorities for contracting policy encourage a con�rmed

nominee that actively seeks to derail agency activity and performance. However, implicit in

the construction of this model is an assumption that an appointee, however (in)e�ective, will

minimally perform the responsibilities ascribed to that position. Ultimately, the ability of an ap-

pointee to impact the agency’s performance is constrained by the cost (oversight, budgetary, or

electoral/political) of appointees actively and/or visibly damaging agency performance. Govern-

ment watchdog groups, vested interests, client advocacy groups, and potential electoral oppo-

nents have multiple methods of drawing attention to explicit bureaucratic drift. An appointee’s

actions are at least marginally undesirable compared to an empty position for players who prior-

itize contracting policy. Thus, the Senate’s optimal strategy to narrow an agency’s policy reach
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is to return a nominee if one is submitted.

Alternatively, the strategy choice to return a nominee if the president prioritizes policy con-

traction while the Senate seeks expansion results, in large part, from the oversight cost associated

with disparate policy priorities (γ < −1). Conceptually, oversight that obstructs or delays agency

actions – as occurs when the Senate prefers policy contraction over expansion – requires less po-

litical capital and intervention than oversight that demands action. The capacity to achieve the

Senate’s expansion priorities diminish with larger values of |γ| where γ < −1, which decreases

the expected utility received with con�rmation and makes returning the nomination the pre-

ferred choice.

Lemma 3 The president P plays the following strategy choice after observing Vyi for i ∈ {S, P}:

p =



I&N, if VyS = VyP = 1 and cP ≤ (γ − 1)βτf2VyP ;

I&¬N, if VyS = VyP = 1 and cP > (γ − 1)βτf2VyP ,

or VyS = −1 and VyP = 1,

or VyP = 0;

¬I&¬N, if VyS = VyP = −1,

or VyS = 1 and VyP = −1,

Lemma 3 presents an important result: p = ¬I&N , while contained in the president P ’s

strategy space, is not contained within the set of optimal strategies. If the president chooses

to not �ll a position immediately, he will not then submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation.

This result is driven primarily by the strategic anticipation that the Senate will not con�rm a

nominee if one was submitted (under the scenario that the president has set an empty position as

the reversion point). In other words, anticipating the Senate’s pure strategy to return a nominee

and end the game with an empty position, the president prefers to avoid the bargaining cost of

appointment negotiations, forgo submitting a nominee entirely, and arrive at the same result of
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an empty position.

Given the SPNE results from Lemmas 1-3, the following propositions describe the testable

predictions that obtain in equilibrium.

Proposition 1 Vacant position y will stay empty in equilibrium if and only if the position is high-

capacity and the president P prioritizes policy contraction (VyP = −1).

Proposition 1 asserts that a vacant position y with position value to the president of VyP = −1

will not be �lled by either an interim or con�rmed appointee when the game ends. A few aspects

of Proposition 1 are worth noting. First, as expected, the president’s �rst-mover advantage man-

ifests as dictatorial control over empty posts. Anticipating that, when the president prioritizes

contracting policy, the Senate will con�rm a nominee for high capacity positions only if the Sen-

ate is policy neutral (VyS = 0) and will return nominees if VyS 6= 0, the president prefers to avoid

the bargaining cost by forgoing a nomination.

Second, and relatedly, the proposition implies that when an empty position is sustained, a

nominee was not submitted for con�rmation no matter the policy priority alignment with the

Senate. While policy priorities are not explicit indicators of ideology, one can easily posit that a

uni�ed government would have considerable overlap in policy priorities. Consequently, Propo-

sition 1 implies that sustained empty positions would occur even in uni�ed government if the

president prefers policy contraction.

Finally, the third implication of the proposition is that when a president chooses to keep a

position empty, the vacant position is high-capacity. These positions have the most potential for

advancing policy priorities but also have real-world consequences for agency performance and

policy outcomes when left empty. This proposition implies that widespread empty posts are not

expected among low-level, heavily administrative PAS positions, but rather among exactly those

positions that need to be �lled for a functioning agency. The following corollaries describe the
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conditions of con�rmed and interim appointments in equilibrium.

Corollary 1 An interim appointment to position y will occur in equilibrium if and only if the fol-
lowing occurs:

1. The position is high capacity, the Senate S and the president P both prioritize policy expansion
VyS = VyP = 1 or the president prioritizes policy expansion (VyP = 1) while the Senate is
policy neutral (Vy = yS = 0), and the president’s bargaining cost is cP ≤ c∗P (such that
c∗P = (γ − 1)βτf2VyP )), or

2. The position is high capacity, the Senate prioritizes policy contraction (VyS = −1), and the
president prioritizes policy expansion (VyP = 1), or

3. The position is low capacity or the president is policy neutral such that VyP = 0.

Corollary 2 A con�rmed appointment to position y will occur in equilibrium if and only if the
following occurs:

1. The position is high-capacity,

2. The Senate S and the president P both prioritize policy expansion (VyS = VyP = 1) or the
president prioritizes policy expansion (VyP = 1) while the Senate is policy neutral (VyS = 0),
and

3. The president’s bargaining cost, cP , is less than or equal to the president’s cutpoint c∗P (cP ≤
c∗P ) such that c∗P = (γ − 1)βτf2VyP .

The implications of Corollaries 1 and 2 complement those of Proposition 1 in the following

two ways. First, Corollary 1 implies that interim appointees �ll high and low-capacity positions,

but that the president does not use interim appointees in high capacity positions when prioritizing

policy contraction. This implication suggests that as policy agendas are increasingly dominated

by expansion priorities, the frequency of vacant positions �lled with interim appointees will also

increase. Second, Corollary 2 implies that the president seeks to submit a nominee for only high-

capacity positions when prioritizing policy expansion, and the Senate, when given the choice to
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con�rm, will do so only when prioritizing expansion or policy neutrality. Importantly, the presi-

dent’s choice to submit a nominee hinges on the cost to bargain with the Senate over con�rmation

and the cut-point in equilibrium (c∗P ) is largely driven by the Senate’s value for permanence and

oversight γ. Thus, by setting a high value of γ (e.g., speedy con�rmation hearings), the Senate

increases the likelihood that the president’s bargaining costs will fall below the cut-point, thereby

ensuring a nominee to con�rm.

4.3.1 Proofs of Equilibrium Solution

Proof for Lemma 1. First, suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such

that sy = 1 and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with both players policy expansion

priorities such that position value VyP = VyS = 1. If the president chooses to �ll the position

immediately with an interim appointee and submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation,16 the

Senate prefers to con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from con�rmation outweighs

the expected utility from not con�rming:

EUS(C|I&N) > EUS(¬C|I&N)

βτf1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > βτfVyS − cS
β(τf1 + γτf2)VyS > β(τf1 + τf2)VyS

τf1 + γτf2 > τf1 + τf2

γτf2 > τf2

γ > 1

16Players know at the start of the game how much time remains in the president’s term T such that

T =

f∑
¬f

|τk|

The �lled position multiplier τ(f,¬f) ∈ {Z−,Z+}, such that τ(f,¬f) =

{
τk ≤ −1, if k = ¬f ;
τk ≥ 1, if k = f
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By de�nition, if VyP = VyS then γ > 1; therefore EUS(C|I&N) > EUS(¬C|I&N). If,

instead, the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submits a nominee for

Senate con�rmation, the Senate prefers to con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from

con�rmation outweighs the expected utility from not con�rming:

EUS(C|¬I&N) > EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS > (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 > τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 > −τf2
γβ > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1] and if VyP = VyS then γ > 1; therefore γβ > −1 andEUS(C|¬I&N) >

EUS(¬C|¬I&N). This proves that if VyP = VyS = 1, the Senate has a dominant strategy to

con�rm whenever the president submits a nominee.

Now consider the Senate’s possible strategies when Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is

high skilled such that sy = 1 and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the president’s

policy expansion priorities but the Senate prioritizes policy contraction such that position value

VyS = −1 and VyP = 1. If the president chooses to �ll the position immediately and submit a

nominee for Senate con�rmation, the Senate prefers to con�rm the nominee only if the expected

utility from con�rmation outweighs the expected utility from not con�rming:
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EUS(C|I&N) > EUS(¬C|I&N)

βτf1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > βτfVyS − cS
β(τf1 + γτf2)VyS > β(τf1 + τf2)VyS

τf1 + γτf2 < τf1 + τf2

γτf2 < τf2

γ < 1

By de�nition, γ < −1 if VyP 6= VyS ; therefore γ < 1 and EUS(C|I&N) > EUS(¬C|I&N). If

the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submit a nominee for Senate

con�rmation, the Senate prefers to con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from con�r-

mation outweighs the expected utility from not con�rming. Given that VyS = −1, the expected

utility of con�rmation is greater than that of rejection only when γ < − 1
β

:

EUS(C|¬I&N) > EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS > (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 < τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 < −τf2

γ < − 1

β

Thus, if VyS = −1 and VyP = 1, the Senate will con�rm the president’s nominee whenever an

interim is also appointed (p = I&N ) and, if an interim is not appointed (p = ¬I&N ), only when

γ < − 1
β

.

Third, suppose that Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1

and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the Senate’s policy expansion priorities but

the president prioritizes policy contraction, such that position value VyS = 1 and VyP = −1. If
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the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submit a nominee for Senate

con�rmation, the Senate prefers to con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from con�r-

mation outweighs the expected utility from not con�rming. Given that VyS = 1, the expected

utility of con�rmation is greater than that of rejection only when γ > − 1
β

:

EUS(C|¬I&N) > EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS > (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 > τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 > −τf2

γ > − 1

β

Thus, if VyS = 1 and VyP = −1, the Senate will con�rm if an interim is not appointed (p =

¬I&N ) only when γ > − 1
β

.

Lastly, consider the Senate’s con�rmation strategy if Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that

is low skilled where sy = 0 or for whose parent agency the Senate has no preference for either

expanding or contracting policy (is policy neutral) wai = 0 such that VyS = 0. Assuming that

indi�erence is resolved in favor of con�rmation, when Vys = 0, the Senate will always con�rm

the president’s nominee. �

Proof for Lemma 2. First, suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled such

that sy = 1 and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with both players’ policy contraction

priorities such that position value VyP = VyS = −1. If the president chooses to �ll the position

immediately with an interim appointee and submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation, the Senate

will not con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from rejecting the nominee outweighs

the expected utility from con�rmation:
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EUS(C|I&N) < EUS(¬C|I&N)

βτf1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS < βτfVyS − cS
β(τf1 + γτf2)VyS < β(τf1 + τf2)VyS

τf1 + γτf2 > τf1 + τf2

γτf2 > τf2

γ > 1

By de�nition, if VyP = VyS then γ > 1, therefore EUS(C|I&N) < EUS(¬C|I&N). If, instead,

the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submits a nominee for Senate

con�rmation, the Senate prefers to not con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from

rejecting the nominee outweighs the expected utility from con�rmation:

EUS(C|¬I&N) < EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS < τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS < (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 > τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 > −τf2
γβ > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1] and if VyP = VyS then γ > 1; therefore γβ > −1 andEUS(C|¬I&N) <

EUS(¬C|¬I&N). This proves that given VyP = VyS = −1, the Senate has a dominant strategy

to not con�rm whenever the president submits a nominee.

Suppose now that Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1

and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the Senate’s policy expansion priorities but

the president prioritizes policy contraction such that position value VyS = 1 and VyP = −1. If

the president chooses to �ll the position immediately and submit a nominee for Senate con�r-
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mation, the Senate prefers to reject the nominee only if the expected utility from not con�rming

outweighs the expected utility from con�rmation:

EUS(C|I&N) < EUS(¬C|I&N)

βτf1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS < βτfVyS − cS
β(τf1 + γτf2)VyS < β(τf1 + τf2)VyS

τf1 + γτf2 < τf1 + τf2

γτf2 < τf2

γ < 1

By de�nition, γ < −1 if VyP 6= VyS ; therefore γ < 1 and EUS(C|I&N) < EUS(¬C|I&N). If

the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submits a nominee for Senate

con�rmation, the Senate prefers to reject the nominee only if the expected utility from rejection

outweighs the expected utility from con�rmation. Given that VyS = 1, the expected utility of

returning the nominee is greater than that of con�rmation only when γ < − 1
β

:

EUS(C|¬I&N) < EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS > τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS > (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 < τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 < −τf2

γ < − 1

β

Thus, if VyS = 1 and VyP = −1, the Senate will reject the president’s nominee whenever an

interim is also appointed (p = I&N ) and, if an interim is not appointed (p = ¬I&N ), only when

γ < − 1
β

.

Lastly, suppose that Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1
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and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the president’s policy expansion priorities

but the Senate prioritizes policy contraction such that position value VyS = −1 and VyP = 1. If

the president chooses to not �ll the position immediately but still submit a nominee for Senate

con�rmation, the Senate prefers to not con�rm the nominee only if the expected utility from

rejection outweighs the expected utility from con�rmation. Given that VyS = −1, the expected

utility of con�rmation is greater than that of rejection only when γ > − 1
β

:

EUS(C|¬I&N) < EUS(¬C|¬I&N)

τ¬f1VyS + γβτf2VyS − cS < τ¬fVyS − cS
(τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyS < (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyS

τ¬f1 + γβτf2 > τ¬f1 − τf2
γβτf2 > −τf2

γ > − 1

β

Thus, if VyS = −1 and VyP = 1, the Senate will reject a nominee (prefer an empty post) if an

interim is not appointed (p = ¬I&N ) only when γ > − 1
β

. �

Proof for Lemma3. Since I have structured this model as a sequential game, I employ a Subgame

Perfect Nash Equilibrium concept. Let us examine the president’s pure strategy choice given Vyi

and the Senate’s strategies for con�rming and rejecting a nominee.

First, suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1 and

from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with both players policy expansion priorities such

that position value VyP = VyS = 1. Anticipating that the Senate plays a dominant strategy of

con�rming whenever a nomination is tendered, the president chooses to submit a nominee after

�lling the position immediately with an interim appointee only if the expected utility from the

nominee’s con�rmation outweighs the expected utility from not having submitted a nominee
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(with the outcome being an interim appointee). Given that VyP = VyS = 1 and γ > 1, the

expected utility of nominating what will be a con�rmed appointee is greater than not nominating

only when cP < (γ − 1)βτf2VyP :

EUP (I&N |C) > EUP (I&¬N |C)

βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > βτfVyP

βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > βτf1VyP + βτf2)VyP

γβτf2VyP − cP > βτf2)VyP

γβτf2VyP − βτf2)VyP > cP

(γ − 1)βτf2VyP > cP

Thus, if VyP = VyS = 1 and given the Senate’s dominant strategy to con�rm, if the president

appoints an interim o�cial immediately he will also submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation

only when cP < (γ − 1)βτf2VyP .

Alternatively, the president chooses to submit a nominee after not �lling the position immedi-

ately only if the expected utility from the nominee’s con�rmation outweighs the expected utility

of not submitting a nominee and maintaining the empty post. Given that VyP = VyS = 1 and

γ > 1, the expected utility of nominating what will be a con�rmed appointee is greater than not

nominating only when cP < (γβ + 1)τf2VyP :

EUP (¬I&N |C) > EUP (¬I&¬N |C)

τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > τ¬fVyP

τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > (τ¬f1 − τf2)VyP
τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > τ¬f1VyP − τf2VyP

γβτf2VyP + τf2VyP > cP

(γβ + 1)τf2VyP > cP
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Thus, if VyP = VyS = 1 and given the Senate’s dominant strategy to con�rm, if the president

does not appoint an interim o�cial immediately he will submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation

only when cP < (γβ + 1)τf2VyP .

Since (γ − 1)βτf2VyP < (γβ + 1)τf2VyP , to consider the choice between �lling a position

immediately or not, with the anticipation of submitting a nominee, assume cP < (γ− 1)βτf2VyP

as the maximal condition. Given cP < (γ − 1)βτf2VyP and that a nominee will be submitted

and con�rmed, the president chooses to �ll the position immediately with an interim only if the

expected utility from the con�rmed nominee with an interim appointee outweighs the expected

utility from the con�rmed nominee without an interim appointee:

EUP (I&N |C) > EUP (¬I&N |C)

βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP > τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP
(βτf1 + γβτf2)VyP > (τ¬f1 + γβτf2)VyP

βτf1 + γβτf2 > τ¬f1 + γβτf2

βτf1 > −τf1
β > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1], therefore β > −1 and EUP (I&N |C) > EUP (¬I&N |C). This proves

that, given VyP = VyS = 1, cP < (γ−1)βτf2VyP and anticipating the Senate’s dominant strategy

to con�rm, the president will prefer to �ll the position immediately with an interim appointee

and also submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = I&N ).

Alternatively, if cP > (γ − 1)βτf2VyP the president will prefer to not submit a nominee

for Senate con�rmation. Given VyP = VyS = 1 and that a nominee will not be submitted, the

president chooses to �ll the position immediately with an interim only if the expected utility from

the interim appoint outweighs the expect utility from maintaining an empty position (not �lling

the position immediately):
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EUP (I&¬N |C) > EUP (¬I&¬N |C)

βτfVyP > τ¬fVyP

βτf > −τf
β > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1], therefore β > −1 and EUP (I&¬N |C) > EUP (¬I&¬N |C). This

proves that, given VyP = VyS = 1, cP > (γ − 1)βτf2VyP , and the anticipation of Senate con�r-

mation, the president will prefer to �ll the position immediately with an interim appointee but

not submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = I&¬N ).

Now suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1 and from

an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the president’s policy expansion priorities but the

Senate prioritizes policy contraction such that position value VyS = −1 and VyP = 1. Anticipat-

ing that the Senate con�rms a nominee if an interim is appointed, the president chooses to not

submit a nominee after �lling the position immediately only if its expected utility outweighs that

from a nominee’s con�rmation. Given that VyP 6= VyS and γ < −1, the expected utility of not

nominating what will be a con�rmed appointee after appointing an interim appointee is greater

than nominating:

EUP (I&N |C) < EUP (I&¬N |C)

βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP < βτfVyP

βτf1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP < βτf1VyP + βτf2)VyP

γβτf2VyP − cP < βτf2)VyP

γβτf2VyP − βτf2)VyP < cP

(γ − 1)βτf2VyP < cP

By de�nition, γ < −1 and β ∈ (0, 1] which establishes that (γ − 1)βτf2VyP < 0 and cP > 0;
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thereforeEUP (I&N |C) < EUP (I&¬N |C). Alternatively, anticipating that the Senate con�rms

a nominee if an interim is not appointed only when γ < − 1
β

, the president chooses to not submit

a nominee after not �lling the position immediately (maintaining the empty post) only if its ex-

pected utility outweighs that from a nominee’s con�rmation. Given that VyP 6= VyS and γ < −1,

the expected utility of not nominating what will be a con�rmed appointee after not appointing

an interim appointee is greater than nominating:

EUP (¬I&N |C) < EUP (¬I&¬N |C)

τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP < τ¬fVyP

τ¬f1VyP + γβτf2VyP − cP < τ¬f1VyP − τf2VyP
γβτf2VyP − cP < −τf2VyP

γβ < −1

γ < − 1

β

By de�nition, γ < − 1
β

; therefore EUP (¬I&N |C) < EUP (¬I&¬N |C). Thus, given VyS = −1

and VyP = 1 and the Senate’s con�rmation strategies, the president prefers to not submit a

nominee whether he �lls the position immediately or not. Given that the president will not submit

a nominee, he prefers to �ll the position immediately only if the expected utility of having the

interim appointee outweighs the expected utility of maintaining the empty position:

EUP (I&¬N |C) > EUP (¬I&¬N |C)

βτfVyP > τ¬fVyP

βτf > −τf
β > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1], therefore β > −1 and EUP (I&¬N |C) > EUP (¬I&¬N |C). This

proves that, given VyS = −1 and VyP = 1 and the anticipation of Senate con�rmation, the
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president will prefer to �ll the position immediately with an interim appointee but not submit a

nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = I&¬N ).

Furthermore, suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1

and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with both players policy contraction priorities

such that position value VyP = VyS = −1. Anticipating that the Senate plays a dominant strategy

of not con�rming whenever a nomination is tendered, the president chooses to not submit a

nominee after �lling the position immediately with an interim appointee only if its expected

utility outweighs that of the nominee’s rejection. Given that VyP = VyS = −1 and γ > 1, the

expected utility of not submitting a nominee is greater than for submitting what will be a returned

nominee:

EUP (I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&N |¬C)

βτfVyP > βτfVyP − cP
cP > 0

By de�nition, cP > 0 therefore EUP (I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&N |¬C). Again, anticipating the

Senate’s dominant strategy of not con�rming whenever a nomination is tendered, the president

chooses to not submit a nominee after not �lling the position immediately only if its expected

utility outweighs that from the nominee’s rejection outweighs. Given that VyP = VyS = −1 and

γ > 1, the expected utility of not submitting a nominee is greater than that for nominating what

will be a returned nominee:

EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (¬I&N |¬C)

τ¬fVyP > τ¬fVyP − cP
cP > 0

By de�nition, cP > 0, therefore EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (¬I&N |¬C). Lastly, consider the
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choice the president must make to �ll the position immediately or not, given that he prefers to

not submit a nominee in both scenarios. In this case, the president prefers to not �ll the position

immediately if the expected utility from the empty position outweighs that from the position

�lled by an interim, given that VyP = −1:

EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&¬N |¬C)

τ¬fVyP > βτfVyP

−τfVyP > βτfVyP

β > −1

By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1] therefore β > −1 and EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&¬N |¬C). This

proves that, given VyS = VyP = −1 and the anticipation of Senate rejection, the president will

prefer to maintain an empty post by �lling not the position immediately with an interim appointee

and not submit a nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = ¬I&¬N ).

Lastly, suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled, such that sy = 1 and

from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the Senate’s policy expansion priorities but

the president prioritizes policy contraction such that position value VyS = 1 and VyP = −1.

Anticipating that the Senate only con�rms a nominee if an interim is not appointed and γ > − 1
β

,

the president chooses to not submit a nominee after not �lling the position immediately only if

its expected utility outweighs that from a nominee’s con�rmation. Given that VyP 6= VyS and

γ < −1, the expected utility of not nominating what will be a con�rmed appointee after not

appointing an interim appointee is greater than nominating:
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EUP (¬I&¬N |C) > EUP (I&¬N |C)

τ¬fVyP > τ¬fVyP + γβτf2VyP − cP
τ¬f1VyP − τf2VyP > τ¬fVyP + γβτf2VyP − cP

−τf2VyP > γβτf2VyP − cP
cP > γβτf2VyP + τf2VyP

cP > τf2VyP (γβ + 1)

Given that γ > − 1
β

then γβ > −1 and VyP = −1, τf2VyP (γβ + 1) < 0. By de�nition, cP > 0 so

cP > τf2VyP (γβ + 1) and therefore EUP (¬I&¬N |C) > EUP (I&¬N |C).

Alternatively, anticipating that the Senate will not con�rm a nominee if an interim has been

appointed, the president chooses to not submit a nominee after appointing an interim only if the

expected utility of not submitting a nominee outweighs the expected utility of a Senate rejection:

EUP (I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&N |¬C)

βτfVyP > βτfVyP − cP
cP > 0

By de�nition cP > 0, therefore EUP (I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&N |¬C). Given VyP = −1, the

president prefers to not �ll the position immediately and not submit a nominee (maintain the

empty post) if its expected utility outweighs the expected utility of �lling the position immedi-

ately and not submitting a nominee:

EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&¬N |¬C)

τ¬fVyP > βτfVyP

−τf < βτf

β > −1
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By de�nition, β ∈ (0, 1] therefore β > −1 and EUP (¬I&¬N |¬C) > EUP (I&¬N |¬C). This

proves that, given VyS = 1 and VyP = −1 and the Senate’s con�rmation strategy, the president

will prefer to maintain an empty post by �lling not the position immediately and not submitting

a nominee for Senate con�rmation (p = ¬I&¬N ). �

Proof for Proposition 1. Suppose Nature chooses a position y ∈ Y that is high skilled,

such that sy = 1 and from an agency with jurisdiction that aligns with the president’s policy

contraction priorities such that position value VyP = −1. From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2: If VyS = 1

and γ > − 1
β

, the Senate will con�rm when the president submits a nominee without immediately

�lling the position with an interim appointee; If VyS = 1 and γ < − 1
β

, the Senate will not con�rm

when the president submits a nominee without immediately �lling the position with an interim

appointee; If VyS = −1, the Senate has a dominant strategy to not con�rm when the president

submits a nominee regardless of whether the position has an interim appointee.

Given the Senate’s con�rmation strategy, from Lemma 3 the president chooses not to �ll the

position immediately and not to submit a nominee (p = ¬I&¬N ) regardless of VyS , leading

to the outcome of an empty post. Moreover, from Lemma 2, an empty post arises when, given

VyS = −1, VyP = 1, and γ > − 1
β

, the Senate does not con�rm the president’s nominee when the

president does not appoint an interim appointee (p = ¬I&N ). However, Lemma 3 proves that

p = ¬I&N is not contained within the set of optimal strategies. Thus, the vacant position y will

stay empty in equilibrium if and only if the position is high-skilled (sy = 1) and the president P

prioritizes policy contraction (VyP = −1). �

4.4 Central Empirical Hypotheses

The model’s equilibrium solution generates four sets of empirical predictions related to Po-

sition Value, Position Capacity, and Policy Priorities. First, empty positions occur either when
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the president chooses not to appoint an interim and also not nominate, or when the president

chooses to nominate without appointing an interim but the Senate does not con�rm the nomi-

nee. Through backward induction, we can mathematically derive the conditions – captured by

the equations leading to Proposition 1 – under which the president chooses these strategies: a

high value position with contraction presidential policy priorities will not be �lled by either an

interim or con�rmed appointee – it will be empty – when the game ends. In other words, when

a president prioritizes policy contraction, positions with high levels of capacity will stay empty,

as the president will not appoint an interim or nominate a permanent appointee.17

As expected, the president’s �rst-mover advantage manifests as dictatorial control over empty

positions. It is important to note that when a president chooses to keep a position empty, the

position is high capacity. These positions have the most potential for advancing policy priorities

but also have real-world consequences for agency performance and policy outcomes when left

empty. This implies that widespread empty posts are not among low-level, heavily administrative

PAS positions, but rather among exactly those positions that need to be �lled for a functioning

agency. These conditions yield the theory’s �rst testable hypothesis:

H1. Empty Position Hypothesis: A president is more likely to leave high value positions
empty when prioritizing policy contraction.

Second, consider the outcome of an interim appointee. Interim appointees can occur when the

president chooses to appoint one either without submitting a nominee or with a nominee that the

Senate does not con�rm. Again, through backward induction, I �nd that the president chooses

to appoint interims, in equilibrium, to all low-value positions – which amounts to low-capacity

positions across all policy priorities and high-capacity positions when the president has neutral

policy priorities – and to high-value positions when prioritizing policy expansion. Importantly,
17When the president prioritizes contracting policy, the Senate will not con�rm nominees for high-value positions.

In other words, anticipating the Senate’s pure strategy to return a nominee and end the game with an empty position,
the president prefers to avoid the bargaining cost of appointment negotiations, forgo submitting a nominee entirely
and arrive at the same result of an empty position. Low-capacity positions, on the other hand, will be �lled with
interim appointees when the president prioritizes contraction, but no nominee will be submitted.
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these conditions continue to highlight the president’s �rst-mover advantage over vacancies in

agency appointments and the endogenous reversion point that is created. The president’s choice

to �ll a position immediately with an interim appointee (or not) does not explicitly depend on

the Senate’s policy priorities or on the Senate’s con�rmation strategy. Instead, when a president

seeks to expand the reach of an agency, he �lls all vacant PAS positions with interim appointees.

This suggests that as policy agendas are increasingly dominated by expansion priorities, the use

of interim appointees will also increase. These conditions generate the theory’s second testable

hypothesis:

H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis: A president will always immediately �ll low-value
positions with interim appointees, and is more likely to immediately �ll high-value positions
with interims when prioritizing policy expansion.

Lastly, the remaining outcome of the model – and of the president’s expanded choice set – is

a permanent, con�rmed appointee. Importantly, permanent appointees structurally occur if and

only if the president chooses to submit a nominee for con�rmation. However, the president’s

rational nomination strategy must anticipate the Senate’s strategy for con�rmation. When the

Senate is presented with a nominee, given the reversion point of an interim or empty positions,

con�rmation occurs under four sets of circumstances.

First, the Senate con�rms high-capacity positions when the president and Senate both pri-

oritize policy expansion, no matter the reversion point. In other words, when the president and

Senate both support a policy area (for example, understanding the likelihood of large scale natu-

ral disasters due to climate change) and the vacant position is high capacity (i.e., the Director of

the U.S. Geological Survey), the Senate will con�rm the president’s nominee. This result supports

an expected scenario: when both players prioritize strengthening policy under the jurisdiction of

a high-capacity position that a�ords an appointee the discretion to meet those goals, the Senate

will always con�rm the president’s nominee.18

18Additionally, the Senate might also engage in speedy con�rmation proceedings to ensure the su�ciently low
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Second, when the Senate prioritizes policy contraction but the president prioritizes policy

expansion, the Senate con�rms high-capacity positions if an interim has been appointed; if the

position is empty, the Senate will con�rm only if the nominee is relatively ine�ective and the

Senate’s anticipated degree of oversight is su�ciently large. In this case, the Senate and the

president are at odds in their priorities for a position that has the capacity to e�ect policy change.

With an interim appointee from a president who prioritizes policy expansion, the Senate faces

an unfavorable reversion point without the bene�t of oversight from con�rmation.19 The Senate,

under these circumstances, would be better served to acquiesce with the advantage of oversight

than to contend with an interim appointee without the institutional constraints of con�rmation.

Alternatively, without an interim appointee, the Senate faces an empty post as the reversion

point. Given the high capacity position, the Senate intuitively prefers leaving the post empty

than con�rming an e�ective nominee from a president who seeks to expand policy.20

Third, when the reversion point is an empty position and the president prioritizes policy

contraction but the Senate prioritizes policy expansion, the Senate will con�rm a nominee to high

capacity position only if the anticipated tenure, and corresponding oversight, of the permanent

appointee is su�ciently small. Conceptually, oversight that obstructs or delays agency actions

– as occurs when the Senate prefers policy contraction over expansion – requires less political

capital and intervention than oversight that demands action. The capacity to achieve the Senate’s

expansion priorities diminishes when higher levels of costly oversight are necessary. Lastly, the

Senate con�rms the president’s nominee to all low value positions, whether due to low capacity

bargaining cost necessary to incentivize the nominations from the president; however the duration of con�rmation
is outside the scope of this paper.

19A recent, �tting example of this comes from the Obama administration. Senator Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.)
urged and largely facilitated the con�rmation of Obama’s then-Acting Secretary of Education John B. King, Jr. in
2016 to ensure that the Senate would have proper oversight over implementation of the Every Student Succeeds Act.
Senate Republicans were particularly worried that the Obama administration would attempt to overreach executive
authority and would have less accountability to Congress with an interim appointee (Brown, 2016).

20However, the Senate has an oversight incentive to con�rm if the nominee is ine�ective and appointee’s tenure
is su�ciently long to allow for oversight activities. On the other hand, the Senate will con�rm a relatively e�ective
nominee only if the tenure of that permanent appointee is su�ciently small.
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or neutral Senate policy priorities.

Anticipating these choices, the president nominates only for high policy capacity positions

when prioritizing policy expansion and after �lling the vacancy immediately with an interim

appointee. Given the conditions of con�rmation listed above, the Senate will con�rm only when

also prioritizing expansion or when policy neutral (the position is low value). With the position

�lled by an interim appointee, the president chooses to nominate only when the bargaining cost of

con�rmation is su�ciently low. This cost is largely driven by the magnitude of Senate’s parameter

for the anticipated degree of oversight. High values of this parameter set by circumstances like

speedy con�rmation hearings create opportunities for the president’s bargaining costs to fall

below his cut-point and incentivize a nomination for the Senate to con�rm. This is formally

stated as Corollary 2 and presented here as Hypothesis 3:

H3. Permanent Appointee Hypothesis: Con�rmed appointees are more likely in high value
PAS positions when the president prioritizes expansion, the Senate does not prioritize contraction,
and the bargaining cost is su�ciently small (below the president’s cutpoint).

The �nal hypothesis derives from an ancillary results obtained in the equilibrium solution.

Namely, although the choice to not �ll a position immediately with an interim appointee and then

submit a nominee exists in the president’s strategy space, it drops out of the optimal set. Thus,

we would expect that presidents do not submit a nominee without also appointing an interim, as

stated in Hypothesis 4:

H4. No Nominee Hypothesis: Presidents will not submit a nominee for con�rmation without
also appointing an interim appointee.

Most interestingly, when presidents prioritize policy contraction for agencies, they will not

submit a nominee for con�rmation. In these cases, presidents immediately �ll low-capacity po-

sitions with interim appointees but high-capacity positions stay empty, even when the Senate

agrees with contraction. The notable implication is that if a president prefers to shrink the pol-

icy reach of an agency, persistently empty high capacity positions, without nominees awaiting
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con�rmation, will occur even in uni�ed government. Thus, we would expect that, all else equal,

the combination of high capacity and contraction priorities (high value, contraction positions)

signi�cantly increases the likelihood it remains empty. Additionally, this theory recognizes that

a vacant position can be �lled by a con�rmed appointee, an interim appointee, or both.21 This

model predicts that when the Senate and the president have con�icting priorities, contraction

and expansion respectively, presidents will only appoint an interim and not submit a nominee.

Table 4.1: Predicted Appointment Strategy Outcomes and Position Value
President’s Position Value

Low Value
High Value

Contraction Expansion

Senate’s
Position
Value

High
Value

Expansion Interim Empty Permanent

Contraction Interim Empty Interim

Low Value Interim Empty Permanent

Taken together, these four hypotheses predict that presidents are more likely to leave po-

sitions empty that are “High Value (contraction)," are more likely to appoint interims to posi-

tions that are “High Value (expansion)," and are more likely to appoint (nominate) permanent

appointees to positions that are “High Value (expansion)” when the Senate does not prioritize

contraction. Table 4.1 highlights how the interaction between Position Value to the president and

to the Senate produces these three various outcomes, which form the theoretical basis for my

empirical strategy. In the chapters that follow, I test these hypotheses by estimating several like-

lihood and count models using original data – which I introduce in detail at the start of the next
21Importantly, a vacant position �lled by both an interim appointee and a permanent appointee would be �lled

�rst by the interim (before con�rmation of a submitted nominee) and then by the permanent appointee (after con-
�rmation).
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chapter – on vacancies, position capacity, and policy priorities.

4.5 Discussion

This chapter o�ers one of the �rst attempts to theoretically integrate interim appointees and

empty posts into a framework of executive-legislative bargaining over political control of the

bureaucracy. This theory of appointments incorporates the Senate’s prerogative to reject a nom-

ination and the president’s power to choose not to submit one in the �rst place, while accounting

for the value of positions and the varying e�ectiveness of appointees in attaining that value. As a

result, this model o�ers novel, important implications for bargaining between Congress and the

president, as well as for how presidents manage the administrative state.

Most interestingly, when presidents prioritize policy contraction for agencies, they will not

submit a nominee for con�rmation. In these cases, presidents immediately �ll low-capacity po-

sitions with interim appointees but high-capacity positions stay empty, even when the Senate

agrees with retrenchment. The notable implication is that if a president prefers to shrink the pol-

icy reach of an agency, persistently empty high-capacity positions, without nominees awaiting

con�rmation, will occur even in uni�ed government. Thus, we would expect that, all else equal,

the interaction of high policy control capacity and contraction priorities signi�cantly decreases

a position’s likelihood of a nominee while increasing the likelihood it remains empty.

A second, and related, implication is that greater policy complexity requiring higher levels of

expertise, and consequently more high-capacity positions, will lead to more empty positions in a

larger administrative retrenchment presidency. In other words, as agency jurisdictions subsume

complex policy areas (e.g., commerce and the Internet) or as policy areas themselves grow more

complex (e.g., healthcare), we would expect increases in the set of high-capacity positions as well

as higher proportions of empty positions under presidents with contraction priorities. Thus, as

Congress responds to a more complex reality by increasing the capacity of the administrative
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state, it ironically creates more incentive for retrenchment presidents to invest in incapacity.

Importantly, conventional wisdom from scores of delegation models suggests that, when policy

complexity and uncertainty require higher levels of expertise, legislators must manage the tension

between discretion and drift. This assumes the delegate position will be �lled by an appointee

whose ideology or ambitions must be controlled to minimize drift. Strikingly, the model o�ered

here highlights conditions under which there still may be drift, but no appointee to control.

Third, this theory, at the outset, recognizes that a vacant position can be �lled by a con�rmed

appointee, an interim appointee, or both. The last category alludes to overlapping conditions

under which presidents �ll immediately with an interim and submit a nominee; and the equilib-

rium results indicate these conditions hinge on the bargaining cost of the con�rmation process.

In other words, when the cost of con�rmation is below the president’s cutpoint, a president who

prioritizes expansion will submit a nominee; otherwise the president will rely on an interim only.

Since existing literature does not explicitly identify interim appointees, we have few current ex-

pectations. However, we could imagine that divided government – when con�icting policy prior-

ities across branches make con�rmation di�cult – or increased polarization – when con�icting

policy priorities within the Senate make collective action towards con�rmation di�cult – likely

make an interim appointee a more attractive option. Indeed, this model predicts that when the

Senate and the president have con�icting priorities, contraction and expansion respectively, pres-

idents will only appoint an interim and not submit a nominee. In other words, the likelihood of

an interim-only outcome increases if the president’s priorities con�ict with those of the Senate.

However, when the Senate and the president are aligned on priorities, nomination still re-

quires a su�ciently low bargaining cost, largely driven by the value the Senate sets for the per-

manence and oversight parameter. The notable implication here is that easing the procedural

burden of con�rmation or oversight of a con�rmed appointee lead to higher values of the perma-

nence and oversight parameter and lower bargaining costs, all else equal. Thus, we would expect

that institutional changes like going nuclear with �libusters on all PAS positions or changing con-
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gressional capacity for oversight will increase the frequency of nominees submitted by presidents

who prioritize policy expansion and have appointed interims to high-capacity positions.
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CHAPTER V

Introducing the Data and Explaining the Likelihood of

Vacancies and Appointments

The theory presented in Chapter 4 stands as the �rst to incorporate interim appointees and

empty positions into a framework of executive-legislative bargaining over presidential appoint-

ments. It has its own set of contributions; namely, broadening our theoretical approach to ap-

pointments beyond the limited focus on the individuals selected for formal nominations. How-

ever, I developed the framework in service of disciplining a new set of empirical analyses. Since

we had not previously theoretically di�erentiated between vacancies left empty and those �lled

by interim appointees, we had little motivation for any empirical assessments of their frequency,

patterns of occurrence across administrations and departments, or strategic underpinnings.

Given that we now have a set of theoretical expectations, we can advance on the analyses

designed to discover whether presidents’ policy priorities in�uence how they manage vacancies

in appointments. In doing so, this project also stands as the �rst empirical work on interim ap-

pointments and empty positions. For that reason, I collected an entirely new dataset to construct

the requisite outcome and explanatory variables, which include my theory’s three key measures:

the status of a PAS position (whether it is empty, �lled with an interim appointee or �lled with

a permanent appointee, and whether there is a nominee awaiting Senate con�rmation), the level
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of each position’s capacity to control policy outcomes, and the policy priorities (i.e., expansion,

contraction, or neutrally maintaining the status quo) of the president and the Senate. The com-

bination of the latter two produces the measure of Position Value.

This new dataset is the most comprehensive one to date on appointments to and vacancies in

PAS positions and requires a thorough description of my collection and measurement approaches

as well as a summary of the raw data itself. Consequently, this chapter proceeds as follows. First,

before presenting the core of my analysis, I begin with an introduction of this new data on va-

cancies. Section 1 details my data collection e�ort and summarizes each of the key variables in

my analysis. Importantly, I construct two distinct versions of the dependent variable, Position

Status. The �rst indicates whether a position is empty, �lled by an interim appointee, or �lled

by a con�rmed appointee, as reported in the Government Manual from 1977-2015. The second

dissects the two vacancy categories to identify if a nomination was under Senate consideration

when the position’s status was published in the Government Manual. This creates �ve cate-

gories (i.e., empty position with nominee, empty position without nominee, interim appointee

with nominee, interim appointee without nominee, and permanent appointee) and o�ers a more

precise alignment with the full set of outcomes described in my theoretical model. However, the

data on nominations available from Congress.gov – included in the second analysis – span only

1981-2015, which removes the Carter administration from the analysis.1 Consequently, I use both

variable constructions in two separate analyses.

With this extensive and carefully constructed data, I can examine whether the patterns high-

lighted in my theoretical predictions bear out empirically. Notably, the hypotheses outlined

in Chapter 4 (Section 4) lend themselves to three complementary tests using this data: non-

parametric cross-tabulations of distributions, likelihood models of each position status, and count

models of the incidence of each position status across departments. Analyzing the patterns dis-
1As shown in Section 2.2, the estimated likelihood models with the two constructions of Position Status yield

similar and consistent results.
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played in the cross-tabulations in the context of the two parametric models allows for formal

statistical inference about the role Position Value plays in a president’s calculus to �ll or not �ll

vacant positions. In Section 2 of this chapter, I present the results of the non-parametric tests, an

outline of my �rst estimation strategy for the multinomial probit regression analysis, and the re-

sults of these likelihood models estimated on each of the two versions of Position Status. I reserve

the outline of my second estimation strategy and the results of the count models for Chapter 7.

Lastly, Section 3 o�ers a discussion of the �ndings and their limitations.

5.1 Introducing New Data on Vacancies and Appointments

5.1.1 Measuring Position Status

To systematically and quantitatively understand how and when vacancies in presidential ap-

pointments occur, I collected data on the status of PAS positions from Carter to Obama. The

dataset covers PAS positions2 in all �fteen Executive departments (Agriculture, Commerce, De-

fense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, Home-

land Security, Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans A�airs) from

1977-2015.3

To identify whether a position is �lled or empty, and speci�cally to di�erentiate between in-

terim and permanent appointees, I rely on government published directories of PAS positions.

With the help of a research assistant, using optical character recognition (OCR) software, I digi-

tized data from archived editions of the quadrennial publication United States Government Policy

2The analysis here excludes United States Marshals, United States Attorneys, or United States Ambassadors,
as they are appointments distinct from other Executive department PAS positions and they can be �lled through
varied processes. For instance, individuals can be selected to temporarily �ll empty U.S. Attorney positions by their
respective district courts, as well as selected by the president. Consequently, they require a separate examination
beyond the scope of this project.

3The full dataset collected includes PAS positions to independent agencies and government corporations and
covers a total of 20,110 position-year observations, 83 percent of which were �lled by a permanent appointee, 8
percent were �lled by an interim appointee, and 9 percent were empty. However, the focus of this dissertation and,
consequently, the scope of this analysis is on the �fteen Executive departments only.
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and Supporting Positions (the Plum Book) and archived annual editions of the United States Gov-

ernment Manual. Each of the government reports lists who is occupying the position and whether

they are an interim appointee, or if the position is empty, at the time of publication. Using these

data, I constructed the three-category Position Status to identify whether the PAS position is

empty,4 �lled with an interim appointee, or �lled with a con�rmed appointee.

This measure o�ers a discrete snapshot of which positions are �lled – and by whom – at a

particular time of year: the Government Manual is published in June or July each year. Ultimately,

this means that an empty position could be �lled with a con�rmed appointee the week following

the published version or could have been �lled up until the previous week, and in both cases

the position would be (correctly) identi�ed as empty. However, there is little reason to believe

that the Senate, presidents, or appointees schedule their choices to con�rm, appoint, or vacate

positions to correspond with the publication date of a standard publication from the Government

Printing O�ce.

Furthermore, another reasonable concern is that the discrete nature of the outcome variable

– the single, yearly time-step of each record for each PAS position – does not o�er a complete

picture of all vacancies throughout each year of each administration. Vacancies that occur and

are resolved outside each time step are not captured in this data. In other words, if observations

of empty positions or interim or permanent appointees not included due to this data structure are

systematic or widespread, then that could potentially lead to biased �ndings. However, there is

good reason to believe this is not the case. To address this concern, I engaged in a comprehensive

analysis of the Department of Labor (DOL), where I matched each position in my original data

with data generously shared by Anne Joseph O’Connell,5 to create continous records for each
4The Plum Book and the Government Manual both state that a position is "vacant" when there is no individual

appointed to �ll the position, either in an interim or permanent capacity; whereas I use the term "empty." While it
is indicating an empty position, these report’s use of vacant is anomalous given the conventional use of vacancy
or vacant in political science research, journalism, and other government reports from sources like the Govern-
ment Accountability O�ce and the Congressional Research Service to indicate the absence of a Senate con�rmed
appointee.

5The O’Connell dataset contains employment records from 1977 to 2003 attained through a FOIA request to the
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position in the DOL from 1977 to 2003. From this continuous data, I �nd that 129 of the 138

unique permanent appointees (93%) in the OPM data appear in my data. That is, when comparing

the 1977-2003 subset, just 7% of con�rmed appointees had terms between the publication dates

and, therefore, were not recorded in the Government Manual. Alternatively, the larger set that

includes permanent appointees and interim and empty positions – with 206 unique appointees or

empty positions for 1977-2003 – identi�es the absence of a con�rmed appointee with near perfect

accuracy: just one observation in my data was reported as a vacancy when a permanent appointee

was listed in the OPM data. This considerable overlap suggests that systematic missingness in

the dependent variable is rather unlikely.

As Table 5.1 reports, of the 10,331 position-year observations, 8,308 (80.4 percent) were �lled

by permanent appointees, 1,069 (10.3 percent) were �lled by interim appointees, and 954 (9.2 per-

cent) were left empty. Importantly, this data quanti�es the error in past work on appointments,

which, on average, misses the reversion point for nearly 20 percent of positions. What is more,

this trend is not constant. As shown in Figure 5.1, the percentage of Executive department PAS

positions without a con�rmed appointee – the conventional de�nition of a vacancy – �uctuated

between 10 and 50 percent between 1977 and 2015, which aligns with previous �ndings from

O’Connell (2009). Here, we can see that, on average, approximately half of these vacancies were

�lled by interim appointees while half were left empty; yet this varies by year and by administra-

tion. Additionally, Figure 5.1 highlights that the relationship between the two di�erent types of

vacancies also varies. Some years saw more empty positions than temporarily �lled (e.g., 1987-

1995) whereas others had more interims �lling vacancies than empty chairs (e.g., 2007-2015). By

correcting our conceptualization of vacancies to identify these two very distinct realities, we are

able to see that presidents potentially use empty positions and interim appointees di�erently, and

perhaps strategically, when they are faced with an appointment opportunity.

Moreover, we can easily see from Figure 5.1 that these patterns vary by administration and

O�ce of Personnel Management (OPM) and used in the analysis for (O’Connell, 2009).
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Table 5.1: Distribution of PAS Position-Year Observations by Position Status, 1977-2015
Total Filled with Filled with Empty
Observations Permanent Appointee Interim Appointee Position

10,331 8,308 1,069 954
(80.4%) (10.3%) (9.2%)

Figure 5.1: Percentage of Executive Department PAS Positions: Vacancy, Empty, or Filled by In-
terim Appointees, 1977-2015
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distinctive political contexts. As Table 5.2 reports, of the 8,308 positions �lled with a permanent

appointee and 954 positions left empty, over half of each were during Republican administrations;

whereas, just 44 percent of the 1,069 positions �lled with an interim appointee had Republican

presidents. Our conventional wisdom might lead us to expect a smaller share of empty positions

with co-partisan presidents and Senate majorities, since con�rmation (and therefore nomination)

would, presumably, be less costly. However, Table 5.2 shows that nearly a third of empty posi-

tions occurred during united government (House of Representatives, Senate, and president) and

59 percent saw party-aligned presidents and Senate majorities. In sum, Table 5.2 shows that Po-

sition Status varies by partisanship and institutional control, which suggests that there are other
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considerations beyond these traditional explanations – perhaps, as I posit, di�erences in the value

of the position to the president and the Senate – that in�uence the decision to �ll a position.

Table 5.2: Political Characteristics Surrounding PAS Positions, by Position Status, 1977-2015
Position Status Obs Republican Divided Co-partisan Senate &

(N=10,331) (N) President Government President
Filled with 8,308 4,494 6,114 4,895
Permanent Appointee (80.4%) (54.1%) (73.6%) (58.9%)

Filled with 1,069 471 774 658
Interim Appointee (10.3%) (44.1%) (72.4%) (61.6%)

Empty 954 549 636 564
(9.2%) (51.7%) (66.7%) (59.1%)

Furthermore, when we examine empty positions and ones �lled by interims within each de-

partment across this time period, as shown in Figure 5.2, we can see that they are not concentrated

in any one department or by any one administration. Some departments experience considerable

variation in how vacancies are dealt with. For instance, the Departments of Transportation and

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) each oscillate between having 0 and 30 percent (on av-

erage) of their PAS positions left empty. Alternatively, the Departments of Energy, Justice, and

Veterans A�airs regularly have higher percentages of their PAS positions �lled by interim ap-

pointees than left empty. As expected given transitions between administrations, the percentage

of empty PAS positions increases during the �rst year of an administration for most departments.

These initial vacancies are expected as a natural byproduct of an appointment process that de-

mands extensive vetting before nomination and debate before con�rmation. However, the De-

partments of Energy, Labor, Justice, and State have higher proportions of interim o�cials even

in those �rst years. Furthermore, HUD and Interior saw the percentage of interim appointees

increase considerably from nearly zero in the �rst term of the Obama administration. This seems

to suggest that interim appointees are not an instrument that presidents use universally across
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departments. Instead, the variation in empty posts and interim appointees, as proportions of the

available PAS positions to �ll, implies that administration policy priorities play a role.

To o�er a wider perspective of these data, Figures 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the sets of PAS po-

sitions left empty and �lled with an interim appointee, respectively, by displaying the minimum,

�rst quartile, median, third quartile, and outlying years. In these �gures, I also overlay the Trump

administration (as of June 2018) onto each �gure to show how the more recent distribution of in-

terim appointees and empty positions fares against the previous six administrations. For example,

in the Department of Commerce, the median percentage of PAS positions left empty is 8.33 per-

cent, which occurred during Reagan’s second term in 1987 and Bush’s second term in 2006, and

the �rst and third quantiles are 4.17 percent under Bush in 2003 and 13.64 percent under Rea-

gan in 1984, respectively. Alternatively, in the Department of Education, the median percentage

of PAS positions with interim appointees is 15.38 percent, with �rst and third quantiles of 6.67

percent and 31.25 percent, each under Clinton in 2000, 1996, and 1998, respectively.

Figure 5.3: Box Plot of Percentage of PAS Positions Left Empty, 1977-2015
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Note: Trump administration empty positions (the solid, large orange markers) as of June 2, 2018 transposed onto a box plot of previous adminis-
tration’s yearly percentages from 1977-2015; the maximium for each department are labelled with administration and year.
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Figure 5.4: Box Plot of Percentage of PAS Positions Filled with Interim Appointees, 1977-2015
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Note: Trump administration interim appointees (the solid, large orange markers) as of June 2, 2018 compared with previous administration’s
yearly percentages from 1977-2015; the maximum for each department are labelled with administration and year.

As Figure 5.3 illustrates, HUD and Interior have the highest concentrations of empty positions,

while Justice and Homeland Security have the lowest. However, while each of the departments

have outliers, the current administration is not consistently outpacing previous administrations.

This trend also appears among the distributions of interim appointees, as shown in Figure 5.4.

Thus, despite the temptation to view Trump as an outlier among conventional presidencies, this

seems to suggest that the administration’s approach to vacancies and interim appointees might

not be an aberration.

As mentioned previously, to expand to �ve categories, I supplement this data with presidential

nominations records, scraped from Congress.gov. I use these records to identify whether there

were nominations in the Senate for positions that did not have con�rmed appointees at the time

of publication of the Government Manual. Each nomination submitted to the Senate by the pres-

ident is assigned a unique “PN" (Presidential Nomination) number for that session of Congress,

which identi�es the nominee and the position for that speci�c nomination. Each record also iden-
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ti�es the date the nomination was received by the president, the date of the latest action, and a

description of the actions taken during the con�rmation process (e.g., assignment to committee,

committee hearings, reporting from committee, assignment to the Executive Calendar, voting

results from the Senate �oor, and if the nomination was returned or withdrawn).

Using these data, I identi�ed which set of nominations remained in the Senate – as in, which

nominations had not been con�rmed, returned, rejected, or withdrawn from consideration – at

the time of each year’s Government Manual publication, and matched those nominations to their

respective positions. From this matching, I constructed the �ve-category Position Status to iden-

tify whether the PAS position is empty with no nominee, empty with a nominee, �lled with an

interim appointee with no nominee, �lled with an interim appointee with a nominee, or �lled with

a con�rmed appointee. Of the 9,626 position-year observations between 1981-2015, 79.8 percent

were �lled by con�rmed, permanent appointees, which is not statistically distinguishable from

the percentage of permanent appointees �lling positions in the full data set (1977-2015). Of the re-

maining 1,943 position-year observations that were vacant, 746 (38.39 percent) were empty with

no nominee, 165 (8.49 percent) were empty with a nominee, 811 (41.74 percent) were �lled by an

interim appointee with no nominee, and 221 (11.37 percent) were �lled by an interim with a nom-

inee. Interestingly, and as Table 5.3 shows, half of PAS positions �lled with interim appointees

with nominees occurred in Republican administrations, whereas more than half of those �lled

with interim appointees without nominees occurred under Democratic administrations. Alter-

natively, vacancies (empty positions and those �lled by interim appointees) with no nominees

account for approximately 16 percent of PAS positions from 1981-2015; and the vast majority of

those occurred in Republican administrations.

Vacancies with nominees account for just 20 percent of the PAS positions without permanent

appointees.6 However, as we might expect given the patterns of the three-category Position Value,
6This is an artifact of including only the nominees under consideration at the time of publication (editions of the

Government Manual are published annually on either June 1 or July 1) and potentially problematic for the proceeding
analyses; particularly if the positions had nominees that are not observed, which would happen if nominations are
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Table 5.3: Political Characteristics Surrounding PAS Positions, by Position Status (With and With-
out Nominees), 1981-2015

Position Status Obs Republican Divided Co-partisan Senate &
(N=9,626) (N) President Government President
Filled with 7,683 4,494 6,114 3,413
Permanent Appointee (79.82%) (58.49%) (79.58 %) (44.42%)

Filled with Interim, 221 110 162 98
With Nominee (2.3%) (49.77%) (73.3%) (44.34%)

Filled with Interim, 811 361 612 313
No Nominee (8.43%) (44.51%) (75.46%) (38.59%)

Empty, 165 112 114 85
With Nominee (1.71%) (67.88%) (69.09%) (51.52%)

Empty, 746 437 522 305
No Nominee (7.75%) (58.58%) (69.97%) (40.88%)

these trends are not constant over time. As Figure 5.5 illustrates, the percentage of vacant PAS

positions (those without a con�rmed appointee) left empty with no nominee maintains a higher

average than those left empty with a nominee, but both trends �uctuate considerably. Similarly,

the percentage of vacant PAS positions �lled with an interim with no nominee also �uctuated,

albeit with a sizable increase since 2001. These patterns o�er initial support for my claim that

nominations are not simply a default option that presidents choose after deciding to temporarily

�ll an empty position or not. Presidents can and do opt to not submit a nominee for Senate

con�rmation. To examine whether Position Value is the key factor in this calculus, as my theory

predicts, I also need to construct this original measure. Accordingly, the next section builds on the

submitted but returned or withdrawn – thus maintaining the vacancy – before the time of publication. Nearly two
thirds (68 percent) of nominations submitted in the �rst six months of each year were either returned, withdrawn,
or con�rmed before the annual publication of the Government Manual. Critically, 95 percent of those nominations
were con�rmed, which means that the con�rmed appointees would then be listed in the Government Manual, leaving
just 5 percent that were nominated and then returned or withdrawn. Consequently, the set of vacancies that could
have a nominee submitted and returned/withdrawn outside the observed time-step is, in fact, quite small, which
considerably limits the potential for bias.
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of Vacant Executive Department PAS Positions: Empty and Interim Ap-
pointees, With and Without Nominees, 1981-2015
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description of Position Value o�ered in Chapter 3 by delineating the data collected to construct my

main theoretical and empirical variable of interest, as a composite of Policy Priorities and Position

Capacity.

5.1.2 Measuring Position Value

I have proposed that presidents �ll PAS positions – with interim or permanent appointees

– or leave them empty based largely on Position Value, which indicates the capacity of certain

positions to control policy outputs and agency actions in line with policy priorities. Accordingly,

each of the empirical expectations outlined in Chapter 4 are characterized in terms of Position

Value as a composite measure of Policy Priorities (contraction, neutral, expansion) and the level

of Position Capacity (high or low).
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5.1.2.1 Policy Priorities

To operationalize the concept of Policy Priorities, I need to identify if the president and Senate

prefer to expand or contract the reach of an agency in the year of the observed position status.

There are various opportunities for each actor to reveal their preferences. Presidents convey their

agenda through campaign platforms, State of the Union Addresses, signing statements, adminis-

tration position statements, and o�cial press engagements. Scholars often control for the salience

of policy priorities in terms of mentions in the State of the Union (e.g., Krause and O’Connell,

2016) or frame these priorities in terms of a legislative agenda (e.g., Beckmann, 2010), but this the-

ory requires a measure of the direction of policy priorities vis-à-vis the status quo. Fortunately,

the annual budget process requires administrations and Congresses to take stock of each agency’s

current position relative to their ideal agency activities, determine areas for change, and create

quantitative measures of desired shifts in budgetary authority.7

The executive budget process itself – that is, the preparation of the president’s budget, the

execution of the enacted budget, and subsequent management oversight activities – o�ers a cen-

tralized and signi�cant tool for presidents to control agencies and their policy outputs (Pasacho�,

2016). Moreover, all government actions and outputs are structurally tied to government expendi-

tures. Distributed bene�ts and grants are transfer payments from the government to constituent

groups. Procurement contracts are government investments into �xed assets. Essential services

provision, rule-making, enforcement actions, and general policymaking – each produced by pub-

lic sector labor – ultimately originate from spending on personnel. In other words, the federal

budget and policy are inseparable as the speci�c details of the budget re�ect policy decisions,
7Importantly, the congressional policy priorities constructed here are not those of just the Senate. Budget autho-

rizations must pass the Senate, and, therefore, Senate priorities are re�ected in any budget authority. However, the
realization of the Senate’s priorities are likely constrained – in either direction – by the preferences of the House
of Representatives. This constraint would be particularly prominent if the party leadership is divided between the
House and the Senate, and would have largest implications when the Senate majority is not the president’s party.
To control for these potential biases in my analyses, I include an indicator for the the co-partisanship of the Senate
and president.
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program initiatives, and performance goals (Martin, 2008). Inevitably, then, shifts in budget au-

thority, either requested or approved, indicate desired shifts in agency actions and policy out-

put.8 Thus, I am able to identify expansion and contraction policy priorities using administration

budget requests and �nal appropriation levels. To compile these data, I scraped the annual presi-

dential budget requests and previous years’ budget authority, for each agency from 1977 to 2015,

from the historical tables located in the appendices of every �scal year edition of The Budget of

the United States Government, archived by FRASER.9

President Policy Priorities


Expansion⇒ PresidentBudgetRequestt

1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

> CPIt

Neutral⇒ 1 ≥ PresidentBudgetRequestt
1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

≤ CPIt

Contraction⇒ PresidentBudgetRequestt
1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

< 1

Congress Policy Priorities


Expansion⇒ BudgetAuthorityt

1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

> CPIt

Neutral⇒ 1 ≥ BudgetAuthorityt
1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

≤ CPIt

Contraction⇒ BudgetAuthorityt
1
2
(BudgetAuthorityt−1+BudgetAuthorityt−2)

< 1

8As described by Paul O’Neill, former Deputy Director of the O�ce of Management and Budget (OMB): “One of
the secrets only the initiated know is that those who labor here [at the OMB] for so long do so because the numbers
are the keys to the doors of everything. Spending for the arts, the sciences, foreign policy and defense, health and
welfare, education, agriculture, the environment, everything – and revenues from every source – all are re�ected,
recorded, and battled over – in numbers. And the sums of the numbers produce �scal and monetary policy. If it
matters – there are numbers that de�ne it. And if you are responsible for advising the president about numbers, you
are – de facto – in the stream of every policy decision made by the federal government" (Martin, 2008, 72).

9United States. Bureau of the Budget and United States. O�ce of Management and Budget. Budget of the United
States Government. 1921-2018. https://fraser.stlouisfed.org/title/54.
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As indicated above, I measure presidential expansion policy priorities as budget requests to

increase an agency’s budget authority from the average of the previous two �scal years, by an

amount more than what would be required to maintain current levels given the annual rate of in-

�ation. The average of the previous two appropriations smooths �uctuations in budget authority

due to irregular spending from stimulus packages or new program roll-outs, or reductions from

agency reorganizations or program terminations. Conversely, I measure presidential contraction

policy priorities as budget requests to decrease an agency’s budget authority from the average

of the previous two �scal years. Similarly, I measure congressional expansion policy priorities as

increases, larger than in�ation, in the congressionally approved budget authority from the aver-

age of the previous two �scal years; and congressional contraction policy priorities as decreases to

an agency’s budget authority from the average of the previous two �scal years. The remaining

category of neutral policy priorities indicates requests or approved budget authority that maintain

the same level of agency funding within the range of in�ation.

To assess the face validity of this measure, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 display administration and

congressional policy priorities, both of which align with general expectations. For instance, the

Department of Education (ED), whose mission is to “foster educational excellence and ensure

equal access," creates and implements policies that reach every past, present, and future school-

aged child, and has an enormous client base of which most voters are apart. Consequently, ED has

drawn the ire of or been championed by nearly every modern president. From Reagan’s campaign

promises to abolish the department to Bush’s No Child Left Behind to Obama’s Race to the Top,

ED has seen its share of expansion and contraction policy priorities. In particular, the “Clinton-

Gore Administration Record of Progress,” a report issued on the White House website in January

2001, listed “expanding education opportunity” as one of the chief policy accomplishments of the

Clinton administration.10 These patterns materialize in the measure of policy priorities for the

Department of Education; contraction priorities dominate the 1980s and 2000s under Reagan and
10See https://clintonwhitehouse5.archives.gov/WH/Accomplishments/eightyears-index.html.
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Bush, while expansion priorities dominate 1990s and 2010s under Clinton and Obama.

Importantly, presidential budget requests are not directly tied to congressional appropria-

tions. While the budget process creates the opportunity for presidents to submit their annual

budget request, Congress is not required to entertain any debate or hearings or to fund at the

requested level. In fact, there are many instances when Congress has blatantly ignored the ad-

ministration’s request and funded at the levels it deemed appropriate; the most recent example

comes from Trump’s request to considerably decrease funding for the Department of Education,

which was �atly rejected and, instead, the most recent funding package increased Education’s

budget authority. However, Congress has clear incentives to use the president’s budget request

as an oversight opportunity and as an information-sharing exercise. Ultimately, I structure Policy

Priorities as a categorical variable identifying expansion, contraction, or neutral (maintaining the

status quo funding level given in�ation) presidential and congressional policy priorities.

5.1.2.2 Position Capacity

In my theory, I conjectured that positions themselves have the opportunity to deliver political

or policy bene�ts to the president (or Senate); that is, they have the capacity to control policy

output and the agency actions that shift policy outcomes. Consequently, I am most concerned

with identifying which positions have a high level of policy control capacity. Each edition of the

Government Manual o�ers brief descriptions of the position responsibilities, the general mission

or scope of activities for agency or sub-agency that the position leads, and organizational charts

that identify where the position or sub-agency �t in the larger agency structure. Using these

position and agency descriptions, I identi�ed whether the responsibilities of each PAS position

in each agency were for agency operations, policy development, policy implementation, inter- or

intra-agency coordination, legislation development, agency management and communications

or public relations to construct a measure of Position Capacity to control policy output. In what

follows, I outline the overall position characteristics that frame each category of Position Capacity
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before illustrating the coding scheme with several speci�c examples.

The positions that have clear responsibilities for agency actions like policy development, im-

plementation, or explicit coordination among policy implementers carry the lion’s share of the

success or failure in achieving policy goals. While all PAS positions have some impact on the

agency’s operations and will, even if only implicitly, in�uence how well other positions are able

to advance on their priorities, it is those that clearly impact policy output and agency actions

that have high capacity. These positions include: agency heads (e.g., secretaries, administrators,

directors), general counsels, inspectors general, and deputy or assistant secretaries that have ju-

risdiction and responsibilities for policy direction and implementation. Consequently, each of

these positions’ Position Capacity level is high.

Alternatively, positions with low policy control capacity are responsible for an agency’s in-

ternal management or policies governing agency operations, like assistant secretaries of admin-

istration. These roles do indeed have important functions with respect to internal management

and operation, but they are coded here as low policy control capacity given the position’s low

impact on the policy direction of the agency. Similarly, positions with responsibilities for relat-

ing information or maintaining public relations (e.g., assistant secretaries for communication),

and positions responsible only for research and data collection without grant making or policy

recommendation responsibilities (e.g., director of the Bureau of Mines at the Department of the

Interior) also have little opportunity to in�uence the promulgation, enforcement, or implementa-

tion of the substantive rules that guide policy outcomes. Consequently, these positions’ Position

Capacity level is low.

To illustrate the speci�c coding procedure, let us consider the Department of Labor (DOL).

From 1977 to 2015, DOL had 28 unique PAS positions; however, once we account for slight

changes in position title – for instance, the assistant secretary for congressional a�airs was re-

named assistant secretary for congressional and intergovernmental a�airs in 1992 – the number
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shrinks to 24 unique PAS positions.11 Certain positions – secretary, inspector general, and so-

licitor – have standard and clear authority over agency actions, across all six administrations,

which makes their Position Capacity consistently high. Moreover, certain other positions – chief

�nancial o�cer and assistant secretary for administration and management – have standard re-

sponsibilities that are focused exclusively on agency operations and internal management, rather

than policy output, which make their Position Capacity consistently low.

For the less clear positions, I relied on the position and agency descriptions in each annual

edition of the Government Manual to individually code whether the position’s responsibilities

and jurisdiction fall into the low or high categories.12 For example, the position description for

the administrator of the Wage and Hour Division (also called the Wage and Hour administrator)

found in the 1977 edition of the Government Manual states:

The Wage and Hour Administrator is responsible for planning, directing, and administering
programs dealing with a variety of Federal labor legislation. These programs are designed to
increase and protect low-wage incomes; eliminate discriminatory employment based on sex and
age; prevent curtailing of employment and earnings for students, trainees, and handicapped
workers; minimize losses of income and job rights caused by indebtedness; safeguard the health
and welfare of workers by discouraging excessively long hours of work; and direct a program of
farm labor contractor registration designed to protect the health, safety, and welfare of migrant
labor.

Here, the position description outlines explicit responsibilities for agency actions and jurisdiction

over policy output, and as such, the Position Capacity for the administrator is coded as high.

However, in many instances, the Government Manual o�ers a description of the bureau or agency

that the position directs, rather than a description of the position itself. Consider, for instance,
11The DOL positions accumulate to 599 position-year observations as not all 24 positions existed continuously

from 1977 to 2015. In fact, only 8 PAS positions have consistently been on the DOL roster: secretary, solicitor, di-
rector of the Women’s Bureau, commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, assistant secretary for policy (which
was titled “assistant secretary for policy evaluation and research” until 1983), assistant secretary of the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration, assistant secretary of the Employment and Training Administration, and
administrator of the Wage and Hour Division.

12Initially I sought to automate this process, however, the changes in position titles, in formatting of descriptions,
and in the general typesetting of the archived editions of the Government Manual required that this manual coding
procedure be used.
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the description from the 2013 Government Manual for the Wage and Hour Division:

TheWage and Hour Division (WHD) enforces Federal minimumwage, overtime pay, recordkeep-
ing, and child labor law requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act. WHD also enforces the
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act, the Employee Polygraph Protection
Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, wage garnishment provisions of the Consumer Credit
Protection Act, and a number of employment standards and worker protection as provided in
several immigration-related statutes. Additionally, the WHD administers and enforces the pre-
vailing wage requirements of the Davis Bacon Act and the Service Contract Act and other statutes
applicable to Federal contracts for construction and for the provision of goods and services.

Here, the description of the Wage and Hour Division clearly outlines the jurisdiction of the agency

for policy output and the impact that agency actions have on policy outcomes. As the head of the

agency, the administrator is responsible for managing these actions and objectives and, therefore,

continues to be responsible for policy output with a high Position Capacity. Comparatively, the

commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) directs research and information gathering

activities and does not manage policy outputs, as evidenced by the description of the BLS in the

1977 Government Manual:13

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has responsibility for the Department’s economic and statis-
tical research activities. The Bureau is the Government’s principal fact�nding agency in the �eld
of labor economics, particularly with respect to the collection and analysis of data on manpower
and labor requirements, labor force, employment, unemployment, hours of work, wages and em-
ployee compensation, prices, living conditions, labor-management relations, productivity and
technological developments, occupational safety and health, structure and growth of the econ-
omy, urban conditions and related socio-economic issues, and international aspects of certain of
these subjects. It has no enforcement or administrative functions.14

While the BLS clearly provides valuable information and resources for other PAS positions in

the DOL (e.g., the assistant secretary for labor management relations) to use, it does not o�er

policy recommendations or direct agency actions. Instead, the commissioner of the BLS leads

an agency explicitly tasked solely with information gathering and no jurisdiction over policy

outputs; consequently, the Position Capacity for the commissioner is coded as low. Following
13This description of the Bureau of Labor Statistics is representative of all the BLS descriptions in the 1977-2015

editions of the Government Manual.
14Emphasis added.
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this coding procedure, I classi�ed each of the positions across all �fteen Executive departments,

and subsequently all position-year observations in this dataset, as having high or low Position

Capacity.

While just over 13 percent of PAS positions are low capacity, as Table 5.4 displays, this varies

by department. Nearly 18 percent of PAS positions at the Department of Interior are low capac-

ity while less than 4 percent are low capacity at the Department of Justice. Alternatively, albeit

unsurprisingly, just over 90 percent of PAS positions in the Departments of Defense, Energy, and

Homeland Security and over 96 percent of PAS positions at the Department of Justice are high

capacity positions.15 However, the number of high capacity and low capacity positions has re-

mained relatively unchanged across this time period; except for instances of department-wide

changes like the creation of the Department of Homeland Security in 2002 or the transition to

the Cabinet-level Department of Veterans A�airs from the independent agency Veterans Admin-

istration in 1989.

15The Department of Justice (DOJ) uniquely does not have PAS positions explicitly tasked with department man-
agement. The positions in charge of operations, public relations/communications, or management do not require
Senate con�rmation. Each of the assistant Attorneys General leads a division (e.g., Criminal Division or Tax Divi-
sion) and each division has a director of operations that is most often a non-career executive assignment position,
not one that requires Senate con�rmation. Moreover, nearly all the PAS positions in the DOJ that are not assistant
Attorneys General lead an investigation or enforcement division or bureau (e.g., the director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation or the administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration) and have high Position Capacity. Conse-
quently, the commissioner of the Bureau of Justice Statistics is the only PAS position without explicit responsibilities
over DOJ actions or jurisdiction for DOJ policy output, which classi�es it as low capacity.
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Table 5.4: Levels of Policy Control Capacity for PAS Positions in Executive Departments, 1977-
2015
Department Low Capacity High Capacity Total
Agriculture 90 458 548

(16.42%) (83.58%)
Commerce 199 705 904

(22.01%) (77.99%)
Defense 152 1,380 1,532

(9.92%) (90.08%)
Education 74 413 487

(15.20%) (84.8%)
Energy 56 600 656

(8.54%) (91.46%)
Health and Human Services 87 484 571

(15.24%) (84.76%)
Homeland Security 14 145 159

(8.81%) (91.19%)
Housing and Urban Development 70 410 480

(14.58%) (85.42%)
Interior 103 479 582

(17.7%) (82.3%)
Justice 32 783 815

(3.93%) (96.07%)
Labor 90 509 599

(15.03%) (84.97%)
State 195 1,039 1,234

(15.8%) (84.2%)
Transportation 58 630

(8.43%) (91.57%)
Treasury 99 676 775

(12.77%) (87.23%)
Veterans A�airs 75 226

(24.92%) (75.08%)

Total 1,394 8,937 10,331
(13.49%) (86.51%)
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5.1.2.3 Position Value

Lastly, I construct the categorical variable, Position Value, as a function of Position Capacity

and Policy Priorities. Recall, as outlined in Chapter 4 and displayed in Table 5.5, a position is “Low

Value" when its Position Capacity level is low or Policy Priorities are neutral. A position is “High

Value (contraction)” or “High Value (expansion)” when its Position Capacity is high and Policy

Priorities are contraction or expansion, respectively.

Table 5.5: Position Value: Combining Position Capacity and Policy Priorities
Policy Priority

Contraction Neutral Expansion

Position
Capacity

High High Value Low Value High Value

Low Low Value Low Value Low Value

Below, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the distributions of presidential and congressional Posi-

tion Value categories across the �fteen departments included in this analysis. Here, each marker

identi�es an individual position within the agency in that year. The regular presence of “Low

Value” markers indicates that there are low capacity positions in each agency; and an increase

in the mass of those markers shows when policy priorities are neutral. The interaction of policy

priorities and position capacity varies considerably across departments and administrations, with

several recognizable patterns. For instance, given Clinton’s second term priority of strengthening

environmental conservation and expanding federal lands protections (Maraniss, 1996), we would

expect larger masses of markers in the “High Value (expansion)” category for the Department of

the Interior during the late 1990s. Figure 5.8 shows that we �nd exactly that.

Similarly, George H. W. Bush “devoted much of his time to foreign a�airs” and oversaw a con-

siderable foreign policy agenda that included negotiating the end of the Cold War and signing

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), among many others (Knott, 2018). Con-
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sequently, we would expect larger masses of position markers in the “High Value (expansion)”

category for the State Department during the Bush administration (1989-1993), which results

from expansion presidential policy priorities among the many high capacity positions. However,

when Clinton took o�ce, “he initiated a retrenchment of U.S. civilian presence abroad" that was

met with similar congressional priorities for contraction at the State Department led by Repub-

lican Senator Jesse Helms (Konyndyk, 2017).16 Thus, we would expect larger masses of markers

in the “High Value (contraction)” category for the State Department for both president Position

Value (Figure 5.8) and Congress Position Value (Figure 5.9) during the Clinton administration. We

see, in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, that all of these expectations for the State Department materialize in

the data.

5.2 Explaining Position Status with Position Value

5.2.1 Non-Parametric Analysis

It is important to establish the empirical consequences of the keystone of my research: di�er-

entiating between vacancies left as empty positions and those �lled with an interim appointee.

The non-parametric cross-tabulations of the distributions reported in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 clearly

demonstrate the signi�cance of this distinction. Table 5.6 shows that, under the conventional

de�nition, vacancies appear to be similarly distributed, accounting for approximately 19 percent

of PAS positions in each category of president Position Value. Moreover, the distributions of per-

manent appointees and vacancies are not statistically signi�cantly di�erent at a 5 percent level.

However, when we de�ne vacancies more precisely, as shown in Table 5.7, substantively and

signi�cantly di�erent distributions emerge.
16As Konyndyk (2017) writes, “Clinton also signed o� on debilitating cuts—championed by Senator Jesse Helms—to

U.S. civilian presence and sta�ng levels overseas activities [. . . ] Helms pushed Clinton to eliminate several foreign
a�airs agencies and consolidate their functions into the State Department."
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Table 5.6: Distribution of Permanent Appointees and Vacancies
Percentage of
PAS Positions

Permanent
Appointees

Vacancies

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 79.7% 20.3%
High Value (contraction) 80.9% 19.1%

Low Value 81.1% 18.9%
Note: N=10,331. χ2 = 2.7636, p = 0.251

Speci�cally, Table 5.7 reports that empty positions and interim appointees vary considerably

across the categories of president Position Value. In particular, 11.2 percent of “High Value (ex-

pansion)” positions are �lled with interim appointees, compared to 9.2 percent left empty; and

9.8 percent of “High Value (contraction)” positions were left empty compared to 9.3 percent with

interims. In other words, 55 percent of vacancies in “High Value (expansion)” positions and 54

percent of “Low Value" positions were �lled with interim appointees, while 51 percent of “High

Value (contraction)” positions were left empty; and we can statistically di�erentiate between

these percentages at a less than ten percent level. Recall, my model predicts that presidents are

more likely to leave positions empty that are “High Value (contraction)" and are more likely to

appoint interims to positions that are “Low Value” and “High Value (expansion)." Thus, without

controlling for any other factors, the distributions presented in Table 5.7 align with my theoretical

expectations.

Critically, the Department of Defense houses a considerable proportion of Executive depart-

ment PAS positions (nearly 15 percent), and, uniquely, decisions about defense policy outputs are

fundamentally decisions about defense personnel. This starkly di�ers with the policy outputs

from all the other departments as policies are not centered on departmental personnel. When

we examine the distribution of permanent appointees, empty positions, and interim appointees
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Table 5.7: Distributions of Permanent Appointees, Empty Positions, and Interim Appointees

Percentage of PAS Positions
Percentage of

Vacant PAS Positions
Permanent
Appointees

Empty
Positions

Interim
Appointees

Empty
Positions

Interim
Appointees

President
Position
Value

High Value
(expansion) 79.7% 9.2% 11.2% 45.1% 54.9%

High Value
(contraction) 80.9% 9.8% 9.3% 51.4% 48.6%

Low Value 81.1% 8.7% 10.2% 46.2% 53.8%
Note: For the percentage of overall PAS positions (N=10,331): χ2 = 8.5791, p = 0.073
For the percentage of vacant PAS positions (N=2,023): χ2 = 5.8564 p = 0.053

across the PAS positions in non-Defense Executive departments, we �nd a starker pattern.

As Table 5.8 displays, 12.3 percent of “High Value (expansion)” non-Defense positions are

�lled with interim appointees, compared to 8.5 percent left empty; and 9.4 percent of “High Value

(contraction)” non-Defense positions were left empty compared to 9.5 percent with interims. In

other words, by excluding Department of Defense positions, we see that 59 percent of vacancies

in “High Value (expansion)” positions and 57 percent of “Low Value” positions were �lled with

interim appointees, while 50 percent of “High Value (contraction)” positions were left empty.

Moreover, we can statistically di�erentiate between these percentages at a less than �ve percent

level. Recall, I posit that presidents are more likely to appoint interims to positions that are “Low

Value” and “High Value (expansion).” The distributions presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, without

controlling for any other factors, align with my theoretical expectations.

Importantly, the three-category Position Status from these cross-tabulations does not indicate

whether vacant positions had nominees submitted for Senate con�rmation. However, when we

examine the �ve-category construction of Position Status – which does account for nominations

– we see that similar patterns clearly emerge. First, as Table 5.9 reports, vacant PAS positions

that are “High Value (contraction),” 43.2 percent were left empty with no nominee, compared
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Table 5.8: Distributions of Permanent Appointees, Empty Positions, and Interim Appointees, ex-
cluding the Department of Defense

Percentage of PAS Positions
Percentage of

Vacant PAS Positions
Permanent
Appointees

Empty
Positions

Interim
Appointees

Empty
Positions

Interim
Appointees

President
Position
Value

High Value
(expansion) 79.25% 8.5% 12.3% 40.8% 59.2%

High Value
(contraction) 81.15% 9.4% 9.5% 49.6% 50.4%

Low Value 80.3% 8.5% 11.2% 43.3% 56.7%
Note: For the percentage of overall PAS positions (N=8,799): χ2 = 13.1630, p = 0.011
For the percentage of vacant PAS positions (N=1,751): χ2 = 9.7474 p = 0.008

Table 5.9: Distributions of Vacant PAS Positions: Empty Positions and Interim Appointees, With
and Without Nominees (1981-2015)

Percentage of Vacant PAS Positions
Empty Positions,

No Nominee
Empty Positions,
With Nominee

Interim Appointees,
No Nominee

Interim Appointees,
With Nominee

President
Position
Value

High Value
(expansion) 36.54% 8.03% 43.44% 11.99%

High Value
(contraction) 43.2% 8.64% 36.58% 11.58%

Low Value 36.5% 9.13% 44.27% 10.1%
Note: For the percentage of vacant PAS positions from 1981-2015 (N=1,943): χ2 = 10.9899, p = 0.089.
For the percentage of vacant PAS positions without nominees (N=1,557): χ2 = 9.3970, p = 0.009.
For the percentage of vacant PAS positions with nominees (N=386): χ2 = 1.4018, p = 0.496

to the 36.58 percent that were �lled with interim appointees and no nominee. Since my theory

predicts that presidents are more likely to leave “High Value (contraction)” positions empty, with-

out submitting a nominee, this patterns aligns with our expectations. Similarly, we can also see

in Table 5.9, that 43.44 percent of vacant “High Value (expansion)” and 44.27 percent of vacant

“Low Value” positions are �lled with interim appointees and have no nominee awaiting con�rma-
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tion, compared to 36 percent of these positions left empty. We can also statistically di�erentiate

these percentages of vacant positions without nominees across the categories of president Po-

sition Value at a less than one percent level. This, too, aligns with my theoretical expectations.

Alternatively, while the expected patterns for vacant positions with nominees emerge as well –

higher percentages of interim appointees with nominees than empty positions with nominees in

the “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” categories– they are not statistically distinguish-

able.

Each of these sets of comparisons demonstrate that when we coarsely group empty positions

and interim appointees together, as the conventional de�nition of vacancies does in Table 5.6, we

unfortunately and inaccurately perceive little e�ect of strategic behavior on the misleadingly sim-

ilar distributions. My research remedies that oversight. In the next section, I analyze the patterns

that emerged from this non-parametric analysis in the context of a parametric likelihood model,

which allows for formal statistical inference about the role Position Value plays in a president’s

calculus to �ll or not �ll vacant positions.

5.3 Explaining the Likelihood of Position Status with Position Value

5.3.1 Estimation Strategy: Multinomial Probit Regression

Ultimately, this dissertation aims to examine what underpins and predicts the president’s

choice to leave certain positions empty and �ll others with interim or permanent appointees. To

do this, we need to employ an estimation strategy that accommodates a categorical outcome vari-

able, such as multinominal probit or logistic regressions. Importantly, estimating the likelihood

of empty positions and interim appointees (with and without the nomination distinction) also

requires a statistical model that allows for comparisons between pairs of position status alterna-

tives, while not imposing the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) assumption. Notably,
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the strategic nature of the decision to �ll with either an interim or con�rmed nominee or not

to �ll a position at all violates the IIA assumption, which requires that evaluations between two

alternatives do not change if a third alternative is added or dropped (Greene and Hensher, 2010).

Obviously, adding the alternative to �ll with an interim appointee will change the likelihood

evaluation between leaving the position empty and �lling it with a con�rmed appointee. Con-

sequently, a multinomial probit (MNP) model,17 which can facilitate comparisons between the

position status alternatives and does not require the IIA assumption,18 is most appropriate for

this analysis.

Accordingly, I estimate two MNP models of Position Status – modelling the three category

variable without the nominee distinction separate from the �ve category variable with the nomi-

nee distinction – with cluster-robust standard errors to account for clustering within administra-

tions. I estimate the likelihood of each Position Status as a function of the key predictor variables:

Position Value for the president and for Congress and the interaction between them.19 Critically,

I separately estimate two distinct likelihood models using the three-category and �ve-category

measures of Position Status. In each of these models, I control for whether the administration is

new and in transition or if it is an established administration; that is, Established Administration

indicates that the administration is no longer in its �rst year.20 Although the months between

election and inauguration are traditionally focused on assembling the top leadership in a new ad-

ministration, the shear volume of vacant PAS positions due to structural turnover likely explains
17Multinomial probit models assume an underlying utility associated with each alternative m that is partly de-

termined by a random, normally distributed error term, thereby generating a random utility model. Speci�cally,
the alternative k is chosen when the utility from that alternative is larger than the utility from any other alterna-
tive.(Greene and Hensher, 2010)

18Given that the errors are distributed by a multivariate normal distribution (Greene and Hensher, 2010)
19Position Value (Viyjt ) is, fundamentally, the combination of Policy Priorities and Position Capacity. Kam and

Franzese (2009) show that the individual terms of an interaction do not have to be included when there is clear
theoretical evidence that points toward not including them. My theory o�ers a clear theoretical expectation that the
predictors of the outcome variable are the various combinations of Policy Priorities and Position Capacity captured in
Position Value, not the individual terms themselves. Consequently, I do not include them in this model speci�cation;
however, the results from this estimation are robust to their inclusion.

20The results presented below are robust to speci�cations that include only established administration years (i.e.,
observations from non-�rst years).
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at least some of the variation in empty positions and interim posts, outside of presidential strate-

gic behavior. Additionally, I control for the department average time that nominations spent in

the Senate each year, which operationalizes the Senate’s Permanence and Oversight parameter

from my theoretical model. Lastly, I control for whether the Senate majority is the same party

as the president (Co-Partisan Control), which likely impacts the ease of con�rmation that makes

permanent appointees more valuable. Lastly, I include a control for the Department of Defense

and administration �xed e�ects to control for time-invariant characteristics of administrations.

Speci�cally, as per Greene and Hensher (2010), the structural equation for the multinomial

probit model is the following:

Uyjt =αyjt + βVPV
′
Pyjt

+ βVCV
′
Cyjt

+ βVPxC
V ′PyjtV

′
Cyjt

+ (5.1)

γ1EA
′
t + γ2T

′
j + γ3CP

′
t + γ4D

′
j + γ5A

′
t + ε,

such that

Pr(yjt = Sm) = Pr(uSm > uSk
∀m 6= k)

for

S1m


0⇒ Empty

1⇒ Interim Appointee

2⇒ Permanent Appointee,

or

S2m



1⇒ Empty, No Nominee

2⇒ Empty, Nominee

3⇒ Interim Appointee, No Nominee

4⇒ Interim Appointee, Nominee

5⇒ Permanent Appointee,

where

S1 is the status of a position yjt in department j for year t, which indicates whether it is
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empty, �lled with an interim appointee, or �lled with a permanent appointee;

S2 is the status of a position yjt in department j for year t, which indicates whether it is
empty without a nominee, empty with a nominee, �lled with an interim appointee without
a nominee, �lled with an interim with a nominee, or �lled with a permanent appointee;

VPyjt is Position Value for the president;

VCyjt is Position Value for Congress;

VPyjtVCyjt is the interaction between the Position Value for the president and Congress, as
driven by my theoretical expectations;

EAt and γ1 is Established Administration and its e�ects;

Tjt and γ2 is average time nominations for department j spent in the Senate in year t and
its e�ects;21

CPt and γ3 is Co-Partisan Control of the Senate and its e�ects;

Dj indicates the Department of Defense; At is administration �xed e�ects; and ε are the
multivariate normally distributed errors.

These multi-choice models simultaneously test the four main hypotheses o�ered in Chapter 4, so

for convenience, I list them again here and will address them each in turn.

H1. Empty Position Hypothesis: A president is more likely to leave high value positions
empty when prioritizing policy contraction.

H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis: A president will always immediately �ll low value
positions with interim appointees, and is more likely to immediately �ll high value positions
with interims when prioritizing policy expansion.

H3. Permanent Appointee Hypothesis: Con�rmed appointees are more likely in high value
PAS positions when the president prioritizes expansion, the Senate does not prioritize contraction,
and the bargaining cost is su�ciently small (below the president’s cutpoint).

21The variable indicating the average time that nominations spent in the Senate for each department in each year
is the corollary to the formalized Permanence and Oversight parameter.
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H4. No Nominee Hypothesis: Presidents will not submit a nominee for con�rmation without
also appointing an interim appointee.

The Empty Position Hypothesis predicts that presidents are more likely to leave “High Value

(contraction)” positions empty. Alternatively, the Interim Appointee Hypothesis predicts that pres-

idents will �ll “Low Value" and “High Value (expansion)" positions with interim appointees. In

other words, we would expect if two positions faced the same political context and were both high

value, the one under expansion presidential policy priorities would face a higher probability of

being �lled with an interim appointee and the one under contraction policy priorities would face

a higher probability of being left empty. Furthermore, the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis pre-

dicts that, all else equal, presidents will submit nominees for “High Value (expansion)” positions

as long as they are also Senate “Low Value” and “High Value (expansion)” and will be con�rmed.

Thus, we would expect that high-value positions under presidential expansion priorities will face

a lower probability of being �lled with a permanent appointee under Senate contraction priorities

than otherwise. However, given the sequential nature of �lling positions – namely, that president

must �rst choose to �ll them immediately and then submit a nominee for con�rmation – the No

Nominee Hypothesis predicts that, when a nominee submitted, “High Value (expansion)” positions

are more likely to be �lled with an interim instead of left empty. The following two sections will

test these hypotheses by estimating the above-speci�ed multinomial probit model, �rst, on the

three-category Position Status, which addresses H1-H3, and second, on the �ve-category Position

Status, which addresses H1-H4.

5.3.2 Results: Three-Category Position Status

Table 5.10 reports the estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors with the three-

category construction of Position Value.22 The coe�cients for the baseline choice, "Permanent
22The structure of the three-category Position Status dependent variable does not indicate nominations, and does

not require the inclusion of the variable measuring average time a nomination spent in the Senate. Tests for the
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Table 5.10: Likelihood Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments,
1977-2015

Multinominal Probit
DV: 3 Category Position Status

(1) (2)
Empty Interim

Position Appointee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.147 -0.285**
(0.11) (0.11)

High Value (contraction) -0.205 -0.191
(0.35) (0.38)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) -0.193** -0.138*
(0.05) ( 0.07)

High Value (contraction) -0.233 -0.203**
(0.17) (0.06)

President X Congress
Position Value

High Value High Value 0.365 0.160
(contraction) X (contraction) (0.49) (0.33)
High Value High Value 0.488 0.856
(contraction) X (expansion) (0.38) (0.29)
High Value High Value -0.201 0.138
(expansion) X (contraction) (0.30) (0.09)
High Value High Value -0.068 0.418**
(expansion) X (expansion) (0.10) (0.14)

Established Administration -1.078** -0.689**
(0.06) (0.06)

Co-Partisan Control 0.027 0.041
(0.27) (0.06)

Department of Defense 0.227* -0.452**
(0.11) (0.09)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -1.141** -1.354**
(0.29) (0.15)

Note: N=10290 in all models. Table entries are multinomial probit estimates of Position Status.
The omitted (baseline) category is "Permanent Appointee," its coe�cients have been normalized
to zero in order to identify the model and allow for comparisons across equations. Reference
category for Position Value is “Low Value.” Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Table 5.11: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.853 0.083 0.063
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.854 0.073 0.073
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.856 0.087 0.057
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Congress
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.848 0.087 0.065
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.874 0.071 0.055
(0.015) (0.01) (0.01)

Low Value 0.848 0.078 0.074
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Established
Administration

New Administration 0.646 0.146 0.208
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Established Administration 0.854 0.081 0.064
(0.01) (0.003) (0.01)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divided Control 0.86 0.077 0.062
(0.02) (0.005) (0.02)

Co-Partisan Control 0.854 0.081 0.064
(0.01) (0.003) (0.01)

Department Defense 0.866 0.044 0.091
(0.02) (0.004) (0.02)

Non-Defense 0.85 0.09 0.06
(0.01) (0.004) (0.01)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Appointee," have been normalized to zero in order to identify the model and allow for compar-

isons across equations. We can see that president Position Value signi�cantly contributes to the

likelihood of both an empty position and interim appointee. However, since parameter estimates

from MNP models display the multinomial log-odds, relative to the base category, and coe�-

cients for categorical variables are relative to the omitted category, their interpretation can be a

bit onerous. Instead, as reported in Table 5.11, the predicted probabilities of each position status

for each category of the explanatory variables, with all other variables at their means, reveals the

precise nature and magnitude of these e�ects. Additionally, for visual ease, Figure 5.10 presents

the predicted probabilities of empty positions and interim appointees for each category of presi-

dent’s Position Value, the variable at the core of each hypothesis.

Figure 5.10: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of Empty Positions and Interim Appointees,
given President’s Position Value
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model’s sensitivity to the variable’s inclusion supports excluding it as the results do not change signi�cantly or
substantially. However, the estimation on the �ve-category Position Status does require the inclusion of the variable
to avoid omitted variable bias.
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H1. Empty Position Hypothesis

The Empty Position Hypothesis states that presidents are more likely to leave high value po-

sitions empty when they have contraction policy priorities. Consequently, if the hypothesis is

accurate, then we would expect to �nd a higher predicted probability of empty positions when

president Position Value is “High Value (contraction)” than otherwise. The last column in Table

5.11 reports the results relating to the Empty Position Hypothesis. We can see that, as expected,

“High Value (contraction)" positions have a higher predicted probability (7.3%) of being empty

than “High Value (expansion)" positions with a predicted probability of 6.3%, and even higher than

“Low Value” positions with a predicted probability of 5.7%. However, neither of these di�erences

are statistically signi�cant at even the 10 percent level (p = 0.541 and p = 0.206, respectively),

which is more evident from their overlapping con�dence intervals displayed in Figure 5.10. When

we examine the predicted probabilities of an empty position, within each category of president

Position Value, by Congress Position Value, as shown in Figure 5.11, an interesting result emerges.

Figure 5.11: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Empty Position, given President and
Congress Position Value
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When a position is “High Value (contraction)” to the president, the likelihood of it being left

empty is higher when Congress prioritizes expansion than otherwise. Speci�cally, the predicted

probability of an empty position when president Position Value is “High Value (contraction)” is

11.9% when Congress Position Value is “High Value (expansion)” compared to 8.32% at “Low Value”

and 8.79% at “High Value (contraction).” Moreover, the di�erence between the predicted prob-

abilities under Congress “High Value (expansion)” and Congress “High Value (contraction)” are

statistically distinguishable at a less than 10 percent level (p = 0.081). This aligns with the presi-

dent’s equilibrium strategy presented in Lemma 3,23 that the president will not appoint an interim

and not nominate, thereby generating an empty position, when the position is “High Value (con-

traction)” to the president but is “High Value (expansion)” to the Senate. This result aligns with

my theoretical expectations. The core of the Empty Position Hypothesis is that, when president

Position Value is “High Value (contraction),” empty positions are more likely than the position

�lled by interim or permanent appointee. However, as Table 5.11 and Figure 5.10 show, when

president Position Value is “High Value (contraction),” the predicted probabilities of an empty po-

sition and an interim appointee are equally as likely and not statistically distinguishable from

each other.

Thus, the �rst likelihood model o�ers little support for the Empty Position Hypothesis and

there are two potential reasons. First, the mixed result could be driven by a limitation of the data.

Empty positions could be de facto �lled temporarily by individuals who are performing all the

powers and duties of the positions without having the o�cial title of “Acting" appointee.24 A more

nuanced distinction between these two kinds of empty positions – ones that are actually empty

and those empty only in name – could yield more supportive results. Second, this result could be

driven by the concentration of empty positions within departments. This likelihood model, with
23See Chapter 4, Section 3.
24Importantly, someone who signs o�cial documents as “performing the duties of X position,” who is essentially

an interim appointee without the o�cial “Acting" designation, is not the same as subdelegating duties of the position
to other �lled positions.
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the position status outcome at the position level, measures the probability that any one position is

empty. It does not address the incidence of empty positions within a department. The generality

of the theoretical hypotheses outlined above allow for considerations of both likelihood and in-

cidence of empty positions and interim appointees within departments. Since congressional and

presidential policy priorities correspond to each department, we would expect a larger number

of empty positions when presidents prioritize contraction and a larger number would be �lled

with an interim when the president prioritizes expansion. In fact, the analysis of the aggregated

counts of position status, as outlined in Chapter 7, shows that contraction policy priorities do

increase the number of empty high capacity positions.

H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis

The Interim Appointee Hypothesis states that presidents are more likely to �ll positions with

interim appointees when they are low value and, if they are high value, when presidents have

expansion policy priorities. If the hypothesis is accurate, we would expect to �nd higher pre-

dicted probabilities of interim appointees when president Position Value is “Low Value” and “High

Value (expansion),” than otherwise. And this is indeed what we �nd. The second column in Ta-

ble 5.11 reports the results relating to the Interim Appointee Hypothesis. Speci�cally, exactly as

predicted, interim appointees are more likely in “High Value (expansion)" positions, with a pre-

dicted probability of 8.3%, than in “High Value (contraction)" positions with a predicted probabil-

ity of 7.3%. This di�erence in predicted probabilities is statistically signi�cant at the 10 percent

level (p = 0.080). While “Low Value" positions also have higher predicted probability of interim

appointees (8.7%) than “High Value (contraction)," the di�erence is not statistically signi�cant

(p = 0.819).

Figure 5.10 also clearly illustrates that interim appointees are more likely than empty po-

sitions under the “High Value (expansion)" category of president Position Value. In fact, when

presidents prioritize expansion, interim appointees in high capacity positions are over 30 percent
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more likely (predicted probability of 8.3%), as empty high capacity positions (predicted probabil-

ity of 6.3%); and this di�erence is statistically signi�cant (p = 0.033). Additionally, Table 5.11 and

Figure 5.10 show that, as expected, “Low Value" positions are 45 percent more likely to be �lled

with an interim appointee, with a predicted probability of 8.7%, than left empty, with a predicted

probability of 5.7%; and this di�erence is also statistically signi�cant (p = 0.005).25

Recall we derive the Interim Appointee Hypothesis from Lemma 3 in Chapter 4, which states

that, in equilibrium, presidents appoint interim appointees to “Low Value” and “High Value (ex-

pansion)” positions, no matter the Senate’s Position Value.26 Empirically, we would expect no

statistically signi�cant di�erence in the predicted probabilities of an interim appointee under

president Position Value of “High Value (expansion)” across the categories of Congress Position

Value. In Figure 5.12, which displays the predicted probabilities of an interim appointee for each

category of president Position Value evaluated at each category of Congress Position Value, we

�nd evidence to support this expectation. Speci�cally, the predicted probabilities for interim ap-

pointees under the president Position Value category of “High Value (expansion)” are: 6.14% for

Congress “Low Value,” 7.15% for Congress “High Value (contraction),” and 9.91% for Congress

“High Value (expansion).” Moreover, the predicted probability of an interim when the position

is “High Value (expansion)" to the president and Congress “Low Value" is signi�cantly less– at a

5 percent level (p = 0.018) – than when it is Congress “High Value (expansion).” Yet, the other

pairwise di�erences across these predicted probabilities are not statistically signi�cant at even a

10 percent level.

Additionally, as expected, within the president Position Value category of “Low Value," we do

not �nd a di�erence in the predicted probabilities of an interim appointee across the categories

of Congress Position Value. When a position is “Low Value" to the president, we cannot statisti-

cally di�erentiate between the predicted probability under Congress “High Value (contraction)”
25Interims also appear to be equally as likely as empty positions under “High Value (contraction)”, with predicted

probabilities of 7.3% (p = 0.997).
26Again, here Congress Position Value is an empirical proxy for Senate Position Value.
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Figure 5.12: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Interim Appointee, given President and
Congress Position Value
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(8.67%) and the predicted probabilities under Congress “Low Value” (9.48%; p = 0.305) and under

Congress “High Value (expansion)” (8.42%; p = 0.205). Altogether, these results strongly support

the Interim Appointee Hypothesis and o�er considerable evidence that presidents use interim ap-

pointees to advance their policy goals.

H3. Permanent Appointee Hypothesis

The Permanent Appointee Hypothesis states that permanent, con�rmed appointees are more

likely in high value positions when the president has expansion policy priorities and the Senate

does not have contraction policy priorities. If the hypothesis is accurate, then we would expect

a high predicted probability of permanent appointees when president Position Value is “High

Value (expansion)” and Congress Position Value is either “Low Value” or “High Value (expansion).”

However, we do not �nd support for this hypothesis. The �rst column in Table 5.11 shows that
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all variables have their highest predicted probabilities for permanent appointee. This is expected

given the distribution of Position Status, where permanent appointees �ll 80 percent of positions.

We can alse see in Table 5.11 that “Low Value" positions have the highest predicted probability,

albeit only very slightly, of a permanent appointee (85.6%). However, the predicted probability

for “Low Value” positions is not statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the predicted probability

of 85.4% for “High Value (contraction)" positions (p = 0.942), or the predicted probability of

85.3% for “High Value (expansion)" positions (p = 0.793). The di�erence between the predicted

probabilities for “High Value (expansion)” and “High Value (contraction)" are also not statistically

signi�cant (p = 0.964).

From these �rst results, the likelihood model appears to o�er no support for the Permanent

Appointee Hypothesis. However, the critical aspect of the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis is the

requisite interaction between president Position Value and Congress Position Value. Whereas the

president’s �rst-mover advantage manifests as dictatorial control over the appointment of an

interim or leaving an empty position, a position �lled by a permanent appointee necessarily

requires Senate con�rmation. The Permanent Appointee Hypothesis predicts that con�rmed ap-

pointees will �ll PAS positions that are “High Value (expansion)" for the president when the Sen-

ate does not prioritize contraction. The implication of this condition is that we need to consider

the interaction between president Position Value and Congress Position Value. Consequently, we

need to examine the predicted probabilities of that interaction.

However, as Table 5.12 presents, the predicted probabilities of a permanent appointee, given

the Position Value for both the president and Congress, continue to o�er no statistically distin-

guishable pattern that would indicate strategic behavior. An explanation for this result might

emerge from two di�erent circumstances. First, perhaps this �nding points to an enduring norm

among presidents that the default appointment strategy is to �ll positions with permanent ap-

pointees through Senate con�rmation. Speci�cally, such an enduring norm would likely encour-

age presidents to not act rationally by appointing permanent appointees when they would be
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Table 5.12: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcome: Permanent Appointee
Congress Position Value

High Value
(expansion)

High Value
(contraction)

Low
Value

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.839 0.885 0.843
(0.01) (0.02) (0.017)

High Value (contraction) 0.846 0.86 0.866
(0.024) (0.018) (0.049)

Low Value 0.859 0.868 0.83
(0.013) (0.01) (0.016)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of a Permanent Appointee given the speci�ed
category of president Position Value. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries
denote alignment with theoretical expectations.

potentially better o� with a vacancy.27

Alternatively, perhaps this �nding highlights the permanence of a con�rmed appointee while

also calling into question the assumption that presidents dictate their own policy priorities. More

speci�cally, policy priorities are subject to change within administrations – perhaps due to chang-

ing economic conditions, �uctuations in public opinion, or new policy actions necessary for re-

sponding to acute crises. And this shift might occur after a nominee is con�rmed.28 Perhaps once

presidents invest resources – political and otherwise – into nominees’ con�rmations, they are

incentivized to see if the permanent appointees can advance the modi�ed policy priorities before

dismissing them to create a vacant position. Or, perhaps instead, once permanent appointees

assume their o�ces, they instigate a shift in their president’s policy priorities.29 In either case,

strategic appointment behavior would be undetectable if the observed policy priorities for a per-
27Consider, for instance, if it were the case that presidents traditionally followed a norm in their appointment

strategy that deferred to permanent appointees, even if their policy priorities are better served by a vacancy. Con-
sider, now, that a president who forsakes that norm would maintain vacancies when they served his interests, yet
he would also appear to be an anomaly for not seeking Senate con�rmation. When, instead, he is atypically rational
in his appointment strategy.

28If the change in policy priorities occurred after the nomination was submitted but before Senate con�rmation,
we might expect the president to withdraw the nomination.

29Both of these propositions would make for interesting inquiries but fall outside the scope of this dissertation.
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manent appointee are not aligned with the policy priorities from when that appointee was nom-

inated.

Additional Findings

The controls included in this analysis also o�er two interesting �ndings. First, permanent

appointees are not signi�cantly more likely during periods of co-partisan control versus periods

of divided control (p = 0.775). This result is surprising since we would expect from previous

work on appointees, ideology, and con�rmation delay (e.g., McCarty and Razaghian, 1999) that

permanent appointees would be signi�cantly less likely under divided control. Instead, when

we account for vacancies and include the capacity of the position to achieve policy priorities,

permanent, con�rmed appointees are not any more likely when the Senate majority party is the

same as the president’s party than when its not. Second, interim appointees are statistically sig-

ni�cantly more likely in new administrations in their �rst year, with a predicted probability of

14.6%, than in established ones, with a predicted probability of 8.1% (p = 0.000). But established

administrations are statistically signi�cantly more likely to have interim appointees than empty

positions with a predicted probability of 6.4% (p = 0.002). We know from the distribution of

vacancies over time (highlighted at the outset of this chapter in Figure 5.1) that presidents in-

herently experience fewer vacancies outside of their �rst, transition year. These results suggest

that experienced presidents are more likely to �ll those fewer vacant positions with interim ap-

pointees than to leave them empty. These higher likelihoods might also suggest that as the end

of an administration’s term draws closer, and within the interim tenure limit, interim appointees

become a more attractive strategy for presidents to achieve their policy priorities.
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5.3.3 Results: Five Category Position Status

Table 5.13 lists the estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors for the MNP

model estimated on the �ve-category construction of Position Status. Recall that the �ve cate-

gories here capture a more complete set of the outcomes in my formalized model: permanent

appointee, empty with no nominee, empty with a nominee, interim appointee with no nomi-

nee, and interim appointee with a nominee.30 Critically, by integrating the nomination data, this

analysis employs a smaller 31 the sample covering 1981 to 2015 which, consequently, excludes

the Carter administration. However, in doing so, we can identify whether the vacancy (empty

position or interim appointee) had a nominee awaiting con�rmation which is an improvement

from the omission of this distinction and clearly contributes to our larger understanding of ap-

pointments and separation of powers.

Additionally, di�erentiating between vacancies with and without nominees facilitates a more

nuanced examination of the three hypotheses tested in the previous analysis as well as new tests

of the fourth No Nominee hypotheses. As with the previous estimation, the coe�cients for the

baseline choice, "Permanent Appointee," have been normalized to zero in order to identify the

model and allow for comparisons across equations. This estimation also includes a measure of the

department-level average time a nomination spent in the Senate, as speci�ed previously. These

results show, again, that president Position Value signi�cantly contributes to the likelihood of an

empty position and interim appointee, and more speci�cally, to those outcomes with and without

a nominee awaiting con�rmation. Additionally, Table 5.14 presents the predicted probabilities of

each position status for each category of the explanatory variables, with all other variables at
30While the outcome “interim appointee with a nominee” captures the potential for that interim appointee to be

followed by a permanent one, it does not capture the realized con�rmation of the nominee. Similarly, the outcome
“permanent appointee” does not capture if the position was �lled with an interim appointee or left empty before that
permanent appointee was con�rmed.

31Importantly, the likelihood model estimation on the three category construction of Position Status (as described
in the previous section) is robust to using the restricted sample covering 1981-2015. As Table AA.1 in the Appendix
reports, the results are strikingly similar with slight di�erences in magnitude and very little di�erence, if any, in
statistical signi�cance between the estimated coe�cients.
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Table 5.13: Likelihood Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments,
1981-2015

Multinominal Probit
DV: 5 Category Position Status

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Empty, Empty, Interim, Interim,

No Nominee Nominee No Nominee Nominee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.069 0.397 -0.499** 0.349**
(0.156) (0.216) (0.13) (0.122)

High Value (contraction) -0.17 -0.483** -0.422 0.146
(0.396) (0.156) (0.44) (0.373)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) -0.264** 0.157** -0.189 0.135
(0.099) (0.059) (0.099) (0.154)

High Value (contraction) -0.342 0.209 -0.484** 0.517**
(0.178) (0.199) (0.141) (0.154)

President X Congress
Position Value

High Value High Value 0.421 0.295 0.618 -0.651
(contraction) X (contraction) (0.527) (0.259) (0.496) (0.442)
High Value High Value 0.479 0.550 0.232 -0.033
(contraction) X (expansion) (0.376) (0.379) (0.351) (0.285)
High Value High Value -0.0767 -0.682* 0.551** -0.941*
(expansion) X (contraction) (0.38) (0.277) (0.151) (0.391)
High Value High Value 0.063 -0.592** 0.601** -0.202
(expansion) X (expansion) (0.143) (0.206) (0.171) (0.189)

Department-level Average Time in Senate -0.0019 0.001 -0.0002 0.002**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.0002) (0.001)

Established Administration -0.960** -0.955** -0.748** -0.504**
(0.072) (0.078) (0.091) (0.059)

Co-Partisan Control 0.090 -0.295 0.089 -0.122
(0.228) (0.217) (0.085) (0.081)

Department of Defense 0.160 0.193 -0.366** -0.756**
(0.121) (0.106) (0.100) (0.110)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X X X

Intercept -0.723** -1.748** -1.035** -2.554**
(0.129) (0.365) (0.200) (0.038)

Note: N=9,626 in all models. Table entries are multinomial probit estimates of the �ve category Position Status.
The omitted (baseline) category is "Permanent Appointee," its coe�cients have been normalized
to zero in order to identify the model and allow for comparisons across equations. Reference
category for Position Value is “Low Value.” Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01 160



Table 5.14: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes

Empty, Empty, Interim, Interim,
No Nominee Nominee No Nominee Nominee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.055 0.009 0.065 0.017
(0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.002)

High Value (contraction) 0.066 0.008 0.054 0.016
(0.017) (0.003) (0.010) (0.004)

Low Value 0.048 0.011 0.070 0.017
(0.008) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.056 0.009 0.071 0.018
(0.009) (0.003) (0.008) (0.002)

High Value (contraction) 0.047 0.009 0.054 0.015
(0.009) (0.003) (0.006) (0.003)

Low Value 0.068 0.008 0.056 0.017
(0.010) (0.002) (0.011) (0.004)

Established
Administration

New Administration 0.159 0.032 0.129 0.024
(0.022) (0.003) (0.014) (0.004)

Established Administration 0.056 0.009 0.063 0.017
(0.007) (0.002) (0.005) (0.002)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divided Control 0.048 0.017 0.055 0.022
(0.011) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

Co-Partisan Control 0.056 0.009 0.063 0.017
(0.007) (0.002) (0.005) (0.002)

Department Defense 0.074 0.014 0.038 0.004
(0.009) (0.005) (0.004) (0.001)

Non-Defense 0.053 0.008 0.068 0.021
(0.007) (0.002) (0.006) (0.002)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors
are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were
held constant at their mean values.
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their means. To visually complement these tables, Figure 5.13 presents the predicted probabili-

ties of empty positions and interim appointees, with and without nominees, for each category of

president’s Position Value.

Figure 5.13: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of Empty Positions and Interim Appointees,
With and Without Nominees, given President’s Position Value
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H1. Empty Position Hypothesis

From the Empty Position Hypothesis we expect that empty positions are more likely when

president Position Value is “High Value (contraction).” Importantly, within my formalized frame-

work, when the outcome of the game is a sustained empty position, a nominee was not submitted

for con�rmation. Thus, we would expect, empirically, that presidents are more likely to leave

“High Value (contraction)” positions empty with no nominees; which is what the �rst column

in Table 5.14 displays. Speci�cally, “High Value (contraction)" positions have a higher predicted
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probability (6.6%) of being empty with no nominee than “High Value (expansion)" positions with

a predicted probability of 5.5%, and even higher than “Low Value” positions with a predicted

probability of 4.8%. However, as with our previous results, neither of these di�erences are statis-

tically signi�cant at even the 10 percent level (p = 0.518 and p = 0.173, respectively), which is

unsurprising given the overlapping con�dence intervals in Figure 5.13.

Critically, with the added distinction of nominees, we can see from both Table 5.14 and Figure

5.13 that, when president Position Value is “High Value (contraction), empty positions without

nominees are considerably more likely – eight times more likely – than empty positions with

nominees. This fully aligns with my theoretical expectation that presidents capitalize on their

�rst-mover advantage to choose not to submit nominees to high capacity positions when they

prioritize policy contraction. That is, when presidents leave positions empty, they do so in order

to advance policy priorities outside of the formal nomination-con�rmation process. Furthermore,

the substantively small predicted probability of an empty position with no nominee (0.8%) sits

squarely with our expectation from the No Nominee Hypothesis and previews those �ndings, dis-

cussed later in this section.

H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis

The third and fourth columns in Table 5.14 report the results relating to the Interim Appointee

Hypothesis. Speci�cally, exactly as predicted, interim appointees with no nominee are more likely

in “High Value (expansion)" and “Low Value" positions, with predicted probabilities of 6.5% and

7.0%, respectively, than in “High Value (contraction)" positions with a predicted probability of

5.4%. However, as Figure 5.13 illustrates, the di�erences across these categories of president

Position Value are not statistically distinguishable.

Figure 5.13 also highlights that interim appointees, with and without nominees, are more

likely than empty positions under the “High Value (expansion)" category of president Position

Value, as predicted. Speci�cally, the predicted probability of interim appointees with no nomi-
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nees is 6.5% compared to 5.5% for empty positions with no nominees; and we can di�erentiate

this di�erence at a 10 percent level (p = 0.095). Table 5.14 and Figure 5.13 also show that, as

expected, “Low Value" positions are 30 percent more likely to be �lled with an interim appointee

with no nominee with a predicted probability of 7.0%, than left empty, with a predicted proba-

bility of 5.4%; and this di�erence is also statistically signi�cant (p = 0.016). Furthermore, when

we shift to the likelihoods of interim appointees with a nominee, we also see that they are nearly

twice as likely to �ll “High Value (expansion)” positions (1.7%) than those positions are to be left

empty with a nominee submitted (0.9%). While these di�erences are distinguishable (p = 0.024),

they seem substantively small.

H4. No Nominee Hypothesis

Recall that the No Nominee Hypothesis conjectures that presidents will not submit a nomi-

nee for con�rmation without also appointing an interim appointee. Thus, we would expect that

interim appointees with nominees are more likely than empty positions with nominees; and as

Figure 5.13 presents, that is what we �nd. Interim appointees with nominees are signi�cantly

more likely in “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” positions – such that both categories

have predicted probabilities of 1.7% – than empty positions with nominees in those categories of

president Position Value (.9% and 1.1%, respectively). Again, mentioned above, these di�erences

seem substantively small. However, if we reconsider these categories of Position Status as dis-

tinctions of a vacant position – that is, if we condition the analysis on a position not having a

con�rmed appointee – we will see that there are meaningful impacts of these relatively small

likelihoods. Next, I present the predicted probabilities from this supplemental analysis and the

MNP results producing these probabilities can be found in the appendix.
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Supplemental Analysis: Position Status Among Vacancies

The distinction between empty positions and interim appointees is fundamentally one sepa-

rate from permanent appointees. While an appointment decision begins with a president’s choice

to �ll an opening immediately with an interim appointee, or to leave it empty, and then whether

or not submit a nominee for con�rmation, the lack of a con�rmed appointee is what initiates

the process. In other words, empty positions and interim appointees – with or without nomi-

nees – have the absence of a permanent appointee as a common characteristic. And, in general,

positions are considerably more likely to be �lled by a permanent appointee than to be vacant.

This can obscure the substantive impact of any one variable on the likelihood of each type of

vacancy, as permanent appointees dominate the outcome. To highlight how president Position

Value in�uences the likelihood of each position status, given that the position is not �lled by a

permanent appointee, we need to subset the analysis conditional on vacancy status. Table 5.15

and Figure 5.14 present the predicted probabilities of empty positions (with and without nomi-

nees) and interim appointees (with and without nominees), within the subset of vacancies, for

each category of president Position Value. These results parallel the results derived from the full

set of Position Status outcomes above; however, as a comparison of Figures 5.13 and 5.14 yields,

Table 5.15: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes Among Vacancies

Empty, Empty, Interim, Interim,
No Nominee Nominee No Nominee Nominee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.372 0.055 0.452 0.121
(0.0233) (0.017) (0.029) (0.014)

High Value (contraction) 0.449 0.056 0.378 0.117
(0.059) (0.022) (0.044) (0.036)

Low Value 0.328 0.071 0.487 0.114
(0.036) (0.004) (0.032) (0.022)

Note: N=1,943. Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status for the subset of vacant positions.
Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with theoretical expectations.
Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Figure 5.14: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability that a Vacancy is Empty Position or Filled
with Interim Appointee, With and Without Nominees, given President’s Position
Value
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di�erences between the predicted probabilities for interim appointees and empty positions with-

out nominees are now statistically distinguishable at a 5 percent level and continue to provide

evidence supporting each of my hypotheses.

5.4 Discussion

The results presented here support the larger argument that presidents strategically manage

vacancies in and appointments to PAS positions based on the capacity of the position to advance

speci�c policy priorities, the Position Value. The �rst analysis examines the status of a position in

the framework of a multi-choice model – one that includes the set of alternatives to �ll positions
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with interim or permanent appointees or to leave them empty. It yields appreciable evidence

that presidents use interim appointees to advance their expansion policy priorities, and some ev-

idence, albeit at lower levels of signi�cance, for the strategic use of empty positions. The second

analysis takes an increasingly nuanced approach by distinguishing between both the types of

vacancies and whether there was a nomination awaiting con�rmation. The �ndings support the

conjecture that presidents strategically choose to not submit nominees, yield modest evidence

that presidents use empty positions to advance their contraction policy priorities, and reinforces

the �rst model’s �ndings on interim appointees. However, these likelihood models yield no ex-

plicit evidence for the strategic use of permanent appointees.

These data represent a signi�cant contribution to the study of presidential appointments and

vacancies therein – namely the nuanced distinction between between empty posts and interim

appointees. However, there are three potential limitations. First, as mentioned previously, the

discrete nature of the outcome variable – the single, yearly time-step of each record for each

PAS position – does not o�er a complete picture of all vacancies throughout each year of each

administration. However, since positions are generally less likely to be vacant than �lled with

a permanent appointee, this limitation ultimately leads to more conservative estimates of any

impact on position status and makes obtaining signi�cant results more di�cult and less expected.

Furthermore, as explained earlier, a comprehensive analysis of the Department of Labor shows a

considerable overlap (more than 93%) of position statuses captured in a continuous dataset and

those captured in this discrete one. Ultimately, this speaks to the unlikely nature of systematic

missingness in the dependent variable.

Second, there is a potential limitation in the o�cial reporting of interim appointees. There are

reasons to believe that individuals serve in the position as if they were interim appointees without

the o�cial designation as an acting appointee. For instance, in June 2018, the Director of the

National Park Service in the Department of the Interior was o�cially listed as empty. However,

Dan Smith, the Deputy Director, was ‘exercising the authority of the director without assuming
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the title as “Acting Director.” Consequently, some set of positions identi�ed as “empty” in my data

could actually be uno�cially and covertly �lled by interim appointees. This aspect of the o�cial

reports could be masking strategic behavior and might contribute to the dampened results for

the likelihood of empty positions. However, this tactic has only recently been employed by the

Trump administration and is likely not pernicious in my data.

Lastly, there is a potential limitation in the construction of Policy Priorities. It could be that

priorities vary within departments at the level of a sub-agency or bureau. This would materialize

as subsets of positions with contrasting priorities from the rest of the department. Alternatively,

in some cases, neutral policy priorities might actually result from having a relatively equal num-

ber of sub-agency and bureaus for which presidents prioritize contraction and expansion. This

might be the case for a small number of the 517 department-years captured in this data, and the

extent of which would require a matching of program level appropriations to each sub-agency

and bureau. While I recognize that this variation in priorities within a department certainly ex-

ists, given the complexities of intra-departmental responsibilities on policy implementation and

the labyrinth of sub-agency government appropriations, this variation is most likely not biasing

the results.

In all, the analysis in this chapter yields strong support for the Interim Appointee Hypothesis

and No Nominee Hypothesis, some support for the Empty Position Hypothesis and limited support

for the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis. There are two potential reasons for these mixed results.

First, these mixed results could be driven by changes in the institutional structure that has gov-

erned vacancies and the tenures of interim appointees. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Vacancies

Act of 1868 limits the length of time that an interim appointee could serve to 30 days; and that

limit was lengthened to 120 days in 1988 by the Presidential Transitions E�ectiveness Act. The

most sweeping changes, however, came with the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) of 1998,

which extended an interim appointee’s initial tenure to 210 days and upwards of 720 days after

two rounds of submitted and returned nominees. Consequently, we might expect to �nd di�erent
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patterns before and after the passage of the FVRA. In fact, we would expect that if my hypotheses

are supported under one institutional regime and not the other, then the combination would po-

tentially bias the result. Such disparate trends would help to explain the mixed results presented

here and as the analysis o�ered in Chapter 6 will show, this is what we �nd.

Second, the mixed results could be driven by the concentration of vacancies – speci�cally,

empty positions – within departments, rather than spread across departments. The likelihood

model, with the position status outcome at the position level, measures the probability that any

one position is either empty or �lled with an interim or permanent appointee. It does not address

the incidence or accumulation of these position statuses within a department. As mentioned at

the outset of this chapter, the generality of my theoretical hypotheses allow for considerations

of both likelihood and incidence of position status within departments. Chapter 7 takes up this

question in an analysis of aggregate counts of each position status and, in doing so, �nds support

for my theory.

In the chapters to follow, I continue to leverage the extensive dataset described here for two

additional sets of parametric tests – an extension of the MNP model and a count model – of the

hypotheses derived in Chapter 4. First, in the next chapter, I begin by examining Position Status

during the periods before and after the passage of the FVRA in 1998. To this end, I extend the

central MNP regression analysis from this chapter in two ways. First, I add an indicator for years

before and after 1998 to control for the �xed e�ects of the FVRA institutional regime. Critically,

though, this linear addition to the model does not account for any interactive e�ect of the FVRA

on the impact of Position Value. Consequently, I present a second analysis that models Position

Status as a function of Position Value, and the other previously described predictors, separately

for each subset of observations before and after 1998.

Then, in Chapter 7, I present the results from a count model that addresses the limitations

of the data structure and likelihood model speci�cation described above. To do this, I transform

the Position Status variable for PAS positions in the �fteen Executive departments into aggre-
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gated counts by department-year. Accordingly, Chapter 7 �rst introduces and describes the Po-

sition Status count data, after which I outline my estimation strategy for the negative binomial

regression analysis. Then I present the results from the count models estimated on the sets of

department-year counts of each Position Status in high capacity positions. I also o�er an alterna-

tive perspective from a supplementary analysis that accounts for the delay between a president’s

decision to appoint a permanent appointee and the realization of that choice.
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CHAPTER VI

Examining Vacancies in the Context of the Federal

Vacancies Reform Act

Recall from Chapter 2 that the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) of 1998 created a new

institutional regime that stipulates who can serve as an interim appointee and for how long.

Speci�cally, prior to the FVRA, interim appointees could serve for 120 days since 1988 and, prior

to that, only 30 days. The FVRA lengthened the time restrictions so that an initial interim ap-

pointment is typically 210 days, but up to 300 days if the vacancy occurs within the �rst 90 days

after inauguration. However, as outlined previously, an interim appointee can potentially serve

much longer than just 210 days. The time restriction is suspended and the acting o�cial can

remain in o�ce if a �rst nomination has been submitted to the Senate and is pending. Moreover,

an interim can continue for an additional 210 days after the rejection, withdrawal, or return of

that nomination. The restriction is suspended again and the acting o�cial can remain in o�ce if

a second nomination has been submitted to the Senate and is pending. Then, if that nomination is

rejected, withdrawn, or returned, an acting o�cial can serve for another 210 days. Thus, the 210

day tenure can repeat twice: after each of two submitted nominations are rejected, withdrawn, or

returned. Consequently, an interim appointee could �ll the position for up to 300 days before any

nomination is submitted, up to 720 days if the respective nominations are withdrawn, rejected,
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or returned, and nearly inde�nitely if the Senate does not act on a submitted nomination.

The extended length that interim appointees can serve under the FVRA makes them a pow-

erful strategy given that presidential terms are just 1,461 days. Interim appointments after the

passage of the FVRA could be nearly six times longer than those before, which makes 1998 a po-

tentially critical year for presidential appointment strategy. Ultimately, this dissertation seeks to

discover what explains, and predicts, why certain positions are left empty while others are �lled

with interim or permanent appointees. I have proposed several formally-derived hypotheses

about the role that Position Value plays in a president’s calculus to �ll or not �ll vacant positions,

and the empirical tests in Chapter 5 presented evidence that support these predictions, however

only in part. The substantial di�erence in the prospective terms of interim appointees pre and

post-FVRA could explain these mixed �ndings. In the next section, I test this conjecture, and my

hypotheses in this context, by extending the central multinomial probit (MNP) regression analy-

sis from Chapter 5 to speci�cally account for the in�uence of the FVRA on the conditions under

which presidents engage in speci�c appointment strategies.

6.1 LikelihoodModels of Position Status, with Federal Vacancies Reform
Act Fixed E�ects

Here, I estimate the �rst of two MNP models of Position Status, with cluster-robust standard

errors to account for clustering within administrations, according to the speci�cation outlined by

Equation 5.1 in Chapter 5. Critically, while this analysis allows for formal statistical inference of

the marginal e�ects of the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) on the likelihood of each position

status, it does not allow for causal inference. The primary purpose of this correlational analysis

is to explore whether the insigni�cant e�ect of Position Value for the likelihood of permanent

appointees might be related to a shift in institutional regimes.1 As such, in what follows, I present
1Importantly, I am not making a causal argument that the FVRA caused a change in the likelihood of permanent
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an analysis that falls within the scope of this dissertation as it speci�cally seeks to explore how

presidents use vacancies and appointments. Given that the inquiry at hand is the �rst examination

of vacancies in an inter-branch context, and the �rst to explicitly identify interim appointees as a

part of the set of appointment strategies, there are no existing empirical expectations or previous

work on the FVRA to draw from. Consequently, while I do not o�er a causal claim about the

altered incentives for the president to pursue one appointment over another, due to the FVRA, I

do expect the analysis to show a correlated e�ect. This �rst extension additionally controls for

the �xed e�ects of the FVRA with an indicator for the years 1998-2015 (versus 1977-1997). The

second extension, detailed in the next section, estimates this model separately on the two subsets

of observations before and after the FVRA.2 For convenience, I will restate the speci�cation here:3

Uyjt =αyjt + βVPV
′
Pyjt

+ βVCV
′
Cyjt

+ βVPxC
V ′PyjtV

′
Cyjt

+ (6.1)

γ1EA
′
t + γ2CP

′
t + γ3FV RA

′
t + γ4D

′
j + γ5A

′
t + ε,

such that

Pr(yjt = Sm) = Pr(uSm > uSk
∀m 6= k)

for

S1m


0⇒ Empty

1⇒ Interim Appointee

2⇒ Permanent Appointee,

where
S1 is the status of a position yjt in department j for year t indicates whether it is empty,
�lled with an interim appointee, or �lled with a permanent appointee;

S2 is the status of a position yjt in department j for year t indicates whether it is empty
without a nominee, empty with a nominee, �lled with an interim appointee without a

appointees, which would require a research design (e.g., regression discontinuity). Future work should delve more
deeply into a casual argument of how this law altered incentives.

2Naturally, this estimation strategy excludes the �xed e�ects for the FVRA.
3See Chapter 5, Section 2.2.1 for the detailed account of each variable.
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nominee, �lled with an interim with a nominee, or �lled with a permanent appointee;

VPyjt is Position Value for the president;

VCyjt is Position Value for Congress;

VPyjtVCyjt is the interaction between the Position Value for the president and Congress, as
driven by my theoretical expectations;

EAt and γ1 is Established Administration and its e�ects;

CPt and γ2 is Co-Partisan Control of the Senate and its e�ects;

FV RAt indicates the years under the FVRA (1998 to 2015); Dj indicates the Department of
Defense; At is administration �xed e�ects; and ε are the multivariate normally distributed
errors.

Since the purpose of this analysis is simply to identify any impact of the FVRA on the likelihood of

each Position Status, the full report of estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors can

be found in Table AB.1 in the Appendix. As mentioned in Chapter 5, interpreting the parameter

estimates from MNP models can be a bit onerous. Instead, Table AB.2 in the Appendix reports the

predicted probabilities of each position status for each category of the explanatory variables, with

all other variables at their means, and reveals the precise nature and magnitude of these e�ects.

A comparison of these tables with the respective tables in Chapter 5 show only slight changes,

if any, in the magnitude of the estimates and no changes in the direction of the e�ects or their

signi�cance. That is, these results demonstrate the robustness of the e�ect of Position Value on

the choice to �ll a position or not. Importantly, the results indicate signi�cant �xed e�ects of

the FVRA on the likelihoods of interim and permanent appointees, which I will explore in detail

below. First, for visual ease, Figure 6.1 displays the predicted probabilities of empty positions and

interim appointees and Figure 6.2 does so for permanent appointees.

Interestingly, we can see from Figure 6.1 that interim appointees are considerably more likely

in the period after the passage of the FVRA than before, while Figure 6.2 shows that perma-
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Figure 6.1: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Empty Position and Interim Appointee,
given FVRA Institutional Regime
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Figure 6.2: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of a Permanent Appointee, given FVRA Insti-
tutional Regime
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nent appointees are considerably less likely.4 While empty positions are also more likely after

the FVRA, the e�ect is not distinguishable from the pre-FVRA period (p = 0.366). These �nd-

ings address the conjecture that the longer tenures for interim appointees, permitted under the

FVRA, make them a more powerful strategy for presidents to employ. Moreover, the fact that the

predicted probabilities of empty positions are statistically indistinguishable before and after the

FVRA, while the predicted probabilities of interim and permanent appointees are distinguishable

suggests a potential substitution e�ect between the appointees. That is, after the FVRA, increas-

ing the likelihood of an interim appointee decreases the likelihood of a permanent appointee

without a discernible impact on empty positions. However, this does not indicate whether pres-

idents simply rely on more interim and fewer permanent appointees regardless of Position Value

or if they increase their strategic use of interim appointees speci�cally. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5

begin to examine this question and show an even starker impact of the FVRA, as they compare

the e�ects of Position Value on the likelihoods of each Position Status estimated for the pre- and

post-FVRA institutional regimes. Table 6.1 lists the predicted probabilities displayed in these

�gures.

Notably, Figure 6.3 reveals a discernible di�erence across the categories of FVRA in the pre-

dicted probabilities of empty positions when estimated for the categories of president Position

Value. Here, the likelihood of empty positions is higher before the FVRA (1977-1997) than after

(1998-2015) for each category of president Position Value, and these di�erences are statistically

distinguishable at a less than 5 percent level.5 While this result seemingly reverses the estimated

aggregate e�ect highlighted in Figure 6.1, the di�erence between those predicted probabilities of

empty positions, as mentioned above, is not statistically di�erent from zero. The result displayed

in Figure 6.3 indicates that, while presidents are less likely to leave positions empty after the
4Both di�erences are statistically distinguishable at a less than 1 percent level (p < 0.000).
5The di�erence between pre-FVRA and post-FVRA for “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” are each sig-

ni�cant at a less than 1 percent level (p = 0.004 and p = 0.006, respectively), and for “High Value (contraction)” is
signi�cant at a 5 percent level (p = 0.014).
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Table 6.1: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

Estimated given pre-FVRA (1977-1997)

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.822 0.070 0.074
(0.01) (0.01) (0.11)

High Value (contraction) 0.823 0.062 0.082
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.833 0.071 0.065
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Estimated given post-FVRA (1998-2015)

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.789 0.102 0.057
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.791 0.090 0.066
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.80 0.101 0.050
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.

FVRA, the di�erence appears evenly distributed.6 Next, Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present the predicted

probabilities for interim and permanent appointees that are also reported in Table 6.1.

Speci�cally, Figure 6.4 compares the predicted probabilities of interim appointees evaluated

for both category of FVRA: each of which indicates the sets of years post-FVRA and pre-FVRA,

respectively. This comparison shows that the predicted probabilities of interim appiontees are

higher under post-FVRA than pre-FVRA, for all categories of president Position Value, and these

di�erences are statistically distinguishable at a less than 1 percent level (p < 0.000). Again, the

higher likelihood of an interim appointee in an era when they can serve nearly six times longer
6In each category of president Position Value, the predicted probability of empty positions estimated for pre-FVRA

is 0.02 less than those estimated for post-FVRA.
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Figure 6.3: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Empty Position, given President Position
Value and FVRA Institutional Regime
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Figure 6.4: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Interim Appointee, given President Po-
sition Value and FVRA Institutional Regime
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than before, supports the notion that the FVRA increased their strategic value to presidents.

Furthermore, aligned with the �ndings from Chapter 5, “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value"

positions have higher predicted probabilities of being �lled with interim appointees than “High

Value (contraction)” positions under both pre and post-FVRA institutional regimes. Alternatively,

Figure 6.5 illustrates how the predicted probabilities of permanent appointees are higher under

pre-FVRA than under post-FVRA, and we can statistically di�erentiate between the two regimes

at less than a 1 percent level (p < 0.000) for all categories of president Position Value.

Figure 6.5: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of a Permanent Appointee, given President
Position Value and FVRA Institutional Regime
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However, as mentioned above, these sets of predicted probabilities are derived from an esti-

mated model that linearly adds the �xed e�ects of the FVRA. A precise estimation of how the

likelihoods of each Position Status, as a function of Position Value, di�er in the periods before and

after the FVRA requires interacting FVRA with each of the predictors. An e�cient approach to

this strategy is to estimate the likelihood of Position Status separately for the observations before

and after the FVRA, the results of which are presented in the next section.
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6.2 Likelihood Models of Position Status, Before and After the Federal
Vacancies Reform Act

Here, I estimate this chapter’s second set of MNP models of Position Status, according to the

speci�cation outlined by Equation 5.1 in Chapter 5 and restated in Equation 6.1 of this chapter.

This second extension estimates the model separately on the set of position-year observations

from the pre-FVRA regime (1977-1997) and those from the post-FVRA regime (1998-2015). As

the multi-choice model simultaneously tests the three central hypotheses derived in Chapter 4

under each regime, for convenience, I also list them again here and will address them each in

turn.

H1. Empty Position Hypothesis: A president is more likely to leave high value positions
empty when prioritizing policy contraction.

H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis: A president will always immediately �ll low value
positions with interim appointees, and is more likely to immediately �ll high value positions
with interims when prioritizing policy expansion.

H3. Permanent Appointee Hypothesis: Con�rmed appointees are more likely in high value
PAS positions when the president prioritizes expansion, the Senate does not prioritize contraction,
and the bargaining cost is su�ciently small (below the president’s cutpoint).

The Empty Position Hypothesis predicts that presidents are more likely to leave “High Value

(contraction)” positions empty; and the Interim Appointee Hypothesis predicts that presidents will

�ll “Low Value” and “High Value (expansion)” positions with interim appointees. In other words,

similar to the expectations outlined in Chapter 5, we would expect if two positions faced the same

political context and were both high value, the one under expansion presidential policy priorities

would face a higher probability of being �lled with an interim appointee. Alternatively, the one

under contraction policy priorities would face a higher probability of being left empty. For the

analysis at hand, we would expect to see these patterns to emerge within each regime, separately

for the pre-FVRA and post-FVRA models.

Furthermore, the distinct features of the post-FVRA institutional regime – notably, the longer

potential tenures of interim appointees – adds an extra dimension to these expectations. Each
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appointee, no matter their e�ectiveness, is naturally constrained by the limit of their resources.

Government actions are constrained by appropriations and individuals are constrained by the

limited time they are able to serve. Ultimately, each additional day presents appointees with

a wider window of time to achieve the administration’s policy and political objectives. If we

suppose that the extended terms that interim appointees can serve makes them a more attractive

option for advancing policy priorities, then we would anticipate that the FVRA will amplify our

expectations. That is, we would expect higher likelihoods of interim appointees in “High Value

(expansion)” and “Low Value” positions in the post-FVRA regime than in the pre-FVRA regime.

Lastly, the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis predicts that, all else equal, presidents will submit

nominees for “High Value (expansion)” positions as long as these positions are also Senate “Low

Value” and “High Value (expansion)” and will be con�rmed. Thus, we would expect when pres-

ident Position Value is “High Value (expansion),” positions will face a lower probability of being

�lled with a permanent appointee under Senate contraction priorities than otherwise. Below,

Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 report the estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors as well

as the more digestible predicted probabilities for each separate estimation.

H1. Empty Position Hypothesis

If the Empty Position Hypothesis is accurate, we would expect higher predicted probabilities

of empty positions for those that are “High Value (contraction)” than otherwise. As the third

column in Table 6.3 reports, that is exactly what we �nd under the pre-FVRA regime. In fact,

Figure 6.6 o�ers a clearer picture of the two expected relationships: between the predicted prob-

abilities of an empty position across the categories of president Position Value and between the

predicted probabilities of interim appointees and empty positions within the “High Value (con-

traction)” category. We can see from Figure 6.6 that “High Value (contraction)” positions have

the highest predicted probability of being empty, and it is statistically distinguishable from “High

Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” positions at a 1 percent level (p < 0.000). Moreover, within
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Table 6.2: Likelihood Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments,
Pre-FVRA (1977-1997) and Post-FVRA (1998-2015)

Multinominal Probit
DV: 3 Category Position Status

Pre-FVRA Post-FVRA
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Empty Interim Empty Interim
Position Appointee Position Appointee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.180 -0.309 0.223 -0.299
(0.27) (0.35) (0.30) (0.21)

High Value (contraction) -0.014 0.073 -0.640 -0.517**
(0.19) (0.459) (0.79) (0.07)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) -0.238* -0.080 -0.114 -0.276
(0.10) (0.09) (0.08) (0.20)

High Value (contraction) -0.111 -0.090 -0.144 -0.133
(0.06) (0.08) (0.27) (0.12)

President X Congress
Position Value

High Value High Value 0.307 0.005 0.379 0.292
(contraction) X (contraction) (0.27) (0.39) (0.84) (0.15)
High Value High Value 0.676* -0.266 0.573 0.522*
(contraction) X (expansion) (0.29) (0.27) (1.03) (0.22)
High Value High Value 0.065 0.560 -0.494 -0.241
(expansion) X (contraction) (0.48) (0.34) (0.344) (0.29)
High Value High Value -0.118 0.509** -0.218 0.502
(expansion) X (expansion) (0.19) (0.16) (0.26) (0.27)

Established Administration -1.205** -0.828** -0.973** -0.660**
(0.02) (0.21) (0.02) (0.09)

Co-Partisan Control 0.637* 0.208** -0.487** 0.016
(0.25) (0.02) (0.03) (0.04)

Department of Defense 0.113 -0.503** 0.291** -0.429**
(0.18) (0.15) (0.05) (0.07)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X X X

Intercept -1.601** -1.462** -0.836** -0.657**
(0.35) (0.33) (0.09) (0.06)

Note: N=5,174 in models (1) and (2); N=5,116 in models (3) and (4). Table entries are multinomial probit estimates
of Position Status. The omitted (baseline) category is "Permanent Appointee," its coe�cients have been normal-
ized to zero in order to identify the model and allow for comparisons across equations. Reference category for
Position Value is “Low Value.” Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Table 6.3: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes, Pre-FVRA (1977-1997)
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.830 0.075 0.096
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

High Value (contraction) 0.806 0.054 0.139
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.851 0.068 0.081
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.

Table 6.4: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes, Post-FVRA (1998-2015)
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.852 0.098 0.050
(0.004) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.874 0.090 0.036
(0.01) (0.01) (0.002)

Low Value 0.844 0.106 0.050
(0.01) (0.01) (0.001)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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positions that are “High Value (contraction),” empty positions are considerably more likely than

interim appointees, and the predicted probabilities are statistically distinguishable at a 5 percent

level (p = 0.011). While the expected patterns reverse under the post-FVRA regime, these results

show that there is strong support for the Empty Position Hypothesis under the pre-FVRA regime.

Figure 6.6: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Empty Position and Interim Appointee,
given President Position Value, pre-FVRA (1977-1997)
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H2. Interim Appointee Hypothesis

If the Interim Appointee Hypothesis is accurate, we would expect higher predicted probabili-

ties of interim appointees for “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” positions than otherwise.

The second columns in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 present exactly these expected results. Moreover, Fig-

ures 6.6 and 6.7 highlight the strong evidence for the Interim Appointee Hypothesis under both the

pre- and post-FVRA regimes – a result foreshadowed by the robust results from the likelihood

analysis in Chapter 5. Figure 6.6 clearly illustrates that, under the pre-FVRA regime, the like-

lihood of interim appointees is higher for “High Value (expansion)” positions than “High Value
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(contraction)” ones, and statistically distinguishable at a 1 percent level (p < 0.000). While the

second column in Table 6.3 reports that “Low Value” positions also have a higher likelihood than

“High Value (contraction)” under the pre-FVRA regime, this di�erence is not statistically distin-

guishable (p = 0.551).

Additionally, the second column in Table 6.4 reports that these patterns persist under the

post-FVRA regime. That is, the predicted probabilities of an interim appointee in “High Value

(expansion)” and “Low Value” positions, under the post-FVRA regime, are higher than “High

Value (contraction)” ones, however, they are not statistically distinguishable (p = 0.261 and

p = 0.585, respectively). Furthermore, while the predicted probabilities, under the pre-FVRA

regime, of interim appointees are less than the predicted probabilities of empty positions within

“High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value” categories of president Position Value, they are not

statistically distinguishable either (p = 0.536).

Most notably, Figure 6.7 displays a striking result. While we cannot statistically di�erenti-

ate between the likelihoods of an interim appointee, under the post-FVRA regime, across the

categories of president Position Value (p = 0.261 and p = 0.585), we can very clearly di�erenti-

ate between them within these categories. Speci�cally, the predicted probabilities of an interim

appointee are twice those of an empty position for “High Value (expansion)” and “Low Value”

positions – which o�ers very strong evidence for the Interim Appointee Hypothesis. However,

Figure 6.7 also shows that interim appointees are three times as likely as empty positions for

“High Value (contraction)” positions, which does not align with expectations from the Empty Po-

sition Hypothesis or the Interim Appointee Hypothesis. Even so, the higher likelihoods of interim

appointees under the post-FVRA regime – higher still than the likelihoods under the pre-FVRA

regime – emphasize the in�uence, as expected, of the Federal Vacancies Reform Act on how Po-

sition Value captures the strategic value of interim appointees.
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Figure 6.7: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of an Empty Positions and Interim Appointee,
given President Position Value, post-FVRA (1998-2015)
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H3. Permanent Appointee Hypothesis

If the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis is accurate, we would expect higher predicted probabil-

ities of permanent appointees for positions in the “High Value (expansion)” category of president

Position Value. More speci�cally, we would expect permanent appointees to be more likely when

presidents prioritize expansion and the Senate does not prioritize policy contraction. Further-

more, as mentioned at the outset of this chapter, a potential explanation for the insigni�cant

results from the likelihood models in Chapter 5 could arise from divergent patterns in Position

Status in the periods before and after the FVRA. As Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 present, we �nd

evidence that meets each of these expectations, at least in part.

First, as the results in column 1 of Table 6.3 report, the likelihood of permanent appointees

is higher for “High Value (expansion)” positions than “High Value (contraction)" ones under the

pre-FVRA regime, as predicted. And this di�erence is statistically distinguishable (p = 0.009). In-
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Figure 6.8: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of a Permanent Appointee, given President
Position Value, Pre-FVRA (1977-1997)
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Figure 6.9: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of a Permanent Appointee, given President
Position Value, Post-FVRA (1998-2015)
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terestingly, after the FVRA was passed in 1998, this relationship reverses such that the likelihood

of permanent appointees is lower for “High Value (expansion)” positions than “High Value (con-

traction)” ones; however, we cannot statistically di�erentiate between the two predicted proba-

bilities (p = 0.095). Furthermore, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 clearly illustrates that, indeed, the pattern of

predicted probabilities of permanent appointees inverts under the post-FVRA regime compared

to the post-FVRA regime - which then contributes to the insigni�cant �nding in Chapter 5.

Figure 6.10: Adjusted Predictions of the Probability of a Permanent Appointee, given President
Position Value and Congress Position Value, Pre-FVRA (1977-1997)
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Second, Figure 6.10 presents the predicted probabilities of a permanent appointee for each

category of president Position Value given the categories of Congress Position Value, under the

pre-FVRA regime. This �gure shows that, as expected, the likelihood of a permanent appointee

is higher when Congress Position Value is not “High Value (contraction)” – when it is “High Value

(expansion)” and “Low Value” – but the di�erences are not statistically distinguishable at even a
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10 percent level. Consequently, while this �nding matches our expectations, it only faintly sup-

ports the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis.

6.3 Discussion

This analysis signi�cantly contributes to a more complete explanation of what drives pres-

idents to leave certain positions empty while seeking interim or permanent appointments for

others, but there is still room for further exploration. The �ndings from these likelihood models

– which explicitly account for the e�ects of the FVRA – together with those presented in Chapter

5 o�er coherent and robust evidence for the Interim Appointee Hypothesis.

While we �nd additional, albeit only moderate, support for the Empty Position Hypothesis, the

results from the likelihood models are not conclusive. One reason for this could be driven be a

concentration of vacancies – speci�cally, empty positions – within departments, rather than a

distribution across departments. Speci�cally, each position status might accumulate in the high

capacity positions in departments for which the president has the requisite expansion or contrac-

tion policy priorities.

Ultimately, the likelihood model speci�cation with the position-level outcome variable mea-

sures the probability that any one position is either empty or �lled with an interim or permanent

appointee as a function of Position Value and the other predictors. It does not address the incidence

or accumulation of these separate position statuses, nor does it account for the potential set of

each position status within a department. Structurally, the incidence of permanent appointees is

limited by the department’s total number of PAS positions;7 and, similarly, the incidence of empty

positions and interim appointees is limited by the the total number of vacant PAS positions. The

count model speci�cation, outlined next in Chapter 7, estimates the expected number of empty
7In count models, the total set of observations from which the outcome variable – in this case, Position Status –

is observed is called the “exposure” (Cameron and Trivedi, 2013).
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positions, interim appointees, and permanent appointees – and models them separately – while

explicitly accounting for the total potential set for each Position Status in each department. As

mentioned at the outset of Chapter 5, the generality of the theoretical hypotheses allow for con-

siderations of both likelihood and incidence of position status. Thus, the next chapter speci�es

several count models to examine whether Position Value explains the incidence of Position Status.
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CHAPTER VII

Examining the Incidence of Vacancies and Appointments

The fact that PAS positions can be �lled by interim appointees – exercising power without

the requisite Senate con�rmation – or left empty carries real implications for separation of pow-

ers. The designation that an agency position requires Senate con�rmation – which Article II in

the Constitution mandates for principal o�cers of the United States – confers legitimacy to the

position’s authority in directing the actions of government. That is, the checks and balances on

the Executive branch’s bureaucratic power begin with consenting to the individuals the presi-

dent chooses to serve in those positions on a permanent1 basis. Any strategic e�ort to evade

the Senate’s advice and consent for even just one PAS position has considerable implications for

separation of powers. Thus, it is equally as consequential and substantively interesting to ques-

tion whether presidents strategically accumulate speci�c position statuses in certain agencies and

not others, particularly if the pattern manifests among positions with the capacity to in�uence

agency output and shift the direction of agency actions. Perhaps, then, the incidence of empty

positions, interim appointees, and permanent appointees can also be explained by the capacity

of the position to control policy output in agencies for which the president has expansion or
1The concept of a con�rmed appointee being permanent, while commonplace in political discourse, journalism,

and academic research on the subject (including the project at hand), is a bit of a misnomer. Studies on the tenure of
political appointees within a president’s four year term ranges �nd medians of 2.1 years (o�ce, 1994) and 2.5 years
(Dull and Roberts, 2009) and means of 2.4 years (O’Connell, 2009) and 2.7 years Chang et al. (2001), depending on
the sample of appointees.
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contraction policy priorities. This chapter proceeds as follows. The �rst section introduces the

aggregate measures of Position Status to be employed in the subsequent analyses. The remainder

of the chapter the evaluates then three central hypotheses individually by modelling these counts

of each Position Status among high capacity positions as a function of Policy Priorities.

The analysis is divided into two parts. First, Section 2 examines the impact of Policy Priori-

ties on the incidence of high capacity positions left empty and �lled interim appointees. Second,

I o�er an alternative perspective that accounts for the delay between a president’s decision to

appoint a permanent appointee and the realization of that choice. As I discuss in detail, I assess

whether we see a strategic accumulation of permanent appointees after we account for the incon-

gruity of presidential policy priorities due to the length of the formal nomination-con�rmation

process. Consequently, Section 3 separately examines the incidence of permanent appointees in

high capacity positions while accounting for the lagged Policy Priorities. Lastly, Section 4 o�ers

a discussion of the �ndings and their limitations.

7.1 Introducing Position Status Count Data

To begin, we need a measure that aggregates each Position Status within each department-

year observation. Initially, this transformation seems straightforward – simply calculate the total

number of empty positions, interim appointees, and permanent appointees – but it is not. Im-

portantly, the central theoretical variable, Position Value, varies by position within each depart-

ment. Hence, it cannot be aggregated for a department-level analysis. However, Position Value

was purposefully constructed to make the implications of my theory as stark as possible. As

such, positions are classi�ed as “High Value” only when the position is high capacity and the

president or the Senate have expansion or contraction priorities.2 Moreover, presidential and

congressional Policy Priorities are department-level variables that vary by year, so they can be
2Recall that low capacity positions are classi�ed as “Low Value” as are positions in agencies for which Policy

Priorities are neutral.
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included in this analysis. Consequently, sub-setting the analyses to the sets of high capacity po-

sitions while including Policy Priorities mimics the high value categories of Position Value at the

department-level. We can then recast the central hypotheses as expectations for a larger number

of empty high capacity positions when presidents prioritize contraction and a larger number to

be �lled with interim and permanent appointees when presidents prioritize expansion, the latter

conditioned on congressional Policy Priorities.

Table 7.1: Means and Variances of Position Status Count Data: Numbers of Empty, Interim Ap-
pointees, and Permanent Appointees in High Capacity Positions, Department-Year,
1977-2015

Empty Interim Permanent
Positions Appointees Appointees

Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion (N=250) 1.68 6.42 2.02 4.88 14.45 51.99

Neutral (N=85) 1.37 3.93 1.43 3.30 14.59 56.55

Contraction (N=182) 1.57 6.80 1.52 3.73 12.99 37.91

Total (N=517) 1.59 6.13 1.74 4.26 13.95 48.03

Accordingly, I construct a department-level outcome variable that collapses the position-level

data into discrete counts of each status of high capacity positions per department-year. Table 7.1

presents the conditional means and variances of these count data by the categories of president

Policy Priorities.3 As Table 7.1 shows, 250 of the 517 department-year observations (48 percent)

were under “Expansion” president Policy Priorities compared to 85 under “Neutral” priorities (16

percent) and 182 under “Contraction” priorities (35 percent). Additionally, the average number

of empty high capacity positions per department-year is 1.59, the average number of interim

appointees in high capacity positions is 1.74 per department-year, and the average number of

permanent appointees in high capacity positions is 13.95 per department-year. And each of these

counts have even larger variances – 6.13 for empty positions, 4.26 for interim appointees, and
3See Table AC.1 in the Appendix for the corollary summary statistics for low capacity positions.
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48.03 for permanent appointees – which Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 highlight as well.

Additionally, Figure 7.1 displays the distribution of the number of empty high capacity posi-

tions. It highlights that, while just over 43 percent of department-years from 1977 to 2015 have no

empty high capacity positions, nearly 50 percent have between one and �ve.4 Alternatively, Fig-

ure 7.2 displays the distribution of the number of interim appointees in high capacity positions,

which features less of a positive skew. In particular, less than 35 percent of department-years had

zero interim appointees serving in high capacity positions and nearly 60 percent had between

one and �ve. Lastly, Figure 7.3 presents the distribution of the number of permanent appointees

in high capacity positions. Here, we can see that 75 percent of department-years had more than 9

permanent appointees �lling high capacity positions; and Figure 7.3 also highlights that 50 per-

cent of department-years had at least twelve permanent appointees. These distributions highlight

the variation in the incidence of each position status among high capacity positions. Yet, the re-

lationships between the conditional means and variances within these distributions are more

important for the analysis to follow.

Notably, a standard Poisson model for count data assumes that the conditional variance of

the distribution is equal to the expected value, its conditional mean (Long, 2014). However, Table

7.1 shows that the conditional variances (σ2
Expansion = 4.88; σ2

Neutral = 3.30; σ2
Contraction =

3.73) of the count of interim appointees, given each category of president Position Value, exceeds

the conditional means (µExpansion = 2.02; µNeutral = 1.43; µContraction = 1.52); and the same

characteristics apply to empty positions5 and permanent appointees.6 Each conditional variance

exceeds the conditional mean, which indicates over-dispersion and suggests that the data violate

the Poisson count model assumptions. Thus, a negative binomial regression is a more appropriate
4Moreover, four outlying department-years experienced between 12 and 21 empty high capacity positions: Com-

merce and Defense in 1993 (21 and 15 empty high capacity positions, respectively) and Interior and Defense in 2001
(12 and 18, respectively).

5σ2
Expansion = 6.42; σ2

Neutral = 3.93; σ2
Contraction = 6.80 compared to µExpansion = 1.68; µNeutral = 1.37;

µContraction = 1.57, respectively.
6σ2

Expansion = 51.99; σ2
Neutral = 56.55; σ2

Contraction = 37.91 compared to µExpansion = 14.45;µNeutral =
14.59;µContraction = 12.99, respectively
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of Empty High Capacity PAS Positions, 1977-2015
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of Interim Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, 1977-2015
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, 1977-2015
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estimation strategy.7 The next two sections detail the model speci�cations using this estimation

strategy and present the results of the subsequent analysis.

7.2 Explaining the Incidence of Position Status with Policy Priorities

7.2.1 Estimation Strategy: Negative Binomial Regression

Here, I examine the impact of policy priorities on the incidence of high capacity positions left

empty and �lled with interim appointees using negative binomial regression, with cluster-robust

standard errors to account for clustering within administrations. Speci�cally, I model each set

of the count data described above as a function of presidential Policy Priorities and congressional

Policy Priorities – as directed by my theoretical model – with controls for Established Administra-

7Additionally, even though large shares of the observations experience no empty high capacity positions or
interim appointees �lling time, an insigni�cant Vuong test indicates that modelling this data with a zero-in�ated
regression would not be a better �t than a negative binomial one.
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tion, Co-Partisan Control, and the Department of Defense, as well as administration �xed e�ects.8

Additionally, the incidence of empty positions and interim appointees is limited by the the total

number of vacant PAS positions.9 Accordingly, this model speci�cation includes the total po-

tential set of vacant high capacity PAS positions for each department-year observation as the

exposure variable for the count data. I estimate, using maximum likelihood estimation, negative

binomial regression models of the following form:

NPSjt
=αPSjt

+ β1PP
′
Pjt + β2PP

′
Cjt + β3PP

′
PjtPP

′
Cjt + γ1EA

′
t + γ2CP

′
t+ (7.1)

γ3D
′
j + γ4A

′
t + γ5Expt + εi

where

NPSjt
is a count measure of the number of high capacity positions for Position Status PS,

such that PS is empty and �lled with interim appointees;

PPPjt and β1 represent president Policy Priorities and its e�ects;

PPPjtPPCjt is the interaction between the Position Value for the president and Congress,
as driven by my theoretical expectations;

EAt and γ1 is established administration and its e�ects;

CPt and γ2 is co-partisan control of the Senate (same party as president);

Dj indicates the Department of Defense; At are administration �xed e�ects;

Expjt is the exposure variable for the count data: the set of vacant high capacity positions
(i.e., high capacity PAS positions without a permanent appointee) in department j and year
t, and γ4 is Expjt’s e�ects constrained to 1;10; and

εi is the error term.
8See Chapter 5, Section 2.2.1 for the detailed account of each variable.
9In count models, the total set of observations from which the outcome variable is observed is called the “expo-

sure” (Cameron and Trivedi, 2013).
10See Cameron and Trivedi (2013).
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Table 7.2 reports the estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors of the negative

binomial regression speci�ed above on the number of empty high capacity positions (Model 1) and

the number of interim appointees in high capacity positions (Model 2). Since negative binomial

regressions model the log of the outcome count variable as a function of the set of predictors, each

coe�cient is interpreted as the change in the log of the outcome counts (i.e., empty positions or

interim appointees), given a one unit change in the predictor and with all others held constant.

Additionally, the model speci�cation includes the interaction between president Policy Priorities

and Congress Policy Priorities which makes the interpretation of the coe�cients a bit onerous.

Instead, as reported in Table 7.3,11 the predicted counts of empty and interim appointees in high

capacity positions for each category of president Policy Priorities, with all other variables at their

means, reveals the precise nature and magnitude of these e�ects.

7.2.2 Results: Incidence of Empty Positions

Recall that the Empty Position Hypothesis asserts that a president is more likely to leave high

value positions – that is, high capacity positions in agencies for which the president’s priorities

are non-neutral – empty when prioritizing policy contraction. Thus, if the Empty Position Hy-

pothesis is accurate, in this context, we would expect a higher incidence of empty high capacity

positions when the president has contraction policy priorities. As Table 7.3 reports, we �nd exactly

that. Speci�cally, when presidents prioritize policy contraction, the predicted number of empty

high capacity positions, 1.849, is higher than the predicted number under neutral (1.519) or un-

der expansion priorities (1.494). Furthermore, as Figure 7.4 highlights, the di�erence between the

predicted number of empty positions under contraction priorities and under expansion priorities

(p = 0.059) as well as that between contraction priorities and neutral ones (p = 0.066) are each

statistically distinguishable.12

11See Table C.2 in the Appendix for the full set of predicted counts for empty positions and interim appointees,
given each predictor variable.

12At a less than 7 percent level.
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Table 7.2: Count Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments, 1977-
2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees
(1) (2)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.368** -0.437
(0.14) (0.24)

Contraction 0.090 -0.017
(0.15) (0.32)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.071 0.020
(0.14) (0.29)

Contraction 0.040 0.047
(0.13) (0.22)

President X Congress
Policy Priorities

Contraction X Contraction 0.030 -0.078
(0.16) (0.189)

Contraction X Expansion 0.147 -0.194
(0.13) (0.29)

Expansion X Contraction -0.360** 0.403
(0.13) (0.27)

Expansion X Expansion -0.469** 0.536*
(0.16) (0.21)

Established Administration -0.363** 0.221**
(0.03) (0.03)

Co-Partisan Control -0.005 0.054
(0.16) (0.20)

Department of Defense 0.526** -0.515**
(0.07) (0.08)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -0.674* -0.987*
(0.27) (0.44)

Note: N=517 in all models. Table entries are negative binomial regression estimates of empty positions
for Model 1 and interim appointees for Model 2. The outcome variables are counts of high capacity
positions, per department-year, �lled with interim appointees or left empty. Cluster-robust standard
errors appear in parentheses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Table 7.3: Predicted Number of Empty Positions and Interim Appointees in High Capacity Posi-
tions, 1977-2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 1.494 1.836
(0.12) (0.09)

Neutral 1.519 1.781
(0.10) (0.17)

Contraction 1.849 1.513
(0.17) (0.14)

Table entries are the predicted number of events for each position status given speci�ed
row variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment
with theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant at their mean values.

Figure 7.4: Predicted Number of Empty High Capacity PAS Positions, given President Policy Pri-
ority
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To o�er some context, the average department-year has 20 PAS positions, 17 of which are

high capacity positions; and, as seen above in Figure 7.1, 43.5 percent of the 517 department-

years included in this analysis have zero empty high capacity positions. Consequently, adding
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just one empty high capacity position is not inconsequential. Overall, these results suggest that,

as predicted, presidents leave more high capacity positions empty when they prioritize policy

contraction.

7.2.3 Results: Incidence of Interim Appointees

Alternatively, recall that the Interim Appointee Hypothesis asserts that presidents with expan-

sion policy priorities will �ll high capacity positions with interim appointees. Thus, if the Interim

Appointee Hypothesis is accurate, in this context, we would expect a higher incidence of interim ap-

pointees in high capacity positions when the president has expansion policy priorities. As Table 7.3

reports, we also �nd exactly that, although at considerably lower levels of statistical signi�cance.

Speci�cally, when presidents prioritize policy expansion, the predicted number of interim ap-

pointees in high capacity positions, 1.836, is higher than the predicted number under contraction

priorities (1.494). However, as Figure 7.5 shows, the di�erence between the predicted number

of interim appointees in high capacity positions under expansion priorities versus contraction

priorities is not statistically distinguishable (p = 0.144). The magnitude of these results align

with the likelihood models in Chapter 5 and o�er some evidence that, as the Interim Appointee

Hypothesis predicts, presidents appoint interim appointees to high capacity positions when they

have expansion policy priorities.13

13The Interim Appointee Hypothesis also states that presidents will �ll “Low Value” positions with interim ap-
pointees. Positions are “Low Value” when they have low position capacity, regardless of the president’s priorities,
or when the president Policy Priorities are “Neutral.” Table 7.3 also reports that when president have neutral policy
priorities, the predicted number of interim appointees, 1.781, is higher than under contraction priorities. However,
Figure 7.5 shows that the di�erence is not statistically distinguishable (p = 0.288). This result is not particularly
surprising as the “Low Value” category encompasses low capacity positions not captured here and, consequently,
does not allow for a full test of the theoretical expectation for “Low Value” positions.
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Figure 7.5: Predicted Number of Interim Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given Pres-
ident Policy Priority
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7.3 Examining the Incidence of Permanent Appointees

7.3.1 Estimation Strategy: Negative Binomial Regression

Importantly, while the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6 strongly support the �rst two

main hypotheses, they o�er only minor support for the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis. One

reason for this could arise from a structural feature of the appointment process that uniquely

impacts the outcome of a permanent appointee: time. Speci�cally, when the president chooses

to �ll a vacant position immediately with an interim appointee or to leave it empty, he does

so unilaterally. Surely, there may be delays that impact when the interim appointee actually

assumes the role; but these delays can be minimized to zero since there is no intermediary actor

that plays a requisite role in the temporary appointment. Likewise, there are no delays between
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the choice to leave a vacant position empty and the outcome, since the outcome results from

simply maintaining the status quo. That is, presidents’ dictatorial control over the maintenance

of vacancies leads to a near-instantaneous realization of their decision to leave the position empty

or appoint an interim.

Alternatively, the process that yields a permanent appointee includes a formal con�rmation,

which introduces a non-zero time delay as the intermediary actor, the Senate, must act to make the

president’s choice a reality. The lag in nomination and con�rmation of a permanent appointee,

which is well documented,14 translates into a potential lagged impact of Policy Priorities when

the placement of permanent appointees is realized. Critically, while the theoretical framework

outlined in Chapter 4 does not incorporate time as a dynamic model, it does explicitly model

the requisite bargaining between the Senate and the president over the proposed permanent ap-

pointee.15

Moreover, the model formally assumes that the president’s Position Value at the start of the

game drives the choice to nominate (or not) at that subsequent decision node. However, in reality,

the delays of the nomination-con�rmation process translate to a potential incongruity between

the initial president Position Value and the realized outcome of a permanent appointee. We have

seen from the data description in Chapter 5 that president policy priorities vary by year and

by department. Given this variation, we might easily expect that as con�rmation delays grow

longer, the likelihood of a shift in policy priorities also increases. Furthermore, the shift might

not, and need not, only occur between nomination and con�rmation. If the policy priorities
14For instance, see Nixon and Goss (2001); Binder and Maltzman (2002); Shipan and Shannon (2003); O’Connell

(2014); Ostrander (2016); Hollibaugh and Rothenberg (2017) for considerable evidence and thorough examinations
of delays in presidential nominations and Senate con�rmation.

15The theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 4 incorporates the Permanence and Oversight parameter to ac-
count for constraints the Senate can impose through oversight on the attainment of the full value of the position,
which I propose is indicated by the relative ease or toils of con�rmation. Speci�cally, as I discussed in Section 2 of
Chapter 4, a lengthier con�rmation process necessarily restricts the remaining tenure of the potentially con�rmed
appointee – thereby restricting the value of the position that can be attained – and, if accompanied by discordant
con�rmation hearings, signals the likelihood of increased oversight once the con�rmed appointee takes o�ce. While
the theory allows for these constraints on the achieved value of the position, it does not explicitly integrate time or
delays due to prolonged con�rmations.
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of the administration change before the permanent appointee is discharged from her position,

a similar incongruity of policy priorities would occur. That is, we cannot empirically expect

that the president’s policy priorities at the initial decision node will remain unchanged until the

outcome of a permanent appointee is observed. Thus, while timing does not enter the scope of

the formal model and therefore is not explicitly captured theoretically in the Permanent Appointee

Hypothesis, the delay between the decision to �ll a position with a permanent appointee and the

outcome of the formal nomination-con�rmation process is empirically relevant.

The aggregate counts o�er an additional perspective of the data, which allows me to explore

alternative explanations for why the previous results were less strong. In this vein, a potentially

more accurate empirical analysis would account for the incongruity described above by intro-

ducing a lagged version of president Position Value when modelling the incidence of permanent

appointees. Here, I examine the impact of policy priorities on the incidence of high capacity po-

sitions �lled with permanent appointees using negative binomial regression, with cluster-robust

standard errors to account for clustering within administrations. As such, Equation 2 speci�es

the model as a function of Policy Priorities and the other predictors also included in the model

speci�ed in Equation 1. However, this speci�cation adds a lagged version of president Policy Pri-

orities in order to address the characteristic speci�c to permanent appointees: the inability for

presidents to immediately �ll any position with a permanent appointee. Furthermore, the in-

cidence of permanent appointees is fundamentally limited by the department’s total number of

PAS positions. Accordingly, this speci�cation also includes the total potential set of high capacity

PAS positions for each department-year observation as the exposure variable for the count data.

I estimate, using maximum likelihood estimation, a negative binomial regression model of the

following form:
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NPSjt
=αPSjt

+ β1PP
′
Pjt + β2PP

′
Cjt + β3PP

′
PjtPP

′
Cjt + β4PP

′
Pjt−1+ (7.2)

γ1EA
′
t + γ2CP

′
t + γ3D

′
j + γ4A

′
t + γ5Expt + εi

NPSjt
is a count measure of the number of high capacity positions for Position Status PS

such that PS is �lled with permanent appointees in department j and year t;

PPPjt and β1 represent president Policy Priorities and its e�ects;

PPPjtPPCjt is the interaction between the Position Value for the president and Congress,
as driven by my theoretical expectations;

PPPjt−1 is the lagged president Policy Priorities for department j in year t−1 and its e�ects;

EAt and γ1 is established administration and its e�ects;

CPt and γ2 is co-partisan control of the Senate (same party as president);

Dj indicates the Department of Defense; At are administration �xed e�ects;

Expjt is the exposure variable for the count data: the set of all high capacity positions in
department j and year t for Equation 2 and γ4 is its e�ects constrained to 1; and

εi is the error term.

7.3.2 Results: Incidence of Permanent Appointees

Table 7.4 reports the estimated coe�cients and cluster-robust standard errors of the negative

binomial regression on the number of permanent appointees in high capacity positions. Here, the

results for Model 3 are obtained by estimating the speci�cation outlined earlier in this chapter

by Equation 7.1. Alternatively, Model 4 estimates the speci�cation outlined by Equation 7.2,

which includes the lagged president Policy Priorities predictor. Importantly, the results for the

count models of empty positions and interim appointees are robust to the inclusion of the lagged

president Policy Priorities. Table C.4 and Figures C.1 and C.2 in the Appendix demonstrate this
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Table 7.4: Count Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments, 1977-
2015

Permanent Appointees
(3) (4)

Lagged President
Policy Priorities

Expansion 0.028
(0.014)

Neutral -.003
(0.025)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.053 0.033
(0.049) (0.044)

Contraction 0.097 0.111
(0.103) (.103)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.086 0.078
(0.048) (0.047)

Contraction 0.097 0.097*
(0.053) (0.046)

President X Congress
Policy Priorities

Contraction X Contraction -0.108 -0.115
(0.107) (0.107)

Contraction X Expansion -0.121 -0.130
(0.091) (0.091)

Expansion X Contraction -0.032 -0.027
(0.051) (0.047)

Expansion X Expansion -0.081 -0.065
(0.045) (0.048)

Established Administration 0.281** 0.282**
(0.022) (0.021)

Co-Partisan Control -0.005 -0.002
(0.044) (0.045)

Department of Defense 0.015 0.015
(0.019) (0.016)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -0.457** -.445**
(0.079) (0.069)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are negative binomial regression estimates of permanent
appointees, with and without the lagged Presidential Policy Priorities variable. The outcome variables
are counts of high capacity positions, per department-year, �lled with permanent appointees.

Reference category for Policy Priorities is “Neutral” and “Contraction” for Lagged Policy Priorities.
Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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robustness as the results do not change signi�cantly or substantively when we include the lagged

variable, nor is the lagged variable signi�cant. Thus, the previous year’s priorities, as measured by

the lagged Policy Priorities only signi�cantly and substantively in�uences the count of permanent

appointees, as we would expect.

Recall the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis states that presidents will �ll high value positions

with permanent, con�rmed appointees when they prioritize expansion and the Senate does not

prioritize contraction. Consequently, if the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis is accurate, in this

context, we would expect a higher incidence of permanent appointees in high capacity positions

when the president has expansion policy priorities. We would also expect a higher incidence

when president Policy Priorities are “Expansion” and Congress Policy Priorities are not “Contrac-

tion.” Furthermore, given how lagged policy priorities likely operate to in�uence the choice that

produces a permanent appointee, we would also expect a higher incidence of permanent ap-

pointees in high capacity positions when the lagged president Policy Priorities are “Expansion.”

More speci�cally, if the lagged Policy Priorities are, in fact, the predominant predictor of the count

of permanent appointees, then we would expect the coe�cient estimates for the contemporane-

ous priorities, and for the controls, to remain relatively unchanged as the addition of the lagged

variable explains the unexplained variance. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 present strong evidence to support

these expectations.

First, the predicted number of permanent appointees in high capacity positions, as reported

for Model 3 in Table 7.3 (�rst column), does not follow the expected pattern for president Pol-

icy Priorities. Similar to the estimates from the likelihood models presented in Chapter 5, these

predicted counts are not higher for expansion priorities as we would expect; however, also like

the likelihood results, Figure 7.6 illustrates that the results cannot be statistically di�erentiated

across the categories of president Position Value. While these results do not align with the expec-

tations originally set out by the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis, they do lay the groundwork for

examining whether lagged Policy Priorities have a role to play. Second, Table 7.4 highlights that,
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Table 7.5: Predicted Number of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity Positions, 1977-2015
Permanent Appointees
(3) (4)

Lagged
President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 14.239
(0.1)

Neutral 13.802
(0.276)

Contraction 13.846
(0.135)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 13.998 13.984
(0.933) (0.083)

Neutral 14.106 14.195
(0.185) (0.161)

Contraction 13.973 14.11
(0.250) (0.252)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are the predicted number of
permanent appointees given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors
are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant

their mean values.

as expected, the coe�cient estimates are relatively stable across Models 3 and 4, such that all

maintain a similar magnitude and only contraction Congress Policy Priorities change in statistical

signi�cance.

Lastly, Table 7.5 and Figure 7.7 o�er compelling evidence that president Policy Priorities, al-

beit lagged, signi�cantly impact the incidence of permanent appointees. Speci�cally, as the re-

sults from Model 4 in Table 7.5 indicate, the predicted number of permanent appointees in high

capacity positions under lagged expansion policy priorities, 14.239, is higher than the predicted

number under contraction policy priorities (13.846). And Figure 7.7 shows that, as expected, this

di�erence is statistically distinguishable (p = 0.050). Consequently, while the contemporaneous

policy priorities yield no discernible support for the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis in either the

likelihood or count models, once we account for a delayed impact, we �nd clear support for the
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Figure 7.6: Predicted Count of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given Pres-
ident Policy Priority
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Figure 7.7: Predicted Count of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given Pres-
ident Policy Priority (lagged)
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Figure 7.8: Predicted Count of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given
(lagged) President and Congress Policy Priority
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hypothesis.

Furthermore, Figure 7.8, which displays the predicted number of permanent appointees in

high capacity positions for each category of lagged president Policy Priorities given the cate-

gories of Congress Policy Priorities, matches expectations as well. Namely, Figure 7.8 shows that

the highest predicted number of permanent appointees, 16.1, occurs under lagged expansion pres-

idential policy priorities and neutral congressional policy priorities, and is statistically di�eren-

tiable at a 5 percent level (p = 0.02). Thus, while evidence for the Permanent Appointee Hypoth-

esis is lacking in the context of the likelihood models and the initial count model speci�cation,

accounting for the lagged impact of policy priorities yields strong evidence for the Permanent

Appointee Hypothesis.
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7.4 Discussion

In this chapter, I examine the incidence of empty positions, interim appointees, and perma-

nent appointees across department-years. The �rst section introduces the data: aggregate counts

of each Position Status in high capacity positions, which ultimately mimics the construction of

Position Value. Using this data, Sections 2 and 3 present separate tests of each of the three central

hypotheses – the Empty Position Hypothesis, the Interim Appointee Hypothesis, and the Permanent

Appointee Hypothesis – the results of which o�er notable support for all three hypotheses. Specif-

ically, the �rst set of tests indicate that, as expected, presidents leave more high capacity positions

empty when they prioritize policy contraction, but �ll more high capacity positions with interim

appointees when they prioritize policy expansion.

Ultimately, the aggregate data o�er an alternative perspective that allows me to look more

closely at where my previous results were less strong. As such, in Section 3, I assess whether we

see a strategic accumulation of permanent appointees after we account for a lagged impact of

president Policy Priorities; and �nd appreciable evidence that this is, in fact, the case. Speci�cally,

I �nd strong support for the Permanent Appointee Hypothesis despite lackluster evidence for the

strategic use of permanent appointees in the multi-choice context. In other words, these �nd-

ings suggest that presidents are strategically choosing to appoint a permanent appointee. The

delayed realization of the president’s choice to �ll a position with a permanent appointee creates

an incongruity in observed policy priorities, which gives future work a reason to build a more

dynamic model. At its core, this dissertation seeks to explore the politics of vacancies in presiden-

tial appointments. This chapter tackles the question of when presidents choose to leave certain

positions empty while �lling others with interim or permanent appointees from an alternative

perspective: the accumulation of vacancies and appointments. In doing so, the �ndings advance

a more complete picture of presidents strategically using vacancies in and appointments to PAS

positions based on the capacity of the position to advance speci�c policy priorities.
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CHAPTER VIII

Conclusion

“ It’s easier to make moves with they’re acting [. . . ] I like acting [appointees] because I can
move so quickly, gives me more �exibility.

President Donald J. Trump, CBS “Face The Nation" Interview (February 3, 2019) ”
At his �rst Cabinet meeting of 2019, six of President Trump’s twenty-four Cabinet members

were interim appointees. Acting Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan, Acting Secretary of the

Interior David Bernhardt, Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker, Acting Administrator of

the Environmental Protection Agency Andrew Wheeler, and Acting Ambassador to the United

Nations Jonathan Cohen took their seats at the table without the requisite Senate con�rmation.1

In fact, of the 42 individuals who have sat at the helms of the �fteen Executive departments

in the �rst two years of the Trump administration, 22 did so as interim appointees.2 Yet our

separation of powers models assume presidents are constitutionally constrained by congressional

approval for these top appointments. And, with the seemingly obvious bene�ts of permanent,

con�rmed appointees, Trump’s a�nity for acting appointees and his perspective that they might
1The sixth interim Cabinet-level appointee, Acting White House Chief of Sta� Mick Mulvaney, does not require

Senate con�rmation.
2As of April 12, 2019, which includes Acting Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, Kevin

McAleenan.
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be preferred for their �exibility might seem anomalous. Surprisingly though, as this dissertation

has emphasized, it is not.

As Table 8.1 shows, from 1977 through 2019, 79 of the 266 appointees who served as the head

of a department did so as an interim appointee. Restricting the set to the administrations from

Carter to Obama (1977-2016), which had 167 Senate-con�rmed Secretaries/Attorneys General, we

can see that the remaining 57 of the 224 appointees served in interim capacities. In other words, 25

percent of department heads in the previous six administrations were interim appointees, but the

Trump administration has seen that proportion climb to over half. And secretaries make up just

a small portion of the department leadership positions (presidential appointments that require

Senate con�rmation known as PAS positions) that the president can �ll unilaterally with interim

appointees – positions with the authority to ultimately determine the actions of government.

These observations underscore the powerful opportunities available to presidents to consolidate

their political control of the bureaucracy without having to pursue Senate con�rmation. Despite

presidents maintaining vacancies in their appointments that require Senate con�rmation, to this

point we have lacked a thorough understanding of when and how presidents pursue this strategy.

This dissertation has addressed these questions.

Speci�cally, I have argued that presidents strategically use vacancies to expand their executive

power and achieve their policy priorities. In this chapter, I begin by summarizing the central

argument and �ndings about the conditions under which presidents seek the Senate’s advice and

consent for certain positions while leaving others empty or �lling them with interim appointees.

I then discuss the contributions this analysis makes and, further, discuss the implications for our

understanding of separation of powers and presidential appointments. Finally, I propose several

extensions of this work that continue to investigate how and when presidents use vacancies in

their appointments that require Senate con�rmation.
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Table 8.1: Distribution of Con�rmed and Interim Department Heads, 1977-2019
Department Con�rmed Interim
Agriculture 12 4
Commerce 16 4
Defense 13 2
Education 11 2
Energy 14 2
Health and Human Services 14 6
Homeland Security 6 3
Housing and Urban Development 12 6
Interior 11 8
Justice 14 9
Labor 12 4
State 14 13
Transportation 14 1
Treasury 14 7
Veterans A�airs 10 8
Total 187 79

8.1 Summary

In Chapter 1, I argue that the president chooses to leave certain positions vacant while seek-

ing the Senate’s advice and consent for others under speci�c conditions structured by his policy

priorities and the capacity of positions to advance them. To ground the subsequent analysis in

a concrete understanding of vacancies, I o�er a simple distinction that has been absent from the

literature on presidential appointments. Speci�cally, vacancies – which, in common parlance,

refers to PAS positions without Senate con�rmed appointees – can be empty or �lled with in-

terim appointees, who are temporary o�cials exercising the powers, duties, and authority of the

position without the requisite con�rmation. I also summarize the full appointment process and

outcomes, beginning with the president’s decision to immediately �ll a vacant position with an

interim appointee or not. In addition, I brie�y show that presidents from Carter through Obama

have taken advantage of unilaterally leaving vacant positions empty and �lling them with interim

appointees, but that these patterns vary by year and administration.
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With this foundation in place, I preview the central argument that this dissertation develops:

presidents are motivated to leave positions empty or to �ll them with interim or permanent ap-

pointees when those positions have a high capacity to control agency actions and policy output,

contingent on the president’s and Senate’s policy priorities. This argument has the potential to

make an important contribution to our understanding of presidential power and the politics of

presidential appointments. In particular, I o�er a new, generalized model of appointments – build-

ing on the observed phenomena that have gone largely unexplained: vital policymaking positions

are often �lled with temporary o�cials without Senate con�rmation or left empty entirely.

Next, Chapters 2 and 3 set the stage for the theoretical framework that I subsequently de-

velop. In Chapter 2, to establish how this dissertation contributes to our current understanding

of appointments and executive power, I review the existing research has engaged with the poli-

tics of appointments. From here, I outline the institutional regimes governing vacancies in PAS

positions; where it becomes clear that interim appointments are a potentially powerful strategy

for presidents to employ. Lastly, to provide a bit of historical context, I present a set of vignettes

describing vacancies in PAS positions from six administrations, covering Presidents Carter to

Obama.

In Chapter 3, I introduce the central element of my theory and subsequent empirical analysis:

Position Value. This creates the incentives that drive the president’s strategies to leave positions

empty, �ll them with interim appointees, or submit nominees for con�rmation. Position Value

also creates the incentives that drive the Senate’s choice to con�rm a nominee and the president’s

strategic choice to submit one, given the Senate’s con�rmation strategy. In order to examine this

strategy set, which includes leaving positions empty, we need to move beyond our traditional

focus on the appointee and consider how positions themselves can distinctly increase utility. That

is, we need to consider their Position Value: a concept that classi�es positions by their capacity

to control policy output and the policy priorities for their parent agency.

In Chapter 4, I develop a theory of vacancies and appointments that incorporates the Sen-
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ate’s leverage to veto a nomination and the president’s power to choose not to submit one in the

�rst place. Advancing from the existing appointments paradigm and building on a set of clear

and reasonable assumptions, I analyze a new model of vacancies in presidential appointments –

taking into account both types of vacancies – as strategic choices driven by the capacity of those

positions to achieve policy priorities. This theoretical framework identi�es the conditions that

lead presidents to leave certain positions empty while �lling others with interim or permanent

appointees. Yet, the core purpose of this model is to formalize a logic to explain the unexpected

observed outcomes of interim and empty positions, and to discipline my empirical analysis. Ac-

cordingly, I use the model’s empirical predictions to generate several testable hypotheses, which

I examine in the subsequent three chapters.

To begin to systematically and quantitatively understand how and when vacancies in presi-

dential appointments occur, I collected data on the status of PAS positions from Carter to Obama.

In Chapter 5, I introduce this original dataset of empty positions, interim appointees, permanent

appointees, and nominations from 1977 through 2015. The data includes the status of PAS po-

sitions in �fteen Executive departments, their levels of capacity to control policy outcomes, and

the corresponding congressional and presidential policy priorities for each department covering

a total of 10,331 position-year observations. In the second half of Chapter 5, I present the �rst

two of four analyses that evaluate the hypotheses o�ered by the theory presented in Chapter 4.

First, I explore several non-parametric cross-tabulations of distributions to establish the empiri-

cal consequences of a keystone of my research: the distinction between vacancies left as empty

positions and those �lled with interim appointees. The results o�er initial evidence to support

my theory. In particular, they show that when we di�erentiate between empty positions and

interim appointees, the distributions of position status across the categories of president Posi-

tion Value emerge as predicted. Critically, these �ndings begin to address the general underlying

question of this dissertation: how do presidents use vacancies? The answer: presidents use them

strategically.
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The latter half of Chapter 5 takes up two questions at the heart of this dissertation: why do

presidents seek the Senate’s advice and consent for certain positions and not others, and when do

presidents choose to leave certain positions empty while �lling others with interim or permanent

appointees? By modelling the likelihood of each position status as a function of Position Value,

I test my hypotheses, formally derived in Chapter 4, simultaneously. This analysis allows for a

formal statistical inference of the patterns observed in the cross-tabulations and provides con-

siderable support for the conjecture that presidents �ll vacant positions with interim appointees

when they prioritize policy expansion. Speci�cally, I �nd that the likelihood of an interim ap-

pointee is signi�cantly higher when president Position Value is “High Value (expansion)” whereas

the likelihood of empty positions is higher when president Position Value is “High Value (con-

traction),” albeit at lower levels of signi�cance. As such, the results provide some support for the

conjecture that presidents leave vacant positions empty when they prioritize policy contraction,

but yields little evidence that presidents strategically �ll positions with permanent appointees.

The �ndings support the larger argument that presidents strategically manage vacancies in and

appointments to PAS positions based on the capacity of the position to advance speci�c policy

priorities, the Position Value. However, the analysis does not o�er a complete examination of the

president’s strategic use of vacancies.

Consequently, in Chapter 6, I continue to leverage my original data in an extension of the

multi-choice models presented in Chapter 5. Speci�cally, as detailed in Chapter 2, several insti-

tutional regimes govern who can serve as an interim appointee and for how long. The Federal

Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA) of 1998, which currently governs interim appointments to Exec-

utive department PAS positions, stipulates the length of the prospective terms. Critically, the

amount of time that interim appointees can serve increases considerably after the passage of the

FVRA, which could explain the mixed �ndings presented in Chapter 5. I test this conjecture, and

my hypotheses in this context, by extending the central likelihood analysis to account for the

impact of the FVRA on the conditions under which presidents engage in speci�c appointment
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strategies. The analysis yields striking results that presidents are more likely to �ll positions

with interim appointees when those positions are “High Value (expansion)” positions. Addition-

ally, I �nd moderate support for presidents strategic use of empty positions, and begin to see

evidence for the strategic use of permanent appointees. Overall, these �ndings build on those

from Chapter 5 as my theory continues to gather considerable support from the data, suggesting

that presidents leverage vacancies to set the direction of policy outcomes.

Chapter 7 investigates when presidents choose to leave certain positions empty while �lling

others with interim or permanent appointees from an alternative perspective: the accumulation

of vacancies and appointments. Speci�cally, I examine the incidence of empty positions, interim

appointees, and permanent appointees across departments using aggregate counts of each posi-

tion status. Consequently, I begin Chapter 7 with an introduction to these data. Next, I evaluate

the three central hypotheses individually by modelling the counts of each position status among

high capacity positions as a function of policy priorities. Here, I �nd further evidence that contin-

ues to support my theory. Speci�cally, presidents leave more high capacity positions empty when

they prioritize policy contraction, but �ll more high capacity positions with interim appointees

when they prioritize policy expansion. Lastly, I assess whether we see a strategic accumulation of

permanent appointees after we account for the incongruity of presidential policy priorities due to

the length of the formal nomination-con�rmation process; and �nd evidence that this is, in fact,

the case. Speci�cally, when we include lagged president Policy Priorities, we �nd unmistakable

evidence that presidents use permanent appointees strategically.

8.2 Contributions

This dissertation explores how and when presidents use vacancies to achieve their policy

goals. I show that frequent and sustained vacancies are not by chance or the mechanical byprod-

uct of an elaborate appointment process, but rather they result from strategic choices that pres-
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idents make to advance their policy agenda. I develop and test a novel theory of appointments

that corrects our conception of vacancies to di�erentiate between empty positions and interim

appointees. Speci�cally, the framework generates a more accurate reversion point for con�rma-

tion bargaining when it does occur and identi�es conditions under which presidents capitalize

on their �rst-mover advantage to subvert the Senate’s power to refuse con�rmation. The subse-

quent empirical analysis explores the conjectures that policy priorities to expand or contract the

reach of an agency lead rational presidents to strategically forgo appointments and nominations.

Through a series of non-parametric and parametric analyses, I present considerable evidence to

support my argument that vacancies are calculated choices presidents make, within their larger

nomination strategies, to advance speci�c policy priorities.

In doing so, this dissertation makes three notable contributions to our understanding of pres-

idential power by investigating how position characteristics and policy priorities in�uence the

president’s use of vacancies and appointments. First, this dissertation challenges the dominant

paradigm in separation of powers models of presidential appointments. This paradigm proceeds

from the assumption that executives are constrained by the need for legislative approval when

placing principal o�cers in unelected o�ce.3 This assumption itself presumes that presidents

will always make appointments, through the nominations process, to head agencies. Presidents,

in fact, do not. The perspective that the set of appointment choices includes only formal powers

like nominations or recess appointments does not leave room to consider the informal power of

unilateral presidential inaction. Hence, this dissertation highlights that, for our theories of institu-

tions and separation of powers to be complete, they need to consider how deliberate sidestepping

of formal powers impacts inter-branch bargaining and agenda setting strategies.

Second, this dissertation makes a pronounced theoretical contribution to the literature on the

politics of presidential appointments. Speci�cally, I develop a new general theory of appoint-

ments that o�ers its own set of contributions. This framework provides a new and better un-
3An assumption driven entirely by the Appointments Clause of Article II in the United States Constitution.
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derstanding of presidential strategic behavior and the president’s advantage in the nomination

process. By explicitly di�erentiating between empty positions and those �lled by interim ap-

pointees, my theory identi�es the more accurate, and therefore complete, choice set available to

presidents for maintaining political control of the bureaucracy. Moreover, it introduces the novel

idea that these decisions are driven by the Position Value, the capacity of the positions themselves

to achieving policy priorities. Since existing models of the appointments process do not incorpo-

rate the empty-interim distinction or these position-level characteristics, we previously had no

sense of how they operate theoretically. The theoretical framework built here begins to �ll that

void.

Lastly, this dissertation makes an important empirical contribution to our larger understand-

ing of presidential power. As discussed at length in Chapter 5, I have assembled a considerable

dataset on appointments to and vacancies in PAS positions. These data highlight the patterns

of empty positions and interim appointments that are absent from existing empirical studies of

appointments. Ultimately, these data present a more complete picture of how presidents use

their appointment power and I harness them to empirically test the implications of my theoret-

ical model. From a series of non-parametric and parametric analyses, I �nd evidence to support

my theory that presidents strategically use interim appointees to advance their expansion policy

priorities and leave positions empty when they prioritize contraction. Moreover, these �ndings

point to how presidents can capitalize on their unilateral power to maintain vacancies to advance

their larger policy agenda. Critically, then, this dissertation contributes a better understanding

of the empirical realities of the unilateral presidential power inherent in the politics of vacancies.

8.3 Implications of Strategic Vacancies

The broadest implication of this dissertation stems from its correction of the standard view

that vacancies are simply arbitrary miscalculations within the appointment process. By treating
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vacancies as footnotes, rather than as marked features of presidential appointment strategy, ex-

isting research and policies fundamentally disregarded the role that each type of vacancy has to

play. The chapters of this dissertation, together and each in their own way, illustrate that schol-

ars and politicians have misunderstood the realities of PAS positions without Senate con�rmed

appointees. In particular, our previous understanding completely overlooked the fact that empty

positions and interim appointees are two di�erent outcomes and each present distinct opportu-

nities to pursue diverging policy priorities. Furthermore, we mistakenly assumed that presidents

would unfailingly pursue formal nominations and that, however stalled by institutional forces,

PAS positions would always be �lled by Senate con�rmed appointees. This dissertation clearly

documents that vacancies are not the aberration we thought they were, demonstrates that empty

positions and interim appointees are separate consequences of strategic decisions, and presents

the �rst error correction of its kind on the politics of vacancies.

Furthermore, now that we have a more precise picture of vacancies and permanent appoint-

ments, we can more accurately consider the implications that these outcomes have for bureau-

cratic performance and accountability. Since we had not previously di�erentiated between empty

positions and interim appointees, our understanding has been restricted to the impact of di�erent

characteristics of permanent appointees (e.g., Lewis, 2008; Gallo and Lewis, 2011) or the organiza-

tion of those appointments (e.g., Krause et al., 2006; Wood and Lewis, 2017) on performance. We

now know that interim appointees and empty positions each account for approximately 10 per-

cent of appointments, on average, which indicates that there are considerable opportunities for

each to shape agency performance. Thus, while we have evidence that the absence of appointees

clearly shapes agencies’ ability to accomplish certain objectives (e.g., Bolton et al., 2015), we now

can explore how that ability di�ers under the leadership of interim appointees compared to empty

positions, and how each type of vacancy compares with permanent appointees.

Lastly, this dissertation draws new attention to how empty positions and interim appointees

did not dissipate in the time period after the passage of the FVRA. Critically, the FVRA was
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intended to create incentives for presidents to submit nominees for Senate con�rmation. The

stipulations of who can legally serve as an interim appointee were designed to restrict the use

of interims, while the tenure extensions were intended to ensure continuity in leadership and

agency productivity (Hogue, 2008). However, they ultimately created circumstances that further

encourage presidents to forgo nominations entirely. The results presented in Chapter 6 – while

they do not allow for causal inference – suggest that the FVRA has not achieved its objective of

curbing the use of interim appointees or explicitly encouraging presidents to submit nominees.

Given that interim appointees can serve for extended lengths under the FVRA, we could easily

imagine that if presidents intend to use interim appointees exclusively, they might seek actions

to take full advantage of the deadlines. For instance, presidents might submit nominees who

are not attractive for immediate Senate con�rmation in order to pause the interim appointees’

tenure limits for as long as possible; or they might maximize the interim tenure by submitting

a nominee on the last day (most likely the 210th day) of the interim appointee’s legal term. By

discovering the strategic potential of vacancies, and explicitly incorporating empty positions and

interim appointees into presidential appointment strategy, this dissertation creates the founda-

tion to consider how proposed stipulations in future reforms might ultimately encourage these

outcomes. Consequently, this research has widespread implications for our understanding about

whether reforms to the nomination process – which are necessary to safeguard the Senate’s con-

stitutional prerogative of advice and consent – will achieve their desired results.

8.4 Future Research

Who controls the levers of power matters greatly in the business of policy-making. Presi-

dents manage much of this power by selecting the appointees to �ll the agency leadership posi-

tions responsible for major policy implementation. Presidents also have just 1461 days to accom-

plish their policy and political goals. As legislation crawls through an increasingly intransigent
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Congress, administrative policy-making o�ers a pragmatic alternative that presidents have of-

ten, and decidedly, exploited (Farber and O’Connell, 2014). Yet, separation of powers insists that

the individuals tasked with promulgating and enforcing administrative law are chosen with the

advice and consent of the Senate. Thus, current scholarship focuses on the ways that the Sen-

ate constrains presidential preferences;4 however, this presumes that presidents will always seek

advice and consent. And as we have seen here, presidents, in fact, do not.

In the course of this work, I have assembled the most comprehensive data on appointments

to and vacancies in PAS positions. These data are new in political science research and can ac-

commodate a whole host of extensions that consider the congressional-bureaucratic relations

and congressional responses to executive unilateral action. For instance, inquiries into how ef-

fectively Congress can police agencies with vacancies would parlay my identi�cations of interim

appointees into new studies of interim appointee accountability and responsiveness to congres-

sional oversight. Alternatively, an extension, more generally, could analyze congressional incen-

tives to oversee and investigate executive agencies that do not have Senate con�rmed appointees.

Furthermore, the theoretical and empirical work presented in this dissertation create a new av-

enue for addressing longstanding questions about congressional constraints on and responses

to executive unilateral action. With the new evidence of strategic vacancies in hand, we can

now take up questions about the political cost to presidents, in terms of achieving their larger

legislative agenda, of circumventing the Senate’s advice and consent with unilateral interim ap-

pointments.

With its novel theory and extensive data, this dissertation engages research on executive ap-

pointments and political control of the bureaucracy, contributes to the growing literatures on

presidential unilateral action and legislative obstruction, and speaks to work on separation of

powers more generally. Executive politics scholars claim that the Senate’s refusal to con�rm ap-

pointments damages the president’s ability to exercise his authority and execute the law. How-
4See Lewis (2011).
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ever, this dissertation gives clear reasons to believe that presidents use their power to not ap-

point and not nominate to recapture political control of the bureaucracy without submitting for

Senate con�rmation. Moreover, the regularity with which appointments, arguably a president’s

most important instrument of political control and policy formation, are left empty suggests that

national political elites are investing in incapacity. As this dissertation implies, the politics of

vacancies seems to be a case of a broader trend of obstruction and avoidance that we are only

now positioning ourselves to understand.
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Table A.1: Likelihood Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments,
1981-2015

Multinominal Probit
DV: 3 Category Position Status

(1) (2)
Empty Interim

Position Appointee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.153 -0.326**
(0.12) (0.104)

High Value (contraction) -0.212 -0.314
(0.38) (0.41)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) -0.191** -0.115
(0.05) (0.06)

High Value (contraction) -0.231 -0.208**
(0.17) (0.06)

President X Congress
Position Value

High Value High Value 0.373 0.279
(contraction) X (contraction) (0.52) (0.36)
High Value High Value 0.485 0.182
(contraction) X (expansion) (0.403) (0.32)
High Value High Value -0.234 0.146
(expansion) X (contraction) (0.30) (0.09)
High Value High Value -0.085 0.430**
(expansion) X (expansion) (0.12) (0.15)

Established Administration -1.077** -0.689**
(0.06) (0.06)

Co-Partisan Control 0.027 0.038
(0.27) (0.06)

Department of Defense 0.195 -0.480**
(0.11) (0.10)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -0.589** -1.041**
(0.22) (0.17)

Note: N=9626 in all models. Table entries are multinomial probit estimates of Position Status.
The omitted (baseline) category is "Permanent Appointee," its coe�cients have been normalized
to zero in order to identify the model and allow for comparisons across equations. Reference
category for Position Value is “Low Value.” Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Chapter 6: Likelihood Models of Vacancies, Pre and

Post-FVRA
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Table B.1: Likelihood Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments,
1977-2015

Multinominal Probit
DV: 3 Category Position Status

(1) (2)
Empty Interim

Position Appointee

President
Position Value

High Value (expansion) 0.156 -0.316**
(0.11) (0.11)

High Value (contraction) -0.194 -0.148
(0.32) (0.33)

Congress
Position Value

High Value (expansion) -0.219** -0.187*
(0.04) (0.09)

High Value (contraction) -0.204 -0.162*
(0.14) (0.06)

President X Congress
Position Value

High Value High Value 0.35 0.112
(contraction) X (contraction) (0.44) (0.28)
High Value High Value 0.503 0.1003
(contraction) X (expansion) (0.37) (0.28)
High Value High Value -0.205 0.179
(expansion) X (contraction) (0.304) (0.09)
High Value High Value -0.038 0.514**
(expansion) X (expansion) (0.09) (0.12)

Established Administration -1.117** -0.754**
(0.08) (0.11)

Co-Partisan Control 0.067 0.105
(0.32) (0.06)

Years under the FVRA (1998-2015) 0.259 0.408**
(0.19) (0.08)

Department of Defense 0.227* -0.455**
(0.11) (0.09)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept =1.084** -1.343**
(0.28) (0.15)

Note: N=10290 in all models. Table entries are multinomial probit estimates of Position Status.
The omitted (baseline) category is "Permanent Appointee," its coe�cients have been normalized
to zero in order to identify the model and allow for comparisons across equations. Reference
category for Position Value is “Low Value.” Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Table B.2: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.851 0.085 0.065
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.851 0.075 0.074
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.858 0.085 0.057
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Congress
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.849 0.087 0.065
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.867 0.075 0.057
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.847 0.078 0.075
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Established
Administration

New Administration 0.630 0.156 0.214
(0.04) (0.02) (0.03)

Established Administration 0.853 0.082 0.065
(0.01) (0.003) (0.01)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divided Control 0.868 0.072 0.060
(0.02) (0.003) (0.02)

Co-Partisan Control 0.853 0.082 0.065
(0.01) (0.003) (0.01)

Years under
the FVRA

Pre-FVRA (1977-1997) 0.881 0.063 0.056
(0.01) (0.003) (0.004)

Post-FVRA (1998-2015) 0.821 0.105 0.074
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Department Defense 0.864 0.044 0.092
(0.02) (0.004) (0.02)

Non-Defense 0.849 0.090 0.061
(0.01) (0.004) (0.01)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Table B.3: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes, Pre-FVRA (1977-1997)
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.830 0.075 0.096
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

High Value (contraction) 0.806 0.054 0.139
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Low Value 0.851 0.068 0.081
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Congress
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.837 0.067 0.096
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

High Value (contraction) 0.819 0.074 0.107
(0.04) (0.01) (0.03)

Low Value 0.830 0.060 0.110
(0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Established
Administration

New Administration 0.558 0.128 0.314
(0.03) (0.02) (0.03)

Established Administration 0.831 0.067 0.102
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divided Control 0.901 0.057 0.043
(0.01) (0.002) (0.01)

Co-Partisan Control 0.831 0.067 0.102
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Department Defense 0.845 0.033 0.122
(0.04) (0.005) (0.03)

Non-Defense 0.827 0.075 0.098
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Table B.4: Predicted Probabilities of Position Status Outcomes, Post-FVRA (1998-2015)
Permanent Interim Empty
Appointee Appointee Position

President
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.852 0.098 0.050
(0.004) (0.01) (0.01)

High Value (contraction) 0.874 0.090 0.036
(0.01) (0.01) (0.002)

Low Value 0.844 0.106 0.050
(0.01) (0.01) (0.001)

Congress
Position
Value

High Value (expansion) 0.845 0.108 0.047
(0.004) (0.01) (0.001)

High Value (contraction) 0.885 0.078 0.036
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Low Value 0.855 0.093 0.052
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Established
Administration

New Administration 0.681 0.177 0.142
(0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Established Administration 0.857 0.098 0.045
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divided Control 0.820 0.087 0.093
(0.003) (0.01) (0.01)

Co-Partisan Control 0.857 0.098 0.045
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Department Defense 0.056 0.056 0.072
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Non-Defense 0.107 0.107 0.041
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

Note: Table entries are the predicted probabilities of each position status given speci�ed row
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote alignment with
theoretical expectations. Explanatory variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Figure B.1: Predicted Count of Interim Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given Presi-
dent Policy Priority (lagged)
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Figure B.2: Predicted Count of Empty High Capacity PAS Positions, given President Policy Pri-
ority (lagged)
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Table B.5: Means and Variances of Position Status Count Data: Numbers of Empty, Interim Ap-
pointees, and Permanent Appointees in Low Capacity Positions, Department-Year,
1977-2015

Empty Interim Permanent
Positions Appointees Appointees

Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion (N=250) 0.26 0.28 0.42 0.53 2.23 2.38

Neutral (N=85) 0.29 0.37 0.20 0.21 2.06 1.77

Contraction (N=182) 0.25 0.32 0.26 0.28 1.98 2.31

Total (N=517) 0.26 0.31 0.33 0.39 2.11 2.26

Figure B.3: Predicted Count of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given
President and Congress Policy Priority
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Table B.6: Predicted Number of Empty Positions and Interim Appointees in High Capacity Posi-
tions, 1977-2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 1.392 1.795
(0.060) (0.085)

Neutral 1.438 1.767
(0.073) (0.168)

Contraction 1.756 1.473
(0.146) (0.145)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 1.513 1.692
(0.058) (0.071)

Neutral 1.683 1.403
(0.125) (0.192)

Contraction 1.484 1.707
(0.168) (0.139)

Established
Administration

New Administration 1.887 1.439
(0.062) (0.048)

Established Administration 1.310 1.800
(.013) (.033)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divide Control 1.524 1.613
(0.143) (0.194)

Co-Partisan Control 1.516 1.707
(0.104) (0.145)

Department Defense 2.485 1.039
(0.182) (0.075)

Non-Defense 1.460 1.735
(0.021) (0.039)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are the predicted number of events for each position status
given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote
alignment with theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Table B.7: Predicted Number of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity Positions, 1977-2015
Permanent Appointees

(3) (4)

Lagged
President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 14.239
(0.1)

Neutral 13.802
(0.276)

Contraction 13.846
(0.135)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 13.998 13.984
(0.933) (0.083)

Neutral 14.106 14.195
(0.185) (0.161)

Contraction 13.973 14.11
(0.250) (0.252)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 13.861 13.907
(0.065) (0.070)

Neutral 13.795 13.876
(0.338) (0.396)

Contraction 14.429 14.476
(0.225) (0.216)

Established
Administration

New Administration 11.090 11.136
(0.201) (0.196)

Established Administration 14.695 14.768
(0.050) (0.050)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divide Control 14.025 14.054
(0.367) (0.368)

Co-Partisan Control 13.953 14.023
(0.251) (0.259)

Department Defense 14.155 14.216
(0.233) (0.191)

Non-Defense 13.951 14.003
(0.426) (0.035)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are the predicted number of events for each position status
given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote
alignment with theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Table B.8: Count Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments, 1977-
2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees
(1) (2)

Lagged President
Policy Priorities

Expansion -0.089 0.039
(0.117) (0.105)

Neutral -0.039 0.034
(0.105) (0.093)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.398** -0.398
(0.131) (0.228)

Contraction 0.141 -0.111
(0.146) (0.286)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.055 0.063
(0.157) (0.322)

Contraction 0.0228 0.059
(0.144) (0.226)

President X Congress
Policy Priorities

Contraction X Contraction -0.018 0.018
(0.203) (0.137)

Contraction X Expansion 0.091 -0.132
(0.128) (0.283)

Expansion X Contraction -0.343** 0.353
(0.132) (0.289)

Expansion X Expansion -0.462** 0.456
(0.176) (0.238)

Established Administration -0.363** 0.23**
(0.035) (0.034)

Co-Partisan Control -0.011 0.057
(0.159) (0.202)

Department of Defense 0.527** -0.512**
(0.067) (0.083)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -0.801** -0.946*
(0.235) (0.411)

Note: N= in all models. Table entries are negative binomial regression estimates of interim appointees and empty
positions with and without the lagged Presidential Policy Priorities variable. The outcome variables are counts of
high capacity positions, per department-year, �lled with permanent appointees. Reference category for Policy
Priorities is “Neutral.” Bold and colored entries denote alignment with theoretical expectations. Cluster-robust
standard errors appear in parentheses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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APPENDIX C

Chapter 7: Count Models of Vacancies

Table C.1: Means and Variances of Position Status Count Data: Numbers of Empty, Interim Ap-
pointees, and Permanent Appointees in Low Capacity Positions, Department-Year,
1977-2015

Empty Interim Permanent
Positions Appointees Appointees

Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion (N=250) 0.26 0.28 0.42 0.53 2.23 2.38

Neutral (N=85) 0.29 0.37 0.20 0.21 2.06 1.77

Contraction (N=182) 0.25 0.32 0.26 0.28 1.98 2.31

Total (N=517) 0.26 0.31 0.33 0.39 2.11 2.26
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Table C.2: Predicted Number of Empty Positions and Interim Appointees in High Capacity Posi-
tions, 1977-2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 1.392 1.795
(0.060) (0.085)

Neutral 1.438 1.767
(0.073) (0.168)

Contraction 1.756 1.473
(0.146) (0.145)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 1.513 1.692
(0.058) (0.071)

Neutral 1.683 1.403
(0.125) (0.192)

Contraction 1.484 1.707
(0.168) (0.139)

Established
Administration

New Administration 1.887 1.439
(0.062) (0.048)

Established Administration 1.310 1.800
(.013) (.033)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divide Control 1.524 1.613
(0.143) (0.194)

Co-Partisan Control 1.516 1.707
(0.104) (0.145)

Department Defense 2.485 1.039
(0.182) (0.075)

Non-Defense 1.460 1.735
(0.021) (0.039)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are the predicted number of events for each position status
given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote
alignment with theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Figure C.1: Predicted Count of Interim Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given Presi-
dent Policy Priority (lagged)
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Figure C.2: Predicted Count of Empty High Capacity PAS Positions, given President Policy Pri-
ority (lagged)
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Table C.3: Predicted Number of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity Positions, 1977-2015
Permanent Appointees

(3) (4)

Lagged
President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 14.239
(0.1)

Neutral 13.802
(0.276)

Contraction 13.846
(0.135)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 13.998 13.984
(0.933) (0.083)

Neutral 14.106 14.195
(0.185) (0.161)

Contraction 13.973 14.11
(0.250) (0.252)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 13.861 13.907
(0.065) (0.070)

Neutral 13.795 13.876
(0.338) (0.396)

Contraction 14.429 14.476
(0.225) (0.216)

Established
Administration

New Administration 11.090 11.136
(0.201) (0.196)

Established Administration 14.695 14.768
(0.050) (0.050)

Co-Partisan
Control

Divide Control 14.025 14.054
(0.367) (0.368)

Co-Partisan Control 13.953 14.023
(0.251) (0.259)

Department Defense 14.155 14.216
(0.233) (0.191)

Non-Defense 13.951 14.003
(0.426) (0.035)

Note: N=514 in all models. Table entries are the predicted number of events for each position status
given speci�ed row variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bold and colored entries denote
alignment with theoretical expectations. Predictor variables were held constant at their mean values.
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Table C.4: Count Models of Presidential Appointment Strategy in Executive Departments, 1977-
2015

Empty Positions Interim Appointees
(1) (2)

Lagged President
Policy Priorities

Expansion -0.089 0.039
(0.117) (0.105)

Neutral -0.039 0.034
(0.105) (0.093)

President
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.398** -0.398
(0.131) (0.228)

Contraction 0.141 -0.111
(0.146) (0.286)

Congress
Policy
Priorities

Expansion 0.055 0.063
(0.157) (0.322)

Contraction 0.0228 0.059
(0.144) (0.226)

President X Congress
Policy Priorities

Contraction X Contraction -0.018 0.018
(0.203) (0.137)

Contraction X Expansion 0.091 -0.132
(0.128) (0.283)

Expansion X Contraction -0.343** 0.353
(0.132) (0.289)

Expansion X Expansion -0.462** 0.456
(0.176) (0.238)

Established Administration -0.363** 0.23**
(0.035) (0.034)

Co-Partisan Control -0.011 0.057
(0.159) (0.202)

Department of Defense 0.527** -0.512**
(0.067) (0.083)

Administration Fixed E�ects X X

Intercept -0.801** -0.946*
(0.235) (0.411)

Note: N= in all models. Table entries are negative binomial regression estimates of interim appointees and empty
positions with and without the lagged Presidential Policy Priorities variable. The outcome variables are counts of
high capacity positions, per department-year, �lled with permanent appointees. Reference category for Policy
Priorities is “Neutral.” Bold and colored entries denote alignment with theoretical expectations. Cluster-robust
standard errors appear in parentheses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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Figure C.3: Predicted Count of Permanent Appointees in High Capacity PAS Positions, given
President and Congress Policy Priority
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